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Executive Summary
Recognizing the need to consolidate cannabis business operations
and develop a proactive compliance/enforcement component specific
to licensed cannabis businesses, the Development Services
Department established the Cannabis Business Division (CBD) in
November 2020. The CBD is responsible for permitting cannabis land
use entitlements, equity policy development, and code compliance
activities and providing related business support to authorized
cannabis businesses within the City of San Diego (City) limits. With
the goal to regulate, enforce, and support through a collaborative
process with fellow City departments and county and State of
California (State) agencies, CBD staff work to ensure public health
and safety for San Diego’s citizens and visitors, while also providing
support to cannabis businesses so they are able to thrive.
What Is Equity?
As we approached the development of the cannabis equity
assessment, we wanted to provide some context around key terms to
frame how the City of San Diego contextualizes equity work to
eliminate institutional racism and systemic disparities.
Equity occurs when we eliminate institutional racism and systemic
disparities, providing everyone access to opportunity and resources
to thrive, no matter where they live or how they identify.
Equality means each individual, family, neighborhood, or
community is given the same resources and opportunities without
recognition that each person has different circumstances.
An Equity Lens is a set of specific questions we ask to critically and
thoughtfully analyze policies, programs, practices, and budget
decisions to achieve equitable outcomes.
Equity Opportunity: When we identify a disparity in a policy,
program, practice, or budget decision, an equity opportunity
emerges to promote equitable outcomes and inclusive access.
The CBD conducted this cannabis equity assessment to create the
foundation for the development of a future cannabis equity program
for San Diego, identifying tools such as offering technical support,
regulatory compliance assistance, and help with securing the capital
necessary to begin a business. Such tools could remedy barriers to
licensure and employment in the regulated cannabis industry and aid
the State in its goal to eliminate or reduce the illicit cannabis market
by bringing more people into the legal marketplace.
The cannabis equity assessment provides short-, medium-, and
long-term recommendations to attempt to address these issues as
part of the City’s first cannabis equity program—the future Cannabis
Social Equity and Economic Development (SEED) program.
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Purpose of the Program
The SEED program will focus on inclusion and support of individuals
and communities negatively impacted by cannabis criminalization.
The primary purpose of the program includes:
•

Providing a path to clearing criminal records for the different
communities of color impacted by discriminatory enforcement of
drug laws, which include racial/ethinic disparities that are more
pronounced for African American/Black and Latinx people;

•

Prioritizing for cannabis permits to address racial/ethinic
disparities for indiidualsindividuals who have been previously
arrested or convicted for cannabis-related offenses;

•

Fostering equitable access to participation in the cannabis
industry, including by promoting ownership and stable
employment opportunities in the industry;

•

Providing training and education to residents who are seeking to
understand systemic racism to create opportunities to produce
more equatible outcomes and remove racial/ethinic disparities
negatively affected by the war on drugs; and

•

Investing a portion of the City’s annual cannabis tax revenues for
economic and community infrastructure in communities that
have historically lacked equitable and inclusive access to the
cannibis industry.

This section of the report provides key findings informed by this
report’s “Equity Analysis,” “Primary Barriers,” and “Preliminary
Recommendations” chapters. The short-, medium-, and long-term
recommendations incorporated will inform policy makers as the City
embarks on developing its first cannabis equity program.

Background
The
recommendations
The recommendations
incorporated are
meant to inform policy
policy
as the
makersmakers
as the City
City
embarks
embarks
on on
developing a cannabis
cannabis
equity
equity program.
program.

To inform the development of a strategy for the City of San Diego’s
first cannabis equity program and to implement Proposition 64, the
City’s Cannabis Business Division and Department of Race and Equity
held nine community listening sessions and created a community
survey to identify the existing impediments to creating equitable
cannabis regulations in the City of San Diego. Feedback received in
these listening sessions and survey results, combined with the
quantitative analysis described in Chapter 2 of this report, create a
comprehensive picture of the cannabis industry landscape for
residents who have been disproportionately affected by the war on
drugs over the past 50 years.
Other communities faced with similar challenges have successfully
created cannabis equity programs. Chapter 4 provides an overview of
best practices from other cities in California, and nationwide, that
have created equity programs. Some of the recommendations in this
report are crafted based on other jurisdictions’ programs. For
example, the City of Oakland and the City of Los Angeles have been
models for cannabis equity; therefore, some of the recommendations

ii
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have been adapted from their best practices and incorporated into
this report.

Key Findings
The following key findings take into consideration the context of the
City of San Diego and are based on the feedback provided at the City’s
nine cannabis equity listening sessions, survey results, and best
practices from other California jurisdictions.
The prioritization for the preliminary recommendations is not final
as we build a structure for future prioritization and a feasibility
analysis to guide an implementation plan. The adoption of the final
recommendations will be informed by budgetary allocations, policy
implications, stakeholder feedback, and producing equitable
outcomes associated with each action step. The analysis of the
qualitative and quantitative data is an ongoing process, which will
continue to inform the curation of edits and additional
recommendations.
These findings inform the SEED strategic framework and
recommendations included in this report:
1.

Identifying Capital Resources: High startup costs associated
with permits, leases, and consultants and any additional fees
can prevent many residents from participating in the legal
cannabis marketplace. Cities that are proactively expanding
their cannabis equity program have explicitly dedicated
capital resources to these programs. Possible dedicated
sources of funding for investment include a revolving loan
fund and other forms of financial assistance.

2. Creating Equity Policies and Updating Municipal Code
Regulations: Other communities faced with cannabis equity
program challenges like those facing San Diego have adopted
proven policies and regulations to address their needs.
Understanding that no two communities are the same and
therefore necessitate unique approaches, these
recommendations shall guide the City of San Diego in
developing an equity strategy of its own that will occur
through the adoption of policies and regulations, such as
zoning code amendments, and other City programs.
3. Addressing Drug Convictions: Under Proposition 64, persons
who have been convicted of a cannabis-related offense that is
no longer illicit under State law are not automatically
disqualified from applying for or receiving a license to
operate a cannabis business. Therefore, the City, in
coordination with the County of San Diego, should provide a
pathway for cannabis criminal record expungement. The City
also should evaluate the background check process and
requirements to see if they are adversely affecting residents
previously convicted of a cannabis-related offense.
4. Ensuring Capacity Building: Complicated City and State
regulations and licensing requirements have hampered many
smaller-scale local cannabis operators. These operators have
iii
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found it difficult to navigate and comply with complex
cannabis regulations and licensing requirements. Working
with the State of California’s Department of Cannabis
Control, the City should identify ways to make the permit
process easier to navigate and eliminate regulatory discretion
where possible.

Summary of Preliminary Recommendations
This strategic framework provides a series of 17 recommendations
based on short-, medium-, and long-term initiatives to create an
equity program that fulfills the needs of locally impacted
communities and residents seeking entry into the legal cannabis
market. The success of these recommendations rests on the ability of
the City to implement them over time, with feedback from
community members throughout the process, as well as the support
of State and local stakeholders and legislators. The 17
recommendations are summarized below and discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6.

Short Term (1 to 6 months):
1.

Establish a Cannabis SEED Program Task Force

2. Develop Meaningful Definitions of Equity “Owner” and
“Applicant” and Establish SEED Program Eligibility Criteria
3. Create a Revolving Loan Fund and Financial Assistance
Program
4. Develop a Cannabis Delivery Amnesty Program
5. Restrict Background Checks

Medium Term (6 to 18 months):
1.

Adopt Phased Licensing

2. Allow Conditional Approval with No Real Estate Requirements
3. Identify Real Estate Opportunities
4. Create Business Support Services
5. Expand Local Delivery Services
6. Create Legal Business Identification
7. Reduce/Waive Permit and Business Operation Fees
8. Create a Mentorship Program

Long Term (18 months +):
1.

Prepare Cannabis Consumption Lounge Permitting Process

2. Support Social Media Outreach
3. Develop Cannabis Tourism
4. Collect Industry Data

iv
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Defining Cannabis Equity Applicant Criteria
This assessment focuses primarily on the information obtained
through the City’s nine listening sessions and survey. However, staff
evaluated what other cities’ equity programs include to determine
which best practices the City of San Diego may want to focus on. Each
jurisdiction’s equity assessment serves to evaluate the effects that
the war on drugs has had on its citizens, to create an equity program
that will best serve its citizens, and to assist a jurisdiction with the
establishment of criteria by which individual and business entity
equity applicants are evaluated. The table on the following page
compares each jurisdiction’s eligibility criteria in effect as of June
2022.

v
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Table 1: Cannabis Equity Applicant Criteria in Other California Cities

City of Oakland

Criminal
History

Either lived
within a police
beat with high
rates of arrests
and convictions
for at least 10 of
Prior cannabis arrest
the last 20 years
or conviction
or
was arrested
after November
5, 1996 for a
cannabis offence
in the City

Residency
Be an Oakland
Requirements resident

Low-Income
Status

Housing
Status

Attendance of
Local Schools

City of Long Beach

Lived in a low- or
moderate-income
area of Long Beach
for a minimum of 3
years or is currently
receiving
unemployment
benefits

In the last year,
had an annual
income at or less
than 80% of the
Family income and
Oakland average
net worth limits
median income
adjusted for
household size

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

City of Los Angeles
(Two of three criteria
must be met)

City of Sacramento

California cannabis
arrest or conviction
that occurred prior to
November 8, 2016

Individuals, or their
immediate family
members, who
previously or
currently reside in a
low-income
household and who
were arrested or
convicted for a
cannabis-related
crime in Sacramento
beween 1980 and 2011

Ten years’ cumulative
residency in a
Disproportionately
Impacted Area of Los
Angeles

Low-income per
average median
income

N/A

N/A

A current or former
resident of the City of
Sacramento who has
lived in a low-income
household for at least
5 years, between 1980
and 2011 in specific
zip codes

City/County of San
Francisco
(Three of six
criteria must be
met, in addition to
asset)
Arrest or
conviction for a
cannabis offense
between 1971 and
2016 or
parent, sibling, or
child arrest or
conviction for a
cannabis offense
between 1971 and
2016
Lived in an eligible
census tract in San
Francisco for 5
years where at
least 17% of
households were at
or below the
federal poverty
level

Individuals, or their
immediate family
members, who
previously or
currently reside in a
low-income
household

Have a household
income below 80%
of the Area Median
Income in either
the preceding year
or current year of
submitting an
equity verification
application

N/A

Lost housing in
San Francisco
through eviction,
foreclosure, or
subsidy
cancellation after
1995

N/A

Attended school in
the San Francisco
Unified School
District for at least
5 years between
1971 and 2016
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CHAPTER 1 | Introduction
The qualitative analysis of this equity assessment report is the result
of information gathered from nine cannabis equity listening sessions
held in May/June 2022. The overwhelming message expressed during
these sessions was that access to capital was the primary barrier to
entering the legal cannabis market as a business owner. Additional
barriers include lack of technical and educational knowledge;
challenges identifying land and buildings available for use;
competition with the legacy market, which makes up approximately
80% of the cannabis landscape in San Diego; competition with wellfunded out-of-city delivery companies that are not hiring local
drivers, selling locally sourced products, or paying the appropriate
amount of taxes; and the cost of professional consultants and legal
assistance, taxes, and licenses.

City Heights Performance Annex Cannabis Equity Listening Session

Based on community input, this assessment has set out to answer the
following two questions:
1.

How does the City of San Diego create an equity-driven
program that addresses the racial/ethnic disparities that
cannabis criminalization has caused and that prevent
equitable and inclusive access to the cannabis industry?

2. How can the City of San Diego create forward-thinking
programs and initiatives to reduce the amount of cannabis
products sold through the legacy market, which makes up
more than 80 percent of cannabis sales in the City of San
Diego?
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Many major California cities have completed cannabis equity studies
that identified common themes related to barriers to entry for
individuals and communities impacted by cannabis enforcement.
Like other jurisdictions across the State, San Diego has identified
barriers to entry related to the nature of the relatively new legal
cannabis industry. Like other jurisdictions across the State, San
Diego has identified barriers to entry related to the nature of the
relatively new legal cannabis industry. These issues include:

A primary goal of
developing an equity
program will be to
develop a robust legal
assistance program
to provide residents
with criminal records
the ability to have
their records
expunged and sealed.

•

Lack of access to capital;

•

Uncertain federal prohibitions;

•

Complicated local and State permit regulations;

•

Limits on banking related to federal regulations;

•

Real estate challenges;

•

Lack of training and networking opportunities; and

•

High cost of utilities, taxes, and other capital requirements for
starting a business.

These are significant challenges for any person attempting to obtain
a license, but they are even more pronounced for low-income
individuals who have a personal or family history with the criminal
justice system. A primary short-term goal of developing an equity
program will be to develop a robust legal assistance program in
partnership with the County of San Diego to provide residents with
criminal records the ability to have their records expunged and
sealed. This type of work is critical to help uplift residents—not only
to help them enter the cannabis business landscape but also to help
them more effectively access non-cannabis-related job and
educational opportunities. Expungement can also assist with
securing housing and other opportunities that are not available to
residents with a cannabis-related criminal record.

Cannabis Grow Room
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CHAPTER 2 | Equity
Analysis
2.1 Introduction
During the State’s cannabis prohibition period, the number of
arrests, convictions, and long-term collateral consequences fell
disproportionately on African American/Black and Latinx people .
The consequences associated with cannabis law violations have
created barriers for persons with prior convictions to enter the newly
regulated cannabis industry.
In order to promote equitable ownership and employment
opportunities in the cannabis industry, as well as decrease disparities
in life outcomes for marginalized communities, the State established
the Cannabis Equity Act (Equity Act), as amended by Assembly Bill
(AB) 97. The Equity Act was signed into law in 2018 and aimed to
repair some of the decades of harm done by the war on drugs. The
Bureau of Cannabis Control, now known as the Department of
Cannabis Control (DCC), entered into an interagency agreement with
the State Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development
(GO-Biz) to administer the Cannabis Equity Grants Program (Grants
Program) to aid local jurisdictions in their program efforts to support
equity applicants and licensees.
The purpose of the Grants Program is to advance economic justice for
populations and communities adversely impacted by cannabis
prohibition. Local jurisdictions are encouraged to develop and
operate cannabis equity programs that focus on the inclusion and
support of individuals and foster equitable access to licensure and
business ownership in the regulated cannabis industry. Since the
passage of the Equity Act, many cities around the State have received
grant funding and established local equity programs for their
licensing and permitting processes.
The City defines equity as occurring when institutional racism and
systemic disparities are eliminated and everyone is provided with
equitable access to opportunity and resources to thrive, no matter
where they live or how they identify. In August 2019, City Council
Districts 3 and 4 completed a Cannabis Equity Study for the purpose
of assessing the impact of the criminalization of cannabis within the
City. The 2019 Cannabis Equity Study concluded that youth and
people of color were arrested at disproportionately higher rates for
cannabis-related charges. In January 2022, Mayor Todd Gloria
(Mayor) launched an updated City Strategic Plan with a focus on
cCustomer seService, Empowerment & Engagement, Equity &
Inclusion, and eeanditandtTrust & Transparency. In alignment with
the City’s goal to create more equitable municipal services, the City
applied for, and was awarded, a State grant to establsh a local
cannabis equity program. The City is currently developing a blueprint
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for the program. In support of the development of this proposed
equity program blueprint, the City engaged Keyser Marston
Associates, Inc. (KMA) to prepare a cannabis equity assessment and
market analysis (Report).
This equity assessment seeks to identify communities and
demographic groups, if any, within the City that have been adversely
impacted by law enforcement as a result of cannabis prohibition.
Correspondingly, the market analysis component seeks to relay
information on market drivers, barriers, and opportunities.

2.2 Methodology

The Equity
Assessment seeks to
identify communities
and demographic
groups that have
been adversely
impacted by law
enforcement as a
result of cannabis
prohibition.

As stated above, the equity assessment seeks to identify communities
and demographic groups that have been adversely impacted by law
enforcement because of cannabis prohibition. The City’s Police
Department provided to KMA cannabis-related arrest data from 2015
to the present. It should be noted that the San Diego Association of
Governments and the Automated Regional Justice Information
System have a current policy to maintain member agency data,
including crime-related data, for 7 years. Accordingly, the City’s
Police Department cannot provide data prior to the 7-year retention
date.
KMA used census tract data to measure various demographic
categories within each of the City’s nine geographic law enforcement
divisions. These categories include percentage of total population,
percentage of non-White residents, percentage of low- and
moderate-income residents, and percentage of residents who have
earned a bachelor’s degree or higher.
The KMA methodology used to perform the Report is as follows:
(a) Analyze cannabis-related arrest data and corresponding City
police beats to identify disparities in race/ethnicity and age
(b) Map and evaluate relevant demographic factors, including
low-income households as a percentage of population,
minorities as a percentage of population, disadvantaged
communities, and educational attainment
(c) Analyze cannabis business license and land use permit data
(d) Address current status of altered and dismissed cannabisrelated convictions
(e) Identify areas within the City and profile the demographics of
individuals adversely impacted by prior cannabis prohibition

2.3 Key Findings
The data contained within this Report finds that racial and ethnic
diversity within the cannabis industry remains an issue at State and
local levels. Economic and social challenges, combined with the
inability to secure financing to pay for start-up and other processing
fees, limit the potential pool of applicants for new cannabis
businesses, specifically minority populations. A cannabis equity
program would provide equitable access to the cannabis industry
2-2
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work force and encourage entrepreneurship in a variety of businesses
that not only produce cannabis products but also support the
industry. This includes the areas of finance, marketing/advertising,
hydroponic sales and infrastructure, and legal services that provide
support to cannabis businesses.
KMA identified the following key findings that support this
conclusion:
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•

Relative to their share of the work force, minorities and women
are underrepresented in cannabis-related executive positions. A
Countywide survey found that racial and ethnic diversity within
the cannabis industry is currently an issue in both the City and
County. The survey found that 68% of cannabis business license
holders are White; 14% are of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin;
and 7% are Black/African American. It is estimated that 87% of
cannabis business license holders in the County are male and only
13% are female.

•

From 2015 through 2022, Black/African American and Hispanic,
Latino, or Spanish origin individuals experienced a
disproportionate number of cannabis-related arrests in the City
when compared to Asian, Pacific Islander, White, and persons of
another race.

•

In accordance with a February 2021 court order, a San Diego
Superior Court judge reduced felony cannabis convictions to
misdemeanor convictions for approximately 26,000 people in
San Diego County. In addition, about 1,000 people with
misdemeanor cannabis convictions had their cases completely
dismissed. Although convictions have been reclassified, the court
system has been slow in updating individual records, and it is the
responsibility of the offenders to ensure that their individual
record is addressed.

•

From 2015 to 2022, youth under the age of 19 were
disproportionately arrested for cannabis-related crimes
compared to all other age groups. Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
origin youth accounted for 47% of the arrests.

•

Since 2014, nearly 50% of cannabis business applications have
been approved by the City. Due to the lack of geographic
restrictions on cannabis production facilities, most approved
applications were in Council District 6, which includes the
communities of Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Rancho
Peñasquitos, and Sorrento Valley. These communities tend to
have higher rates of individuals who hold bachelor’s degrees or
higher.

•

The most disadvantaged communities, as defined by the State,
are located within the Southeastern, Central, and Southern police
divisions. These police divisions overlap Council Districts 3, 4, 8,
and 9. Disadvantaged communities are the areas throughout
California that most suffer from a combination of economic,
health, and environmental burdens. These burdens include
poverty, high unemployment, air and water pollution, and the
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presence of hazardous wastes, as well as high incidence of
asthma and heart disease.

The City
acknowledges and
recognizes racial and
social disparities in
providing municipal
services.

•

Based on a series of indicators, neighborhoods in the Mid-City,
Southeastern, and Southern police divisions are the most
disadvantaged neighborhoods in the City. These police divisions
overlap Council Districts 3, 4, 8, and 9. These areas yield the
highest rates of non-White residents, highest rates of lowincome residents, and the lowest rates of individuals holding
bachelor’s degrees. However, these areas do not have the highest
arrests when compared to other neighborhoods in the City.

•

The neighborhoods with the most cannabis-related arrests were
East Village (4.5%) and North Park (4.0%). East Village is in the
Central police division, and North Park is in the Mid-City police
division. Both neighborhoods are located within Council
District 3. Arrests are based on the location of the violation and
not the person’s residence.

The City acknowledges and recognizes racial and social disparities in
providing municipal services. In recent years, the City has initiated
several efforts to address disparities in the City’s programs, services,
and budget decisions. These policies and programs will ensure that
there is greater diversity, inclusion, and equity in San Diego for
minority populations.

2.4 Cannabis Market Analysis
2.4.1 Cannabis Industry in the U.S.
Although 36 U.S. states allow the use of cannabis for medicinal
purposes, and 18 states permit the use of cannabis for recreational
purposes, the federal government still considers cannabis illicit.
According to Marijuana Business Daily (MJBizDaily), a Coloradobased business news outlet for professionals in the recreational and
medical cannabis industry, total U.S. economic impact from
marijuana sales in 2022 is expected to reach $99 billion—up more
than 20% from the prior year—and upwards of $155 billion in 2026.
Despite this anticipated growth, it is clear that racial and gender
diversity in the cannabis industry is still lacking. MJBizDaily’s 2019
Women and Minorities in the Cannabis Industry report found that
women and minorities are disadvantaged when trying to enter the
cannabis industry due to high barriers to entry and lack of access to
funding sources. Under federal policy, traditional bank loans and/or
tax breaks are unavailable to those looking to enter the cannabis
industry. In addition to the high cost of start-up and permit
processing fees, these challenges further impact minority and lowincome populations.

2.4.2 Cannabis Industry in California
In 1996, California became the first state in the U.S. to allow
medicinal cannabis use. Voters passed the Cannabis Use Act of 1996,
making it legal for patients with certain illnesses, under approval
from a licensed physician, to use cannabis for medicinal purposes. It
took another 20 years for the State to allow the recreational use of
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cannabis for adults over the age of 21. In 2016, State voters approved
Proposition 64, known as the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA).
AUMA allowed adults over the age of 21 to use cannabis recreationally
and reduced barriers to entry into the legal, regulated cannabis
industry. However, businesses were not allowed to grow, distribute,
or sell non-medical or recreational cannabis until they received a
State license. Under AUMA, the State was not required to issue any
licenses until January 1, 2018. Since the passage of AUMA, numerous
cannabis-related laws have been proposed/approved, including a
proposal to reduce cannabis taxes (AB 286), a proposal for cannabis
consumption café/lounge licenses (AB 1465), and an approved
deferral or waiver of a cannabis application fee for needs-based
cannabis applicants and licensees (Senate Bill 595).
In July 2019, in accordance with the State’s Equity Act, the DCC
administered funds under the Grants Program to aid local jurisdictions
in supporting equity applicants and licensees. The DCC awarded $10
million in equity grant funding to 10 jurisdictions in October 2019 and
another $30 million to 16 jurisdictions in April 2020. Of the 16
jurisdictions, nine received funding to conduct cannabis equity
assessments and develop an equity program. Seven jurisdictions
received funding to provide assistance to cannabis equity program
applicants and licensees to gain entry to, and to successfully operate
in, the regulated cannabis industry.

Since the passage of
the Equity Act, many
public agencies have
established a variety
local equity
programs.
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Subsequently, in March 2021, the DCC awarded an additional 18
jurisdictions with $15 million. Since the passage of the Equity Act,
many public agencies have established a variety of local equity
programs, including the cities of Fresno, Long Beach, Los Angeles,
Oakland, Palm Springs, Sacramento, and San Francisco. The counties
of Humboldt, Lake, and Mendocino have also formed local equity
programs. Funds from the equity programs may be used to pay for
small business support services; assistance with securing business
locations; tiered fees or fee waivers for local permits or licenses;
assistance with paying State licensing and regulatory fees; assistance
with regulatory compliance; and assistance with recruiting, training,
and retaining a qualified and diverse workforce. A list of the
jurisdictions awarded cannabis-related funding from the DCC is
presented in Table 2, below. Moreover, a number of these jurisdictions
have implemented a Cannabis Equity Applicant program, including the
County of Humboldt, City of Coachella, City of Rio Dell, City of Long
Beach, City of Los Angeles, City of Oakland, City of Sacramento, City
and County of San Francisco, and City of San Jose.
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Table 2: List of Jurisdictions Awarded Cannabis-Related Funding from the DCC by Year
2019

2020

2021

• City of Los Angeles

• City of Oakland

• City of Oakland

• City of Adelanto

• City of Oakland

• City of Los Angeles

• City and County of San

• City of Commerce

• County of Humboldt

• City and County of San

• City and County of San

Francisco

Francisco

• City of Los Angeles

2022

• City of Desert Hot Springs
• County of Humboldt

• City of Sacramento

• City of Sacramento

• City of Sacramento

• City of Long Beach

• City of Long Beach

• City of Long Beach

• County of Humboldt

• City of Fresno

• City of San Jose

• County of Mendocino

• County of Humboldt

• County of Santa Cruz

• County of Lake

• County of Lake

• City of Coachella

• County of Monterey

• City of Palm Springs

• City of Palm Springs

• County of Nevada

• County of Mendocino

• City of Palm Springs

• County of San Diego

• City of San Jose

• County of Sonoma

• City of Santa Cruz

• County of Trinity

• City of Clearlake

• City of Escondido

• City of Coachella

• City of Isleton

• City of Santa Rosa

• City of Stockton

• City of Modesto

• County of Sonoma

• City of Richmond

• County of Trinity

Francisco

• County of Lake
• City of Long Beach
• City of Los Angeles
• County of Mendocino
• County of Monterey
• City of Oakland
• County of Nevada
• City of Sacramento
• City of San Diego
• City and County of San
Francisco

• City of San Diego
The cannabis industry is a thriving market in California. Forbes, a
global media company, indicates that there has been an oversupply
of cannabis in the State market, with legal cultivators growing more
than three times as much as the market can consume. According to
Eaze, a cannabis marketplace company, California cities that
experienced the highest increase in social equity product sales in
2021 include San Diego (up 361%), Tracy (up 163%), and Manteca
(78%). Social equity sales are sales from businesses that possess a
social equity license—a business license for members of
communities that have been harmed, targeted, or otherwise
adversely affected by cannabis prohibition.
It is also estimated that in 2021, cannabis storefronts in the State
sold over $5.2 billion worth of cannabis products, representing a
20% increase over 2020. Currently, eight cities across the State are in
the process of opening new recreational cannabis licensing
opportunities in 2022, either by endorsing the cannabis industry for
the first time or by boosting the number of available business
permits.
According to research conducted by Getting it Right from the Start
Project, a public health institute, a total of 281 cities and counties in
the State allow retail cannabis sales by storefront and/or delivery.
Data provided by the State’s DCC found that, as of February 2021,
there are a total of 1,485 licensed cannabis retailers. This figure is
broken out as follows: 897 active licensed storefronts, 385 active
licensed non-storefront (delivery), 105 active microbusinesses with
storefronts, and 98 active non-storefront microbusinesses
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(delivery). The number of retailers has increased by 64% since
December 2019. It is important to note that cannabis producers,
distributors, and retailers must obtain State licenses to sell legally.
However, it is not unlawful for consumers to buy from unlicensed
sellers or possess unlicensed products. According to a January 2020
Agricultural and Resource Economics Update from the Giannini
Foundation of Agricultural Economics at the University of California,
prices are 25% higher at licensed compared to unlicensed
storefronts, and 7% higher at licensed compared to unlicensed
delivery services, as shown in Exhibit 1, below.
Exhibit 1: Average California Retail Price per Gram of Cannabis Flower by Package Size: Delivery-Only
vs. Storefront

Source: Resource Economics Update from the Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics at the University of California

2.4.2.1 Cannabis Industry in San Diego
Sections 141.0504 and 141.1004 of the City’s Municipal Code allow for
and regulate Cannabis Outlets (Outlets) and Cannabis Production
Facilities (Facilities). The City defines Outlets as establishments
(retail, medicinal, or a combination) operating with a Conditional
Use Permit (CUP) where cannabis, cannabis products, and cannabis
accessories are sold to the public. The number of Outlets is currently
limited to 36 Citywide, with a maximum of four establishments per
council district. There are currently 26 legally permitted Outlets open
in the City.
The City began collecting tax receipts from the Cannabis Business
Tax in January 2018, receiving $2.7 million in gross receipts in Fiscal
Year (FY) 2018. The most recent City Adopted Budget (FY 2022)
projects that this figure will increase substantially in FY 2021 to $19.7
million. This is an average annual growth rate of 94%. The growth in
Cannabis Business Tax revenue to the City from FY 2018 to FY 2021
(projected) is presented in Exhibit 2, below. It is important to note
that in February 2022, the City Council reduced the Cannabis
Business Tax from 8% to 2% on local manufacturers and growers to
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boost overall production. The 8% tax rate for retailers will remain
unchanged.
Exhibit 2: Cannabis Business Tax Revenue to City by Fiscal Year

$25,000,000
$19,700,000

$20,000,000

$17,000,000

$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$0

$8,200,000
$2,700,000

2018

2019

2020

2021

The City defines “Facilities” as operations involving agricultural
raising, harvesting, and processing of cannabis; wholesale
distribution and storage of cannabis and cannabis-related products;
and production of goods from cannabis and cannabis products
consistent with the State’s Department of Foods, Agriculture,
Consumer Affairs and Public Health. The number of Facilities is
currently limited to 40 Citywide.
Outlets and Facilities cannot be located within 1,000 feet of City
parks, churches, childcare centers, playgrounds, libraries, minororiented facilities, residential care facilities, or schools. They may
also not be located within 100 feet of a residential zone. Outlets may
also not be located within 1,000 feet of each other.
Applicants for an Outlet or Facility are subject to a three-step
application approval process, as follows:

Step 1

•Conditional Use Permit (CUP) - Cannabis Outlets and Cannabis
Production Facilities require a CUP, a discretionary permit
which must be approved and recorded against the property.

Step 2

•Construction Permits - Once a CUP is approved, the business
must obtain a Building Permit and possibly a Right-of-Way
Permit to build out the space and fulfill CUP conditions

Step 3

•Ongoing operation - Businesses must obtain an Annual
Operating Permit and Business Tax Certificate from the City, a
license from the State, and remain current on all taxes, fees,
and permit conditions.
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As part of the Annual Operating Permit process, all responsible
persons are subject to fingerprinting and a background check. A
responsible person is defined as a person responsible for the
operation, management, direction, or policy of a Cannabis Outlet or
Facility. Individuals convicted of a violent felony or a crime of moral
turpitude within the past 7 years cannot act as a responsible person.

2.4.3 Number of Permits Received by the City
In 2011, the City Council approved an ordinance that allows medical
dispensaries to operate legally in the City with an approved permit.
In 2017, the San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) was revised in
response to AUMA to allow Outlets and Production Facilities, creating
the current caps. For example, there were 34 Production Facilities
applicants competing for the remaining 10 of the 40 spots allowed by
the SDMC. The Development Services Department also created
internal procedures for processing Production Facilities applications
to ensure a fair and transparent process in accordance with the
established City’s project review procedures, the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and the SDMC. Each application
who completed the review process and obtained either (a) an
environmental determination of exemption or (b) a final
environmental document was provided an initial process order
number based on the date of either of the aforementioned items.
Data related to ethnicity was not collected as part of the process.
The initial processing order date established the application’s initial
public hearing processing priority. Each application was subject to
Environmental Determination Appeals and Process Three Appeals in
accordance with SDMC Sections 112.0520 and 112.0506, respectively.
These two appeal processes have the potential to affect an
applicant’s public hearing process. Applicants were made aware of
their position in relation to the cap. The Development Services
Department then accepted applications on a first-come, first-served
basis. Projects were deemed complete in a similar order and taken to
hearing based on review completion dates and environmental
determination dates. As projects were approved, they claimed
available spots, with project appeals occasionally changing the order
of approval. This often resulted in multiple projects being presented
on the same hearing date with those projects listed later in the
agenda being denied because the previous project approval(s)
resulted in the cap being reached.
The City’s Cannabis Business Division provided KMA with a list of
cannabis-related business permit applications submitted to the City
between 2014 and 2022. In total, the City received 146 applications,
of which 47% were approved, 29% withdrawn, 14% denied, and 10%
cancelled, as shown in Table 3 below. The various reasons that
applications were not approved include inactivity, as well as
proposals being located too close to sensitive uses, such as parks,
minor-oriented facilities, and residential zones.
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Table 3: Cannabis Business Permit Applications by Status, City of San
Diego
Status of
Application

Outlets

Facilities

Total

% of
Total

Approved

28

40

68

47%

Withdrawn

24

19

43

29%

Denied

14

7

21

14%

3

11

14

10%

69

77

146

100%

Cancelled
Total

Source: City of San Diego’s Cannabis Business Division, as of March 2022

Because Cannabis
Production Facilities
are not limited per
Council District, most
approved
applications were
located in Council
District 6 and Council
District 8.

Of the 68 approved permits, 28 were for an Outlet, and 40 were for a
Facility. Because Cannabis Production Facilities are not limited per
council district, most approved applications were located in Council
District 6 (four Outlets and 21 Facilities), which includes the
Northern and Northeastern police divisions, and Council District 8
(four Outlets and 11 Facilities), which includes the Southeastern,
Central, and Southern police divisions. A map of approved Cannabis
Outlets and Cannabis Production Facilities is presented in Exhibit 3.
KMA further examined when the applications were submitted to the
City. As shown in Exhibit 4, applications for cannabis business
permits appeared to spike prior to and during two significantly
historic time periods:
1.

AUMA Effective Date – AUMA took effect November 9, 2016
and allowed for the adult possession, consumption, and
cultivation of nonmedical, recreational cannabis. The City
received 32 applications in 2015.

2. AUMA Licensing Date – AUMA required that the State begin
issuing licenses as of January 1, 2018. During 2018 and 2019,
the City received a total of 88 applications.
As shown in Exhibit 4, the years between these time periods showed
a greatly reduced number of cannabis business permit applications.
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Exhibit 3: Cannabis Outlets and Cannabis Production Facilities, City of San Diego

Source: Data received from the City of San Diego in 2022.
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Exhibit 4: Cannabis Business Permit Applications Submitted to the City of San Diego
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2.5 Equity Assessment
2.5.1 Minority- and Women-Owned Cannabis Business
A nationwide survey conducted in 2017 by MJBizDaily found that only
17% of cannabis businesses have an ethnic minority in an executive
position. The survey found that 80% of cannabis business
owners/founders identify as White, followed by Hispanic, Latino, or
Spanish origin (6%) and Black/African American (4%). Female
minority executives accounted for just 5%.

The survey results
found that 68% of
cannabis business
license holders were
White.

In 2021, the Office of Business Research and Analysis (OBRA) for
California State University San Marcos (CSUSM) analyzed economic
impacts of the cannabis industry in San Diego County. OBRA created
a survey designed to understand which demographics hold cannabis
licenses in the County. The survey results found that 68% of
cannabis business license holders were White, followed by 14%
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin; 7% Black/African American; 4%
American Indian; 4% Asian; and 3% Middle Eastern. In addition,
87% of cannabis business license holder participants were male, with
female business owners accounting for only 13%. Based on these
findings, racial diversity within the cannabis industry is currently an
issue in the County.

2.5.2 Distribution of Race/Ethnicity
The City of San Diego is the largest city in San Diego County, with an
estimated 2021 population of 1.7 million. Exhibit 5 provides an
overview of the City’s racial/ethnic profile. This data reflects 2019 5year estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau American Community
Survey (ACS) for people who report as one race. As shown, 45% of the
population identifies as White; 24% as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
origin; 14% as Asian; 5% as Black/African American; 0.3 % as Pacific
Islander; and 11% as other or unknown.
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Exhibit 5: Distribution of Race/Ethnicity, City of San Diego, 2021
50%
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14%

15%

11%

10%

5%

5%
0%

0%
White

Hispanic

Asian

Other

Black

Pacific Islander

Source: U.S. Census 2021 Estimates

2.5.3 Cannabis-Related Arrests
Exhibit 6 presents cannabis-related arrests in the City from 2015 to
2022. This data was provided by the City’s Police Department. During
the period from 2015 to 2022, there were a total of 659 cannabisrelated arrests, with 2022 reflecting only a partial year. These arrests
included unlawful possession, use, and distribution of cannabis. As
shown, the City has been experiencing a sharp decline since 2016.
This trend was to be expected following the 2016 voter passage of
Proposition 64, which authorized the legal recreational use of
cannabis effective November 9, 2016.
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Exhibit 6: Cannabis-Related Arrests by Year, City of San Diego(1)
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Year 2022 reflects partial year, through March 2022.

2.5.4 Cannabis-Related Arrests by Race/Ethnicity
Cannabis-related arrests by race/ethnicity are presented in Table 4.
As shown, the populations experiencing the most arrests are
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin (34%), followed by White (27%),
individuals identifying as Other (19%), and Black/African American
(16%).
Table 4: Cannabis-Related Arrests by Race/Ethnicity, City of San Diego
Race/Ethnicity

Arrests
(2015-2022)
Total

Asian

Population
(2021)2

1

Percent

Total

Percent

25

4%

247,267

14%

Black/African American

107

16%

88,321

5%

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
origin

224

34%

420,094

24%

3

0%

5,826

0%

White

178

27%

770,824

45%

Other or Unknown

122

19%

186,694

11%

659

100%

1,719,044

100%

Pacific Islander

Total
1

Source: City of San Diego Police Department

2

Source: U.S. Census ACS 2019 5-year estimates.

For comparative purposes, KMA evaluated the percentage of arrests
in proportion to the total population. As shown in Exhibit 7, when
compared to the share of population, Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
origin; Black/African American; and individuals identifying as Other
experienced a disproportionate number of cannabis-related arrests
when compared to White, Asian, and Pacific Islanders.
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Exhibit 7: Percentage of Arrests vs. Percentage of Population, City of San Diego1
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1 Reflects arrests from 2015 through 2022.
Source: City of San Diego Police Department

2.5.5 Cannabis-Related Arrests by Age
The median age of the City’s population is 36. Table 5 presents the
age distribution of cannabis-related arrests from 2015 through 2022.
The data shows that the highest number of cannabis-related arrests
occurred within the 15 to 19 age range (42%). The next largest
categories were within the 10 to 14 age range (13%) and 25 to 34 age
range (11%).
Table 5: Cannabis-Related Arrests by Age, City of San Diego
Age

Arrests by Age

Population

(2015-2022)

(2021)2 3

1

Total
Unknown
Age 5-9

104

16%

Total

Percent

--

--

1

0%

75,815

6%

Age 10-14

83

13%

76,804

6%

Age 15-19

274

42%

85,768

7%

Age 20-24

52

8%

116,291

9%

Age 25-34

74

11%

248,389

19%

Age 35-44

31

5%

192,881

15%

Age 45-54

23

3%

159,006

12%

Age 55-64

16

2%

152,932

12%

1

0%

194,851

15%

659

100%

1,302,737

100%

Age 65+
Total

2-15

Percent

1

Source: City of San Diego Police Department.

2

Source: U.S. Census ACS 2019 5-year estimates.

3

Excludes population ranging from 0-4 years of age.
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As shown in Exhibit 8, youth under the age of 19 were
disproportionately arrested for cannabis-related crimes as compared
to all other age groups.
Exhibit 8: Age of Arrested Suspects vs. Percentage of Population, City of San Diego
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Exhibit 9 presents the race/ethnicity of individuals under the age of
19 who were arrested for cannabis-related offenses from 2015 to
2022. As shown, Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin youth accounted
for 47% of the arrests followed by 30% White, 16% Black/African
American, 4% Asian, and 3% Other or Unknown.
Exhibit 9: Number of Arrests for Suspects 19 Years of Age or Younger, City of San Diego, 2015-2022
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2.5.6 Cannabis-Related Arrest Convictions and/or
Expungements
In addition to legalizing the adult use of cannabis, Proposition 64
allows most people previously convicted of certain cannabis felonies
to petition a judge to reclassify their felony convictions as
misdemeanors. Most people previously convicted of cannabis
misdemeanors can petition to have misdemeanors reclassified as
infractions.
As background, in September 2018, former Governor Jerry Brown
signed AB 1793 into law, also known as the “Bonta Bill.” The Bonta
Bill created an automatic sealing process for cannabis criminal
records. It required prosecutors in the State Department of Justice
to review records dating back over 40 years and was meant to
provide justice for people who had been arrested, convicted, or
sentenced on charges that would no longer apply post-legalization.
A record sealed from public view cannot be searched by employers,
schools, financial institutions, and so on. An expungement, also
known as a dismissal, is a way of cleaning up a record and limiting
the information that shows up on a background check.
In compliance with AB 1793, the San Diego County District Attorney’s
office submitted a list of eligible cases to the local courts. In February
2021, a San Diego Superior Court judge reduced approximately
26,000 felony cannabis convictions to misdemeanor convictions, and
about 1,000 misdemeanor cannabis convictions were completely
dismissed. Although these convictions have been reclassified, the
court system has been slow in updating individual records.

To assist San Diego
County residents with
reducing convictions
or dismissing/
expunging a criminal
record, the County’s
Office of the Public
Defender created the
Fresh Start program.

To assist San Diego County residents with reducing convictions or
dismissing/expunging a criminal record, the County’s Office of the
Public Defender created the Fresh Start program. The Fresh Start
program provides a review of a person’s criminal record by an
experienced attorney who recommends an action plan for how to
clean up the record. Those with a cannabis-related criminal
background are required to: (1) know that a program like Fresh Start
exists and (2) reach out to the County to submit an application to
begin the review process. The process can take anywhere from a few
weeks to months.

2.5.7 Cannabis-Related Arrests by Police Division
The City has nine geographic divisions for the purpose of law
enforcement: Central, Northern, Northeastern, Northwestern,
Southern, Southeastern, Eastern, Western, and Mid-City. Per the
City’s Police Department, each division has a combination of law beat
areas within the division boundary. It should also be noted that these
police divisions do not represent legal neighborhood or community
boundaries. Table 6 summarizes the City’s neighborhoods by police
division and City council district.
Exhibit 10 presents an overview of cannabis-related arrests by police
division. It should be noted that the number of arrests reflects where
the violation occurred and not where the person resides. As shown,
the Northern and Central divisions experienced the highest number
of cannabis-related arrests. The Central division includes areas such
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as Barrio Logan, East Village, Sherman Heights, and South Park.
These two divisions, collectively, account for approximately 37% of
the total arrests.
Exhibit 10: Arrests by Police Division – City of San Diego, 2015-2022
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Table 6: Neighborhoods by Police Division, City of San Diego
Division

Northern
(Division 1)

Northeastern
(Division 2)

Eastern
(Division 3)

Southeastern
(Division 4)

1

Neighborhood

Council
District1

Division

Neighborhood

Council
District1

Bay Ho

2

Balboa Park

3

Bay Park

2

Barrio Logan

8

Clairemont Mesa East

2

Core-Columbia

3

Clairemont Mesa West

2

Cortez

3

La Jolla

1

East Village

3

Mission Bay Park

2

Grant Hill

8

North Clairemont

2

Harborview

3

Pacific Beach

1

Little Italy

3

University City

6

Logan Heights

8

Carmel Mountain

5

Marina

3

Mira Mesa

6

Park West

3

Rancho Bernardo

5

Sherman Heights

8

Rancho Encantada

6

South Park

3

Rancho Penasquitos

5

Linda Vista

7

Sabre Springs

5

Midway District

2

San Pasqual

5

Mission Valley West

3

Scripps Ranch

6

Point Loma Heights

2

Allied Gardens

7

University Heights

3

Birdland

7

Egger Highlands

8

College West

9

Nestor

8

Del Cerro

7

Otay Mesa

8

Grantville

7

Otay Mesa West

8

Lake Murray

7

San Ysidro

8

Mission Valley East

3

Tijuana River Valley

8

Serra Mesa

7

Adams North

9

Tierrasanta

7

Colina del Sol

9

Bay Terraces

4

El Cerrito

9

Emerald Hills

4

Fox Canyon

9

Encanto

4

Normal Heights

9

Jamacha/Lomita

4

North Park

3

Mount Hope

9

Rolando

9

Mountain View

4

Rolando Park

9

Oak Park

4

Teralta West

9

4

Black Mountain
Ranch

5

Carmel Valley

1

Del Mar Heights

1

Paradise Hills
Ridgeview/Webster

4

Shelltown

8

Skyline

4

Southcrest

8

Central
(Division 5)

Western
(Division 6)

Southern
(Division 7)

Mid-City
(Division 8)

Northwestern
(Division 9)

North City

1

Sorrento Valley

6

Valencia Park
4
Torrey Preserve
Reflects council district in which a majority of the neighborhood is located.

1
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2.5.8 Identification of Disadvantaged Neighborhoods
Research has found that leaders in the cannabis business have been
predominately of White descent, with nominal Black/African
American and Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin populations as
owners and executives. To identify disadvantaged neighborhoods in
the City, KMA evaluated four key indicators:
•

Minority population

•

Low-/moderate-income areas

•

Educational attainment

•

Disadvantaged communities

2.5.9 Minority Population
KMA evaluated the minority populations within each police division
in the City. 11 illustrates where the highest concentrations of
minority population exist within the City by police division. As
shown, the Southeastern and Southern divisions appear to contain
the highest percentage of non-White residents. These areas contain
between 75% and 100% of non-White population within their
division.
Divisions with the lowest concentration (under 25%) of non-White
population are the Northern, Eastern, and Western divisions.

2.5.10 Low-/Moderate-Income Areas by Percent of Total
Population
Exhibit 12 presents the highest concentrations of low-/moderateincome households by police division. As shown, the divisions with
the highest rates of low-/moderate-income households are generally
centrally located within the City’s urban areas (Southeastern,
Central, and Mid-City divisions) and southern San Diego border
(Southern division). These divisions include high rates of minority
populations as compared to other divisions in the City.
It Is also evident that the divisions in the northern areas of the City
(Northern, Northeastern, and Northwestern divisions) have the
lowest concentrations of low-/moderate-income households.
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Exhibit 11: Minority Population by Division, City of San Diego
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Exhibit 12: Low-/Moderate-Income Areas by Division, City of San Diego
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2.5.11 Educational Attainment
The highest level of education completed is measured in the
population by educational attainment. Higher educational
attainment is associated with higher earnings, higher employment
rates, and greater workforce opportunities. While educational
attainment levels vary by factors including age, geography,
household structure, income, and wealth, differences along racial
and ethnic lines are evident.
Exhibit 13 identifies the police divisions that contain the highest
populations that have attained at least a bachelor’s degree. A
bachelor’s degree is a degree awarded by a college or university to a
person who has completed undergraduate studies, typically within 4
years. A bachelor’s degree is used as an indicator of community
access to higher education opportunities.
As shown, police divisions with higher percentages (between 75%
and 100%) of the population holding a bachelor’s degree are
concentrated in the Northern and Northwestern divisions of the City.
It should be noted that these areas contain job opportunities for
highly skilled individuals, such as those in the biotechnology and
biomedical manufacturing, communication and information
technology, and software industries.
Conversely, the Southeastern, Central, and Southern divisions, which
generally reflect the communities of Barrio Logan, Southeastern San
Diego, and South San Diego, contain the lowest percentages of
residents with bachelor’s degrees.

2.5.12 Disadvantaged Communities
CalEnviroScreen is a mapping tool that helps to identify communities
where people are often vulnerable to the effects of pollution.
CalEnviroScreen uses environmental, health, and socioeconomic
information to produce scores for every census tract in the State. The
scores are then mapped so that different communities can be
compared. An area with a high score is one that experiences a much
higher burdens than areas with low scores.
Exhibit 14 presents the CalEnviroScreen results by police division. As
shown, disadvantaged communities are concentrated within the
more urban areas of the City: Southeastern, Central, and Southern.
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Exhibit 13: Educational Attainment, City of San Diego

Source: Data compiled from U.S. Census Bureau, SanGIS, and City of San Diego in 2022.
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Exhibit 14: Disadvantaged Communities by Division, City of San Diego

Sources: Data downloaded from OEHHA, SanGIS, and City of San Diego in 2022.
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2.5.13 Disadvantaged Neighborhoods Findings
In combination with the arrest data, KMA utilized the four key
indicators noted above to determine which neighborhoods are
disadvantaged. KMA has characterized disadvantaged neighborhoods
as areas that have large minority populations, low-income
households, and low educational attainment and that are
environmentally burdened.
To identify disadvantaged neighborhoods in the City, KMA ranked
select indicators in a color-coded system. Indicators in red are
considered to be a negative (high) impact, yellow is considered to be
a moderate (neutral) impact, and green is considered to be a positive
(low) impact.
Red

50% or more of the population

Yellow

26% to 49% of the population

Green

0 to 25% of the population

As shown in Table 7, neighborhoods in the Mid-City, Southern, and
Southeastern police divisions contain the highest rates of non-White
residents with the highest rates of low-income populations and the
lowest rates of bachelor’s degree holders. These neighborhoods are
considered to be the most disadvantaged in the City. However, these
areas do not have the highest percentage of arrests when compared
to other areas in the City.
The neighborhoods that had the highest rates of cannabis-related
arrests were in East Village (4.5%) and North Park (4.0%). These
figures are based on the location of the violation and not the person’s
residence. These neighborhoods are boxed in red in Table 7.

2.5.14 Equity Assessment Conclusions
The findings contained within this Report identify those
neighborhoods in the City that are economically and socially
disadvantaged. KMA also found that Black/African American and
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin individuals experienced a
disproportionate number of cannabis-related arrests. Taken
together, Black/African American and Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
origin individuals experienced 50% of total arrests despite
representing only 29% of the total population. These challenges,
combined with the inability to secure financing for start-up and
other business processing fees, limit the potential pool of applicants,
specifically minority populations. A cannabis equity program would
provide equitable access to the cannabis industry workforce and
encourage entrepreneurship.
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Table 7: Disadvantaged Neighborhoods

Division

Neighborhood

% of Total
Population

% of Total
Arrests

% NonWhite

% LowMod
Income

% Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

Southern

Border

0.01%

--

98%

61%

8%

Southern

San Ysidro

1.89%

1.01%

97%

63%

6%

Southeastern

Shelltown

0.73%

0.09%

95%

91%

5%

Southeastern

Southcrest

0.41%

0.23%

95%

74%

5%

Southeastern

Mountain View

1.17%

0.92%

93%

76%

5%

Southeastern

Chollas View

0.35%

0.14%

93%

56%

7%

Logan Heights

1.06%

1.11%

92%

77%

5%

Southeastern

Lincoln Park

0.74%

1.52%

92%

62%

5%

Mid-City

Teralta West

0.39%

0.69%

92%

70%

9%

Southeastern

Valencia Park

0.82%

0.23%

92%

58%

12%

Mid-City

Teralta East

0.54%

0.46%

91%

73%

4%

Mid-City

Castle

0.61%

0.55%

90%

70%

11%

Mid-City

Fairmount Village

0.40%

0.55%

89%

72%

8%

Mid-City

Swan Canyon

0.38%

0.23%

87%

67%

8%

Mid-City

Islenair

0.06%

--

86%

53%

10%

Mid-City

Fox Canyon

0.19%

--

86%

53%

10%

Mt. Hope

0.40%

0.51%

86%

85%

5%

Chollas Creek

0.36%

0.09%

86%

65%

10%

Encanto

0.73%

0.14%

85%

55%

12%

Nestor

0.97%

0.41%

84%

66%

7%

Ridgeview/Webster

0.43%

0.18%

83%

50%

18%

Mid-City

Colina del Sol

0.79%

0.65%

82%

88%

6%

Southeastern

Emerald Hills

0.33%

0.18%

82%

50%

15%

Southeastern

Paradise Hills

1.25%

1.06%

80%

52%

11%

Southeastern

Oak Park

1.15%

0.60%

80%

54%

15%

Mid-City

Corridor

0.53%

0.78%

79%

87%

19%

Grant Hill

0.32%

0.28%

79%

61%

11%

Mid-City

Redwood Village

0.30%

0.14%

78%

61%

13%

Mid-City

Cherokee Point

0.41%

0.37%

71%

78%

20%

Sherman Heights

0.21%

0.18%

71%

82%

21%

Mid-City

Fairmount Park

0.34%

0.37%

69%

51%

19%

Western

Linda Vista

1.93%

1.66%

66%

54%

25%

Mid-City

Azalea/Hollywood Park

0.24%

0.74%

65%

51%

19%

Mid-City

El Cerrito

0.46%

0.51%

63%

58%

23%

Mid-City

Talmadge

0.61%

0.83%

55%

52%

33%

Southern

Tijuana River Valley

0.56%

--

90%

46%

8%

Southern

Otay Mesa West

1.99%

1.75%

89%

48%

10%

Central

Southeastern
Mid-City
Southeastern
Southern
Southeastern

Central

Central
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Table 7: Disadvantaged Neighborhoods

% of Total
Population

% of Total
Arrests

% NonWhite

% LowMod
Income

% Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

Alta Vista

0.16%

--

87%

35%

17%

Southern

Ocean Crest

0.97%

--

87%

0%

20%

Southern

Palm City

0.43%

0.14%

86%

45%

13%

Southeastern

O’Farrell

0.44%

0.23%

86%

48%

16%

Southeastern

Bay Terraces

2.28%

1.34%

86%

41%

15%

Southeastern

Skyline

0.58%

0.18%

84%

46%

12%

Otay Mesa

0.31%

0.18%

83%

13%

14%

Jamacha/Lomita

0.82%

0.28%

83%

47%

10%

Stockton

0.35%

0.28%

78%

47%

15%

Egger Highlands

0.72%

0.46%

77%

48%

9%

Barrio Logan

0.62%

0.46%

71%

31%

8%

Miramar

0.46%

0.23%

62%

30%

22%

Rolando Park

0.29%

0.18%

60%

48%

21%

Northeastern

Mira Mesa

5.04%

2.49%

70%

28%

33%

Northwestern

Sorrento Valley

0.61%

0.51%

57%

23%

43%

Northwestern

Black Mountain Ranch

1.04%

0.28%

54%

4%

47%

Kearny Mesa

0.40%

0.51%

54%

22%

42%

Normal Heights

0.68%

0.37%

53%

38%

35%

Miramar Ranch North

1.09%

0.41%

51%

11%

45%

Central

Golden Hill

0.76%

0.28%

50%

30%

36%

Central

Horton Plaza

0.10%

0.51%

50%

0%

26%

Northern

Torrey Pines

0.22%

--

36%

53%

52%

Mid-City

Rolando

0.67%

0.18%

47%

40%

25%

Western

Midway District

0.83%

2.31%

40%

23%

18%

Western

Morena

0.74%

0.23%

39%

24%

21%

Eastern

College East

0.86%

0.51%

38%

39%

17%

Eastern

College West

0.80%

0.37%

38%

42%

23%

Broadway Heights

0.03%

--

25%

42%

17%

Clairemont Mesa East

1.87%

1.84%

49%

44%

30%

Rancho Penasquitos

3.72%

1.52%

49%

19%

43%

Serra Mesa

1.92%

0.78%

49%

28%

35%

Carmel Mountain

0.69%

0.60%

48%

6%

47%

University City

3.49%

0.97%

48%

25%

49%

Central

East Village

0.56%

4.47%

47%

1%

42%

Eastern

Birdland

0.29%

0.09%

46%

33%

26%

Eastern

Grantville

0.71%

0.51%

45%

35%

35%

Central

Cortez

0.14%

0.78%

43%

1%

51%

Division

Southeastern

Southern
Southeastern
Central
Southern
Central
Northeastern
Mid-City

Eastern
Mid-City
Northeastern

Southeastern
Northern
Northeastern
Eastern
Northeastern
Northern

Neighborhood
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Table 7: Disadvantaged Neighborhoods

% of Total
Population

% of Total
Arrests

% NonWhite

% LowMod
Income

% Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

Carmel Valley

3.54%

2.26%

43%

6%

51%

Core-Columbia

0.50%

1.57%

42%

0%

44%

Adams North

0.35%

--

42%

17%

48%

North City

0.73%

0.23%

41%

1%

48%

Eastern

Mission Valley East

0.88%

0.41%

40%

12%

40%

Western

University Heights

0.87%

0.74%

39%

37%

49%

Mid-City

North Park

2.80%

4.01%

38%

29%

46%

Mid-City

Kensington

0.45%

0.14%

38%

38%

53%

Eastern

Qualcomm

0.05%

0.23%

38%

2%

38%

Northeastern

Sabre Springs

0.50%

0.28%

38%

9%

43%

Northeastern

San Pasqual

0.15%

--

38%

15%

37%

Central

Balboa Park

0.16%

0.92%

37%

1%

51%

Northern

North Clairemont

1.17%

1.20%

36%

42%

34%

Northern

Bay Ho

1.01%

0.60%

36%

35%

35%

Western

Mission Valley West

0.22%

0.41%

35%

34%

44%

Central

Gaslamp

0.07%

1.06%

35%

0%

50%

Eastern

Tierrasanta

1.98%

0.46%

35%

29%

33%

Central

South Park

0.39%

0.09%

35%

47%

42%

Northeastern

Scripps Ranch

1.48%

0.74%

35%

14%

40%

Northeastern

Rancho Encantada

0.08%

0.05%

34%

15%

44%

Northwestern

Torrey Preserve

0.10%

0.37%

33%

29%

49%

Western

Hillcrest

0.94%

0.55%

33%

21%

53%

Central

Petco Park

0.10%

0.78%

32%

0%

55%

Rancho Bernardo

3.25%

0.55%

32%

10%

45%

Western

Old Town

0.09%

0.51%

32%

35%

38%

Central

Little Italy

0.17%

0.09%

31%

2%

57%

Central

Park West

0.64%

0.37%

31%

35%

50%

Eastern

San Carlos

0.88%

0.88%

30%

24%

41%

Clairemont Mesa West

0.86%

0.60%

30%

37%

35%

Del Cerro

0.51%

1.15%

30%

18%

44%

Torrey Highlands

0.60%

0.18%

30%

1%

45%

Western

Midtown

0.32%

0.09%

30%

42%

47%

Mid-City

Burlingame

0.07%

--

29%

45%

37%

Central

Harborview

0.14%

0.14%

29%

0%

75%

Central

Marina

0.38%

0.92%

29%

0%

61%

Eastern

Allied Gardens

0.78%

0.46%

28%

40%

36%

Eastern

Lake Murray

1.61%

0.37%

27%

32%

36%

Division

Northwestern
Central
Mid-City
Northwestern

Northeastern

Northern
Eastern
Northwestern
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Table 7: Disadvantaged Neighborhoods

Division

Neighborhood

% of Total
Population

% of Total
Arrests

% NonWhite

% LowMod
Income

% Bachelor’s
Degree or
Higher

Northern

Bay Park

1.24%

1.06%

26%

35%

43%

Western

Roseville/Fleet Ridge

0.39%

0.09%

25%

10%

43%

Western

Point Loma Heights

1.44%

0.60%

24%

21%

40%

Northern

Pacific Beach

3.12%

--

23%

32%

54%

Northern

La Jolla

2.47%

2.21%

22%

21%

55%

Western

Wooded Area

0.34%

0.55%

21%

11%

33%

Western

Ocean Beach

0.94%

--

20%

26%

47%

Western

Loma Portal

0.43%

0.14%

20%

36%

37%

Western

Mission Hills

0.42%

0.23%

19%

29%

55%

Western

Sunset Cliffs

0.22%

1.29%

19%

12%

32%

Northwestern

Del Mar Heights

0.52%

0.18%

17%

10%

60%

Northern

Mission Bay Park

0.07%

2.21%

14%

14%

53%

Northern

Mission Beach

0.01%

2.90%

11%

0%

44%

Western

La Playa

0.18%

0.23%

10%

18%

54%
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2.6 City’s Efforts to Address Inequity
In recent years, the City has initiated several efforts to address
environmental justice and social equity. In 2019, the City developed
the Climate Equity Index (CEI) to assess the degree of potential
impacts from climate change in areas with vulnerable populations.
According to the CEI, climate equity “requires addressing historical
inequities suffered by people of color, allowing everyone to fairly
share the same benefits and burdens from climate solutions and
attain full and equal access to opportunities regardless of one’s
background and identity.” As part of the CEI, historical inequities
suffered by people of color are assessed in terms of environmental,
health, housing, mobility, and socioeconomic indicators. Based on
stakeholder feedback, the City further identified census tracts with
very low, low, and moderate access to opportunity and designated
select census tracts as communities of concern. By identifying the
communities of concern, the City ensures prioritization in these
areas for investment through Climate Action Plan projects and
programs.

Build Better SD seeks
to create a Citywide
funding program that
provides underserved
communities with its
fair share of public
improvements.
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Since being elected as the City’s mayor in 2020, Mayor Todd Gloria
implemented the “Build Better SD” initiative. Build Better SD seeks
to discard inequitable planning policies that restrict public
infrastructure fees to a single community and instead create a
Citywide funding program that provides underserved communities
with its fair share of public improvements.
In addition, the Mayor’s office has undertaken several efforts to
create a more equitable City, such as:
•

Created the Black Advisory Group—a group of advisers that will
assist the administration in identifying unique challenges facing
Black/African American communities and recommend strategies
to address inequities

•

Formed the Department of Race and Equity and appointed the
City’s first Chief Race and Equity Officer

•

Released the City’s first pay equity study, which identified issues
behind the gender, racial, and ethnic pay gaps among City of San
Diego employees—one of the first of its kind to be publicly
released by a municipality in the U.S.

•

Developed the City’s first Black empowerment plan to ensure
greater diversity, inclusion, and equity in San Diego for the
Black/African American community

•

Completed a disparity study to assess whether minority-,
woman- and disabled veteran-owned businesses face barriers as
part of the City’s contracting processes

•

Revived the long-inactive Commission on the Status of Women,
which will focus on the needs of women and recommend
programs intended to address gender inequality

•

Appointed diverse personnel in leadership roles, including those
within the minority population, women, and LGBTQIA+
community
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•

Launched the “Parks for All of Us” initiative, including an update
of the City’s Parks Master Plan, to create a more equitable,
accessible, and high-quality parks system for all

In alignment with the City’s goals to address disparities in providing
municipal services, the creation of a cannabis equity program will
ensure equitable access and reparations to communities adversely
impacted by cannabis prohibition.
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CHAPTER 3 | Community
Feedback
3.1 Listening Sessions
The goal of the listening sessions was to gather feedback from
community groups and residents whose communities have been
disproportionately affected by the war on drugs in order to
understand what the goal of equity should be and how it should be
applied.
The listening sessions were developed with the intention of
attracting residents, community organizations, and other impacted
individuals from neighborhoods across the City of San Diego with a
focus on identified communities of concern and those identified as
being at high risk in the CalEnviroScreen. The listening sessions were
scheduled in-person in communities on weekday evenings and on a
Saturday morning to accommodate the constraints of working
individuals and families.

North Park Recreation Center Cannabis Equity Listening Session

City staff worked closely with other City departments, as well as
Council Districts 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9, to identify multiple listening
sessions at various locations in each council district to attract the
largest number of individuals impacted by the war on drugs. Several
Council members attended listening sessions in their council
districts. Locations selected include public libraries, community
centers, and other publicly available meeting spaces. Nine sessions in
total were held with over 125 participants.
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As part of the media
outreach, City press
releases were sent to
news outlets, which
resulted in multiple
news stories both in
print and on television.

A variety of public outreach methods were used in advance of each
listening session:
•

Print/media,

•

Social outreach posts, including Facebook and Nextdoor,

•

Website updates, and

•

Direct calling to stakeholders and community organizations.

As part of the media outreach, several City press releases were sent to
news outlets, which resulted in multiple news stories both in print
and on television. This helped drive participation.

Cannabis Equity Listening Session Flyer

To prepare for the listening sessions, the Cannabis Business Division
(CBD) and the Department of Race and Equity staff developed,
organized, and held a training session for facilitators and notetakers
to ensure guided discussions at listening sessions and appropriately
documented comments. Those invited to attend the training sessions
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were selected from City and council district staff. Interns from the
Mayor’s office also helped with note taking at the listening sessions.
Each listening session lasted approximately 1½ hours and provided
attendees with a brief background on Proposition 64, the Adult Use
of Marijuana Act (AUMA) and other pertinent cannabis laws and
regulations, the City’s need to gather stakeholder input as part of its
equity assessment policy-setting process, and guidelines around
fostering conversations while also capturing participants’
comments. To ensure equity and parity across all events, facilitators
were provided with the same guidelines, background information,
and questions (Table 8) on each discussion topic.
Table 8: Listening Session Discussion Questions
Question 1

How does the current cannabis
industry impact you, your family and
community?

Question 2

Who has been impacted? (I.e.,
individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities)

Question 3

What do you feel are the largest
barriers to operating a cannabis
business?

Question 4

Who should be able to obtain licenses
through a future cannabis equity
program?

Question 5

What else would you like to share?

Notetakers were provided templates to ensure consistency in the
kinds of information gathered across all nine listening sessions. A
Spanish interpreter attended all the listening sessions. Light
refreshments were also provided.
Each of the listening sessions was structured as a 1½-hour
roundtable discussion that addressed the topic of equity. Each
session began with the entire group hearing a short presentation and
breaking into groups by table to discuss the equity questions. The
topics that addressed at each listening session focused on asking
participants a series of questions on equity in communities
disproportionately affected by the war on drugs.

3.2 Community Feedback Analysis
In order to effectively understand the significant amount of input
and comments and recommendations that were gathered by the
notetakers at the nine listening sessions, the City partnered with data
researchers at The People Lab (TPL) to have them identify and
analyze the major themes that emerged in the public comments.
Because the listening session attendees are not a representative
sample of the broader community, the comments analyzed cannot
necessarily be taken as a representative of community views. Nor do
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the themes that emerged in the comments offer clear prescriptions
for the design of a cannabis equity program. Nevertheless this work
provides valuable context for the prioritized recommendations found
in Chapter 6.
TPL aims to empower the public sector by producing cutting-edge
research on the people of government and the communities they are
called to serve. Using evidence from public management and
insights from behavioral science, TPL works with public sector
agencies, nonprofits, and other partners to study, design, and test
strategies that can solve urgent public sector challenges in three core
areas: (1) strengthening the government workforce, (2) improving
resident-government interactions, and (3) reimagining evidencebased policymaking.

Listening Session Locations

To that end, TPL was provided the anonymized listening session
notes from both the in-person meetings and the Zoom meetings.
TPL staff took the raw data and converted the text into a structured
format suitable for analysis, including word-count analysis and
sentiment analysis. For the word-count analysis, TPL identified key
terms and themes by using individual words and bi-grams (i.e., word
pairs) and then quantified and visualized the relative frequency of
the terms. For the sentiment analysis, the TPL team analyzed the text
to quantitatively predict its sentiment—how positive or negative the
comments were. This quantification was completed using a model
that evaluates how similar the language in a comment was to
language found in a pre-built database of positive and negative
sentences. To interpret results, each comment received a score
between -1 and 1 with the sign denoting the sentiment valence
(positive, negative, neutral). The TPL data scientists then reviewed
the information against the number and share of valences. Higher
variance indicated more polarized responses, while lower variance
indicated less polarized responses.
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Exhibit 15: Number of Comments Recorded by Listening Session

Based on the information that was provided to TPL, there was a total
of 70.4 pages of written notes with over 17,000 words recorded. A
total of 926 discrete comments were recorded by the notetakers, and
an estimated 125 unique community members had comments
recorded with some commenters representing community groups.
The following summary identifies the overall themes of feedback
received from each of the questions that were asked.

3.2.1 Questions 1 and 2
How does the current cannabis industry impact you, your family
and community?
Who has been impacted? I.e., individuals with criminal records,
their families, their communities?
To analyze questions about the impact of the cannabis industry, TPL
combined the comments recorded in response to question 2 (who is
impacted) and question 1 (how). The following findings from the TPL
analysis identify who is impacted by the cannabis industry and how:
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•

Groups of people commonly cited as impacted by the cannabis
industry are families, community, and people of color.

•

Frequently occurring terms in the comments that relate to these
groups include “family,” “family member,” “community,”
“southeast San Diego,” “black people,” and “black and brown.”

•

Commonly cited ways the industry impacts these groups are
incarceration, lack of safety, and wealth accumulation.

•

Frequently occurring terms included “war on drugs,” “record,”
“jail,” “foster care,” “safe,” “safe access,” and “generational
wealth.”

•

In terms of what the primary words touch on, five of the 20 top
bigram terms touch on incarceration impacts, and collective
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nouns like “community” represent one in 20 words in responses
to these questions.
Exhibit 16: Comment Sentiment for Questions 1 and 2

As shown in Exhibit 16, TPL’s sentiment analysis indicates that the
comments on the impacts of the industry were overwhelmingly
negative: nearly 2/3 of the comments were classified as negative, and
just 1/3 were classified as positive. Consistent with this result,
comments about the impacts of the cannabis industry also had the
lowest variance in sentiment scores of the three question groups,
suggesting a higher degree of uniformity regarding how negative
comments were.

3.2.2 Question 3
What do you feel are the largest barriers to operating a cannabis
business?
The TPL analysis concluded that the most cited barrier to operating is
financial. Frequently occurring words in this category include
“financing,” “start-up capital,” and “fees.” In seven of the nine
sessions, access to capital was the first barrier cited in comments,
pointing to the salience of the issue. In addition, terms related to legal
barriers, such as “application,” “permitting,” “process,” and
“criminal record,” were among the most frequently mentioned. Legal
barriers are closely related to financial barriers, since the comments
suggest that obtaining the necessary licenses is costly and difficult.
The third most common theme was human barriers, which include
references to education and access, though this theme was cited much
less frequently. Exhibits 17 and 18 provide an overview of the most
used words and terms in responses to question 3.
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Exhibit 17: Word Frequency for Question 3
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Exhibit 18: Bi-gram Frequency for Question 3

In summary, the main barriers to operating cannabis businesses are:
•

Financial: access to financing and start-up capital

•

Legal: navigating the application and permitting process, which
is costly

•

Human: education or access to business networks

Financial and legal barriers were cited with comparable frequency
suggesting similarly high levels of importance. Human barriers are
much less commonly cited, suggesting lower importance.
Sentiment analysis reveals a slightly higher share of negative
comments compared to positive comments on the barriers to
operating a cannabis business, with 54% of comments classified as
negative and 46% classified as positive. This question had the
highest sentiment variance, indicating that the spread of positive
and negative comments was greatest in discussing barriers to
operating a cannabis business.

3.2.3 Questions 4 and 5
Who should be able to obtain licenses through a future cannabis
equity program?
What else would you like to share?
Based on a review of the documents by TPL researchers, discussions
of who should be able to obtain licenses through the equity program
sometimes appeared in the section dedicated to question 4: “What
else would you like to share?” Therefore, TPL’s analysis combines
comments recorded under questions 4 and 5. The key themes are
more challenging to interpret because discussion appeared to be
dominated by mentions of the cannabis equity program and
therefore do not point to specific groups or rules.
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Key themes that emerged in the comments responding to questions 4
and 5, based on key term frequencies, include:
•

Focusing on those affected by the war on drugs (communities of
color, high-need areas);

•

Affected family members of commenters, which were frequently
mentioned;

•

Equity-minded solutions: comments that contained the term
“equity” indicated consistent support for consideration of past
harms/exclusion in guiding the equity program; and

•

Using council districts as an organizing construct for allocating
licenses.

One out of every 35 words in the comments is “equity,” which likely
reflects focus on the cannabis equity program or possibly the
importance of centering equity in the operation of the program.
Exhibit 19: Comment Sentiment for Questions 4 and 5

As shown in Exhibit 19, sentiment analysis reveals an even split of
negative comments and positive comments on who should obtain
licenses in a future cannabis equity program, with 50% of comments
classified as negative and 50% classified as positive.

3.2.4 Analysis Conclusion
While this analysis does not offer clear prescriptions for the design of
a future cannabis equity program, it provides a useful summary of
the common points of discussion in the listening sessions.
Understanding what listening session attendees discussed provides
important context and complements the other types of analysis in
this report. The development of this equity assessment report must
reflect the needs of communities of color that have been
disproportionately affected by cannabis criminalization. As such,
based on these findings, the future actions of San Diego’s SEED
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program will support the development of a robust and equitable
cannabis equity program.

3.3 Desired Cannabis Equity Criteria
Equity listening session participants indicated interest in many of
the following proposed criteria in a program developed by the City:
•

Prioritize those who have been incarcerated for cannabis and
people with illicit drug convictions.

•

Prioritize those directly impacted by the war on drugs.

•

Prioritize those whose immediate family member(s) were
incarcerated for drug-related charges.

•

Prioritize those who were placed in foster care system due to
families being impacted by the war on drugs.

•

Prioritize children born with drugs in their system.

•

Prioritize black and brown people.

•

Prioritize women/put aside a percent for women (respondents
suggested 40%).

•

Prioritize impoverished communities, defined as an area with
less than 80% of the median income for at least 5 years between
1980 and 2016.

•

Prioritize those who live in a “low-income” area (already
defined by the City).

•

Prioritize those areas that are already overpoliced. Criteria
should be used to determine where to send extra police.

•

Prioritize those attending school in that area and those who lost
their home/whose income was affected/who lost government
benefits due to a cannabis-related charge.

•

Prioritize applications where there are five or more liquor
stores within 1 mile.

•

Prioritize those who can prove they are a direct descendent of a
slave.

•

Prioritize people who have lost housing through eviction,
foreclosure, or subsidy cancellation.

•

Prioritize those located in the Promise Zone or
CALEnviroScreen with a score of 80% or higher.

The City Council along with the SEED Task Force should closely
consider these criteria when developing the definitions and criteria
for applicants.
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3.4 City of San Diego Cannabis Equity Survey
The City of San Diego developed a stakeholder survey that was
published on May 20, 2022 and closed on June 20, 2022. The survey
received a total of 173 responses (see Appendix E). The anonymous
and voluntary community survey was intended to provide an
additional means of community and stakeholder feedback to assist
with the development of recommendations and policies to drive the
overall goal of addressing disparities in the cannabis industry.
Results from the survey indicate that 76% of respondents want a
cannabis equity program in San Diego. The top three barriers
identified in the survey were:
•

Access to capital (80% percent of respondents);

•

License access and the application process (53%); and

•

Business knowledge, experience, and education (38%).

The summary pages from the 173 responses that illustrate top issues
for stakeholders are provided in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 4 | Best
Practices
As of June 2022, pursuant to the California Cannabis Equity Act of
2018, $65 million in grant funding has been awarded by the State
Department of Cannabis Control (DCC) to jurisdictions throughout
the State of California for the planning and establishment of local
equity programs in support of local equity applicants. DCC grant
funding is divided into two types: Type I, which funds the outreach
and development of an equity assessment to develop an equity
program, and Type II, which provides funds for the direct support of
equity applicants. The City of San Diego has reviewed the equity
assessments and programs of the following jurisdictions to compare
assessment results and establish best management practices for
equity programs:
•

Oakland, California

•

Los Angeles, California

•

San Francisco, California

•

Long Beach, California

•

Sacramento, California

For each of these jurisdictions, the following sections list the barriers
to participation in the cannabis industry that were identified, the
requirements for eligibility in the cannabis equity program, the
financial programs that are available to participants in the program,
licensing- and permitting-related advantages for participants, and
additional relevant detail about the program.
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4.1 Oakland
Equity program adopted in March 2017
Type I DCC funding received: $1,657,201
Type II DCC funding received: $9,011,418 ($6,576,705 in April 2020
and $2,434,713 in March 2021)

City of Oakland Cannabis Equity Program website

Barriers Identified
1.

Access to affordable sites for business operations

2. Head start for established cannabis operations locking out
business opportunity for members of marginalized communities
3. Access to capital for business startup
4. Cannabis criminal record
5. Equity ownership definition too minimal, which allows for token
or paper-only facade of participation
6. Lack of familiarity with government “red tape,” processes, and
relationships
7. Access to technical “industry resources” for starting and
maintaining a legal business; legal, regulatory, grow technology

Eligibility
1.

Be an Oakland resident; and

2. In the last year, had an annual income at or less than 80% of
Oakland average median income (AMI) adjusted for household
size; and
3. Either (i) has lived in any combination of Oakland Police
Department Beats 2X, 2Y, 6X, 7X, 19X, 21X, 21Y, 23X, 26Y, 27X,
27Y, 29X, 30X, 30Y, 31Y, 32X, 33X, 34X, 5X, 8X, and 35X for at
least 10 of the last 20 years or (ii) was arrested after November 5,
1996 for a cannabis offence in the City.
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Financial Programs
1.

Cannabis Equity Loan Program - Interest-free loans, tiers for
loan amounts, $100,000 maximum, $3 million total from Council

2. Cannabis Equity Grant Program - Grant amounts disbursed in
tiers that are designed to help equity applicants build successful
sustainable businesses; equity applicants who meet the
requirements of all five grant tiers will be eligible to receive a
maximum grant amount of $90,000
3. Workforce Development Grant – Will provide up to $50,000 for
each equity applicant who recruits, trains, and retains a qualified
and diverse workforce

Licensing/Permitting
1.

One-to-One Ratio – Equity program permits will constitute half
of all cannabis permits issued.

2. Fee Exemptions - Equity applicants are eligible for fee
exemptions during permitting.
3. Tax Rebates - Four different tax rebate programs totaling nine
separate and distinct conditions exist under which a cannabis
business would be entitled to a rebate of a portion of taxes paid in
2022 if the business meets the required conditions.

Additional Program Information
1.

Gaining Resources to Achieve Sustainable Success (GRASS) GRASS is a business coaching program modeled after programs
implemented by other capital providers, such as micro-lenders
and equity investors who seek to ensure that growth and success
are achieved by the entrepreneurs they fund. Overall, GRASS
helps with budgets based on past financial statements, helps
entrepreneurs understand customers and markets, helps conduct
ongoing review of business operations, helps with forecasting
revenue growth and developing budgets, and helps with
establishing an annual action plan.

2. Make Green Go – This Oakland consultant provides technical
assistance with establishing a compliant cannabis business
through workshops, consultations, and online training.
3. Legal Services – No-cost legal services are available to advise
equity businesses on matters including but not limited to
licensing, regular compliance, business formation, raising
capital, contracts, commercial leasing, and dispute resolution.
4. EquityWorks! Incubator – This is a shared-use manufacturing
facility.
5. Oakland Cannabis Kitchen – This is a shared-use manufacturing
facility.
6. Purchasing of Property Grants – These grants are available for
property that supports multiple equity applicants.
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4.2 Los Angeles
Equity Program Adopted in December 2017
Type I DCC Funding Received: $1,834,156
Type II DCC Funding Received: $8,073,011 ($6,042,014 in April 2020,
$2,030,997 in March 2021)

Los Angeles Cannabis Equity Program website

Barriers Identified
1.

Location

2. Financial
3. Technical Skills
4. Criminal Record
5. Awareness of Cannabis Social Equity Program

Eligibility
Updated Eligibility Requirements 2020
A Social Equity Individual Applicant must satisfy two of the three
following criteria:
1.

Cannabis arrest or conviction in California for any crime relating
to the sale, possession, use, manufacture, or cultivation of
cannabis that occurred prior to November 8, 2016

2. Minimum of 10 years’ cumulative residency in a
Disproportionately Impacted Area
3. Qualify as low income in the 2020 or 2021 calendar year
Legacy Eligibility Requirements for Rounds One and Two:
1.

Tier 1 Social Equity Individual Applicant - is an individual who
meets the following criteria at the time of applying for a license:
(1) low-income and prior California cannabis arrest or
conviction; or (2) low-income and a minimum of 5 years’
cumulative residency in a Disproportionately Impacted Area.
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2. Tier 2 Social Equity Individual Applicant - is an individual who
meets the following criteria at time of applying for a license: (1)
low-income and a minimum of 5 years’ cumulative residency in a
Disproportionately Impacted Area; or (2) a minimum of 10 years’
cumulative residency in a Disproportionately Impacted Area.
3. Tier 3 Applicant - is a person who applied for a Commercial
Cannabis Activity License under Section 104.08 and does not meet
the criteria of a Tier 1 Social Equity Individual Applicant or Tier 2
Social Equity Individual Applicant.
4. Entities – Tier 1 individuals must own no less than a 51% share.
Tier 2 individuals must own no less than 33.3% share.

Financial Programs
1.

Financial Grant Program (FGP) – In development

2. Fee Deferral Program

Licensing/Permitting
1.

Priority Application Processing - Priority License Application
Processing and Priority License Renewal Processing; Exclusive
access to Retail and Delivery License Application Processing until
January 1, 2025.

2. Business Licensing and Compliance Assistance - Training in the
areas of State and local licensing requirements, commercial
cannabis regulations, general business development, cannabisspecific business development, and workforce development.

Additional Program Information
1.

Workforce Development and Job Placement Services – In
development.

2. Pro Bono Legal Services - The goals of this referral resource are
to promote fair and equitable participation in the licensed
commercial cannabis industry and to foster a level playing field
as it relates to access to legal counsel and help deter predatory
practices targeting the social equity community.
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4.3 San Francisco
Equity Program Adopted in December 2017
Type I DCC Funding Received: $1,338,683
Type II DCC Funding Received: $7,050,841 ($4,995,000 in April
2020, $2,055,841 in March 2021)

San Francisco Cannabis Equity Program website

Barriers Identified
1.

Access to capital or financing

2. Access to real estate
3. Licensing and regulatory fees
4. Business ownership
5. Legal and regulatory
6. Tax/compliance
7. Awareness of equity programs
8. Criminal background checks
9. Geography/zoning restrictions
10. Distrust in government

Eligibility
To qualify for the local equity program, a local equity applicant must
meet at least three of the following six equity conditions in addition
to passing an asset test:
1.

Arrest or conviction for a cannabis offense between 1971 and
2016.

2. Parent, sibling, or child arrest or conviction for a cannabis
offense between 1971 and 2016.
3. Lost housing in San Francisco through eviction, foreclosure, or
subsidy cancellation after 1995.
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4. Attended school in the San Francisco Unified School District for at
least 5 years between 1971 and 2016.
5. Lived in an eligible census tract in San Francisco for 5 years
where at least 17% of households were at or below the federal
poverty level.
6. Have a household income below 80% of the Area Median Income
in either the preceding year or current year of submitting an
equity verification application.

Financial Programs
1.

Community Reinvestment Fund to support equity applicants with
workforce development, access to affordable real estate, access to
investment financing, and access to legal services and business
administration.

Licensing/Permitting
1.

Priority Processing

2. Initial fee waiver as well as free pre-application meetings with
City partners such as Planning and Public Health
3. Technical Assistance with permitting

Additional Program Information
1.

Technical business assistance with grant support, workforce
development, and business development

2. Pro Bono Legal Assistance

4.4 Long Beach
Equity Program Adopted in July 2018
Type I DCC Funding Received: $913,991
Type II DCC Funding Received: $3,967,044 ($1,267,044 in April
2020, $2,700,000 in March 2021)
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Long Beach Cannabis Equity Program website

Barriers Identified
1.

Limited access to capital and/or real estate

2. Lack of technical expertise in business plan creation, accounting,
regulatory compliance, or another specialized field
3. Inexperience in navigating the City’s permitting process
4. Lack of business connections to sell or purchase cannabis
products
5. Limited exposure to new technologies in the cannabis industry

Eligibility
1.

Family income and net worth limits

2. Prior cannabis arrest or conviction
3. Lived in a low- and moderate-income area of Long Beach for a
minimum of 3 years or be currently receiving unemployment
benefits
4. Entities – To qualify as an equity-owned business, equity
applicants must have 51% or more ownership of the business
entity

Financial Programs
1.

Fee Waivers to cover all City-related costs

2. Direct Grants – Rent/lease payments, fixtures/equipment/capital
improvements, legal assistance, and other costs such as local and
State regulatory fees, purchasing furniture, hiring consultants,
paying utility and internet costs, etc.
3. Cultivation Tax Deferrals

Licensing/Permitting
1.

Application Workshops

2. Expedited Review

Additional Program Information
1.

Direct Technical Assistance – Cannabis business development

2. Community Reinvestment Program – All businesses that do not
qualify as equity-owned businesses must submit a plan
describing how they intend to support adjacent neighborhoods
and communities located within low- and moderate-income
areas of Long Beach. “Incubation Support.”
3. Equity Hire – All businesses that do not qualify as equity-owned
businesses must make a good faith effort to hire equity applicants
for a minimum of 40% of total annual hours performed at the
business.
4. Additional Equity Dispensaries – Program in development.
5. Shared-Use Manufacturing – Program in development.
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6. Delivery Businesses – Program in development.

4.5 Sacramento
Equity Program Adopted in August 2018
Type I DCC Funding Received: $1,197,119
Type II DCC Funding Received: $5,645,597 ($3,831,955 in April
2020, $1,813,612 in March 2021)

Sacramento Cannabis Equity Program website

Barriers Identified
1.

Location

2. Financial
3. Start-Up Costs
4. Business Skills and Knowledge
5. Lack of Regulatory and Government Knowledge

Eligibility
1.

Classification 1- Individuals, or their immediate family members,
who previously or currently reside in a low-income household
and were arrested or convicted for a cannabis-related crime in
Sacramento between the years 1980 and 2011.

2. Classification 2 - A current or former resident of the City of
Sacramento who has lived in a low-income household for at least
5 years, between the years of 1980 and 2011 in the following zip
codes: 95811, 95815, 95817, 95820, 95823, 95824, 95826, 95828,
and 95818.
3. Classification 3 - A business that is at least 51% composed of
classification 1 or 2 individuals.
4. Classification 4 - A cannabis business that is a CORE Incubator
(as defined by the CORE Guidelines).
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5. Classification 5 - A Cannabis Social Enterprise (as defined by the
CORE Guidelines).

Financial Programs
1.

Fee Waiver/Deferral

Licensing/Permitting
1.

Priority Processing

Additional Program Information
1.

Cannabis-Related Business Plan Development

2. Mentoring
3. Technical Assistance
4. Regulatory Compliance Assistance
5. Assistance with the Expungement of Criminal Records

4.6 Initiatives in Other States
Highlights of recent state legalization efforts that have prioritized
social equity at the front end of their legalization regulation efforts
regarding ownership, taxation, and spending are summarized below
for New York, Illinois, and Connecticut.

4.6.1 New York

New York State Office of Cannabis Management website

•

The website identifies a goal of 50% of licenses for equity
applicants. Existing medical cannabis businesses can convert a
maximum of three of their existing storefronts if they pay a onetime fee to fund social and economic equity and incubator
assistance.
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•

Retailers, microbusinesses, and delivery licensees can deliver to
consumers, but cultivators cannot. Only one delivery license is
given per entity, and the entity can have no more than 25 fulltime employees.

•

Social consumption sites and delivery services are permitted.

•

The New York State Office of Cannabis Management proposes a
hybrid tax with both a potency-based tax on distributors of 0.5
cents per milligram of THC flower, 0.8 cents per milligram of
THC for concentrates, and 3 cents per milligram of THC for
edibles and a 9% state tax and a 4% local point-of-sale tax.

•

Governor Kathy Hochul has pledged to create a $200 million
public-private fund for social equity applicants looking to enter
the adult-use cannabis marketplace in New York.

•

Cities, towns, and villages may opt out of retail dispensaries or
on-site consumption licenses by passing local laws up to 9
months after the legislation.

4.6.2 Illinois

Illinois Cannabis Equity website
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•

License types will include retail dispensaries, infusers,
transporters, and craft growers with between 5,000 and 14,000
square feet of canopy and cultivation centers with up to 210,000
square feet of canopy space. Craft growers can also hold infuser
and dispensary licenses in the same facility.

•

Taxes include a 7% wholesale tax on cultivation centers and craft
growers. Retail taxes are directly related to potency and will
include a 10% tax on flower cannabis or products with less than
35% THC, 20% tax on infused and edible products, and 25% tax
on any product with a THC concentration higher than 35%. The
state sales tax of 6.25% and local sales taxes of up to 3.5% also
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apply. The retail point-of-sale taxes will range from 19.55% to
34.75% not including the wholesale tax.
•

Tax revenues will be distributed with 2% going to public
education and safety campaigns; 8% to local government funds
for prevention and training of law enforcement; and 25% to the
Recover, Reinvest. and Renew (R3) program. R3 grants will fund
programs in Illinois communities that have been harmed by
violence, excessive incarceration, and economic disinvestment
and fund programs including civil legal aid, economic
development, reentry, violence prevention, and youth
development. Twenty percent of the taxes will go to mental
health services and substance abuse programs, 10% to pay unpaid
bills, and 35% to the general fund.

•

The social equity program provides for expungement of
convictions, extra points in license applications for social equity
applicants, and development of a $30 million cannabis business
development fund to provide financial start-up assistance. Local
colleges will also be able to obtain licenses for training programs
to help prepare residents for cannabis industry-related jobs. The
Department of Agriculture and Community College board will
create up to eight pilot programs to train students to work in the
legal industry with at least five of the eight programs for schools
in which at least 50% of the students are low income.

4.6.3 Connecticut

Connecticut Social Equity Council website

•

The Department of Consumer Protection (DCP) will issue nine
types of cannabis licenses: retailer, hybrid retailer (sells both
adult-use and medical cannabis), cultivator (cultivates 15,000
square feet or more), micro-cultivator (cultivates between 2,000
and 10,000 square feet), product manufacturer, food and
beverage manufacturer, product packager, delivery service, and
transporter.
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•

Fifty percent of the maximum number of applications must be
reserved by DCP for consideration for eligible license types for
social equity applicants. The vast majority of new licenses will be
issued by lottery to provide an equal opportunity to all who
qualify and allow applicants to pay reduced fees.

•

The state will create $50 million in bonding for initial funding for
start-up capital for social equity applicants, the cannabis
business accelerator program, and workforce training developed
by the Social Equity Council.

•

Beginning on July 1, 2023, 60% to 75% of the cannabis excise tax
revenue will be directed to the Social Equity and Innovation Fund.
Social Equity and Innovation Fund money can be used to promote
social equity in relation to access to capital for businesses, fund
workforce education, and fund community investments.

•

In addition to standard sales tax, the state imposes an excise tax
based on potency at the point of retail sale. It exempts medical
cannabis. The rate is $0.00625 per milligram of THC in flower
cannabis, $0.0275 per milligram of THC in edibles, and $0.009
per milligram of THC for other cannabis products.

•

Until June 30, 2023, 100% of the excise tax would be directed to
the General Fund. Starting on July 1, 2023 and thereafter, 25% of
the excise tax would go to the Prevention and Recovery Services
Fund. From July 1, 2023 until June 30, 2026, 60% of the excise tax
would go to the Social Equity and Innovation Fund. On July 1,
2026, that would increase to 65%. Beginning on July 1, 2028, it
would increase again and would remain at 75%. The remainder of
the tax (starting at 15%, ending at 0%) would go to the General
Fund.

•

The state imposes a 3% point-of-sale tax that goes to the host
municipality for specific purposes, such as re-entry services,
mental health or addiction services, youth services bureaus, and
streetscape improvements near cannabis retailers.

4.7 Summary
The jurisdictions included in this assessment for comparative
purposes have created a variety of different programs, eligibility
criteria, and factors to consider. This assessment lays out what could
be included as part of the SEED program but does not go so far as to
make a formal recommendation on the definition of an equity
applicant or the criteria by which an applicant can be afforded a
license. The assessment recommends that a cannabis SEED Task
Force be formed by the City Council and appointed by the Mayor to
address and formalize the eligibility and criteria requirements.
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CHAPTER 5 | Primary
Barriers
Through a review of the market analysis, community and
stakeholder engagement feedback, and analysis of other
jurisdiction's policies, the City found that the following eight barriers
were determined to be primary constraints to equity:
1.

Legacy Market: San Diego’s legacy (or illicit) cannabis market
currently makes up approximately 80% of cannabis sales within
the City. The City must address the legacy market through
proactive enforcement and programs to encourage legacy
businesses to enter a legal market that includes low barriers to
entry. Current penalties and possible incentives are not enough to
move the needle on reducing the illicit market, making it a
significant barrier for persons affected by the war on drugs to
enter the legal cannabis market.

2. Convictions: According to the Los Angeles Equity Study,
expungement of cannabis-related convictions would lift
employment barriers and the stigma of a criminal record.
Expungement would mean that previous cannabis-related
charges would change from “guilty” to “dismissed.” While
having “dismissed” on a criminal record is preferable to having
“guilty,” individuals would continue to have a criminal record
and may retain some stigma. In support of addressing criminal
histories, the City should partner with the County’s Fresh Start:
Comprehensive Criminal Record Relief Program to provide
services for residents to expunge their records and ultimately
have their records sealed.
3. Access to Capital: Most stakeholders indicated that access to
capital is the primary barrier. Many potential equity applicants
do not have easy access to the capital it takes to open a cannabis
business. Coupled with the fact that banks are regulated by the
federal government and that cannabis is currently classified as
an illicit substance by the federal government, it is virtually
impossible to seek a loan to open a cannabis business. The few
banks that may offer financing charge exorbitantly high fees to
cannabis customers. Therefore, most cannabis businesses
operate on a cash-only basis.
4. Zoning/Location: The availability of real estate appropriate for a
cannabis business is a barrier to entry. This is due to the limited
supply of land zoned to allow cannabis uses, the required
separation requirements, as well as the cost of purchasing or
leasing in appropriately zoned locations. Disadvantaged groups
may not have access to capital to lease spaces while licenses are
being obtained. In addition, the cost of purchasing or leasing
space for a cannabis business may include significant deposits
and insurance costs which eligible individual equity applicants
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may not have. This can affect consumers as well, as the
development characteristics of their communities and/or the cap
on the number of permits allowed may prevent cannabis
businesses from locating nearby, requiring residents to travel to
another community or turn to the legacy market for cannabis.
5. Start-Up Costs: To many residents, the time and cost to obtain a
City issued conditional use permit (CUP) are an unobtainable cost
of business and close any opportunity due to the need for
significant capital costs as well as funds to lease land/buildings.
As an example, according to the City of Los Angeles Equity Study,
the start-up costs for cultivating cannabis outdoors in California
range from $5,000 to $10,000. Startup costs for mixed light
cultivators are between $18,000 and $200,000 for greenhouses.
Electricity costs can hover around $5,000 annually. According to
the California Department of Food and Agriculture, indoor
cultivation start-up costs may exceed $400,000 for creating
indoor grow rooms. Without traditional methods of raising
capital, entrepreneurs may need to rely on personal wealth,
which eligible individual equity applicants are less likely to have.

Although they
may have
cannabis-specific
expertise, eligible
equity applicants
are less likely to
have general
business expertise

6. Business Skills and Knowledge: Although they may have
cannabis-specific expertise, eligible equity applicants are less
likely to have general business expertise as they are often not
employed or working in industries that expose them to the
necessities of running a business. They may reside in
neighborhoods with similar disadvantaged individuals and have
limited access to capital to fund such educational pursuits.
Beginning a business requires knowledge of creating a business
plan, relationships with legal vendors, and knowledge of
regulatory and legal requirements. Beginning a cannabis business
(especially a production facility) requires specialized knowledge
for growing the product and then knowing how to process,
manufacture, and distribute it, all the while ensuring compliance
with the state’s Track and Trace and testing protocols.
7. Lack of Regulatory and Government Knowledge: Groups with
little (or negative) experience with government processes may be
more likely to struggle to navigate through the complex
regulatory and permitting process of developing a legal cannabis
business. Eligible individual equity applicants may also have less
awareness of local government policies or be unable to afford
professional consultant and legal services to help them navigate,
such as attorneys or professional consultants.
8. Technical Barriers: New businesses need to have access to
technical resources, such as legal and business accounting, as
new operations get started. Easy access to City expertise for those
who are not familiar with how the City works will be needed to
assure that information is available. Culturally appropriate
approaches and community-based outreach will be needed to
meaningfully engage marginalized communities in the equity
program processes.
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CHAPTER 6 | Preliminary
Recommendations
The table on the following pages provides an overview of the 17
preliminary recommendations along with actions necessary and
responsible departments and/agencies.
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Table 9: Preliminary Recommendations
Priority

#

Recommendation

Source

Action

Responsible Department/Agency

Short
(1 to 6
months)

1

Establish a Cannabis SEED Task
Force

CBD Staff
Approve SEED Task Force at September City Council City Council convenes 7-member SEED
Recommendation Hearing
Task Force and Mayor appoints members
based from
to serve
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

Short

2

Develop Meaningful Definitions of
Equity “Owner” and “Applicant”
and Establish SEED Program
Eligibility Criteria

CBD Staff
Recommendation
based from
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

SEED Task Force to develop and provide definitions
for inclusion as a San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC)
amendment and establish program eligibility
criteria

SEED Task Force to provide definitions
to Development Services Department
Cannabis Business Division (CBD) as part
of cannabis code amendment package

Short

3

Create a Revolving Loan Fund and
Financial Assistance Program

Listening Session Allocate $5M in general fund revenues (collected
and Survey
from cannabis taxes) to create a SEED revolving loan
Responses
fund

City Council and Mayor to allocate funds;
SEED Task Force to create guidelines;
Civic Communities to create revolving
loan fund

Apply for the State of California’s Cannabis Equity
Applicant Grant funding (Due 12/31/22)

CBD staff to prepare and submit State
Grant funding application

Short

4

Develop a Cannabis Delivery
Amnesty Program

CBD Staff
Create amnesty education campaign and focus on
Recommendation legalization of illicit cannabis delivery services
based from
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

SEED Task Force to work with City staff
from the CBD and Police Department

Short

5

Restrict Background Checks

Listening Session SDMC amendments to revise background checks to
and Survey
exclude all drug offenses from background checks
and include only recent convictions of specified
Responses
fraud/violent offenses

SEED Task Force to work with City staff
from the CBD and Police Department as
part of cannabis code amendment
package

Medium
(6 to 18
months)

1

Adopt Phased Licensing

CBD Staff
Recommendation
based from
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

Create 36 new cannabis outlet licenses for equity
applicants

City Council to create new permits, City
staff to amend the SDMC to provide relief
from current 1,000-foot separation
Allow for SEED applicants to provide delivery
requirements (either by using the state
services not tied to an existing cannabis outlet
default 600-foot separation between
Allow SEED applicants to utilize the state’s sensitive
uses per Business and Professions Code
use separation requirements
section 26054(b) or identifying
appropriate alternative measurements)
and to allow for citywide delivery
services as part of cannabis code
amendment package
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Priority

#

Recommendation

Source

Action

Responsible Department/Agency

Medium

2

Allow Conditional Approval with
No Real Estate Requirements

Listening Session Amend SDMC to remove locational requirement for
and Survey
SEED applicants
Responses

CBD staff to include as part of cannabis
code amendment package

Medium

3

Identify Real Estate Opportunities

Listening Session Identify City-owned land suitable for cannabis
and Survey
production, manufacturing, and retail sales, and
Responses
provide low-cost leases to SEED applicants.

CBD staff working with the Department
of Real Estate and Airport Management
(DREAM) to identify appropriate
locations and provide recommendations
to SEED Task Force

Medium

4

Create Business Support Services

Listening Session City to provide business mentorship, and technical CBD and Economic Development staff in
and Survey
assistance including consulting services on
coordination with County of San Diego
Responses
financial management, legal services for operations and Department of Cannabis Control
and expungement, business accounting,
hydroponics, manufacturing, and obtaining
licenses, annual job and education fairs; offer nocost manufacturing and testing facilities for local
residents engaged in creating cannabis-infused
products.
Require all cannabis operators provide a living
wage, employment benefits including hiring
formerly incarcerated individuals, and hiring in
targeted neighborhoods

Medium

5

Expand Local Delivery Services

CBD Staff
Offer grants to purchase electric vehicles for SEED
Recommendation operators to deliver as well as provide secured
based from
parking and EV charging facilities
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

CBD staff and DREAM

Medium

6

Create Legal Business
Identification

CBD Staff
Implementation of an emblem program that issues
Recommendation placards to licensed cannabis businesses
based from
Listening Session
and Survey
Responses

CBD staff with City Council approval for
costs associated with emblem program
development

Medium

7

Reduce/Waive Permit and Business Listening Session Waive or reduce licensing, permitting, and
Operation Fees
and Survey
inspection fees to reduce the financial barriers for
Responses
eligible SEED applicants. The cost of this could be
absorbed through obtaining State grant funding as
well as apportioning a certain percentage of annual
cannabis funding to a cannabis equity program
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CBD staff with City Council approval as
part of cannabis code amendment
package
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Table 9: Preliminary Recommendations
Priority
Medium

#
8

Recommendation
Create a Mentorship Program

Source

Action

Listening Session Host quarterly networking forums to create
and Survey
connections between existing operators and SEED
Responses
applicants

Responsible Department/Agency
SEED Task Force, CBD Staff, Black
Chamber of Commerce

Develop a program to pair experienced cannabis
business operators with equity applicants to teach
them how to effectively run a cannabis business
Long
(18+
months)

1

Prepare Cannabis Consumption
Lounge Permitting Process

Listening Session Code amendments to allow for cannabis
and Survey
consumption lounges per State law
Responses

CBD as part of cannabis code amendment
package

Long

2

Support Social Media Outreach

CBD Staff
Evaluate supporting online social media platforms
Recommendation not only to support equity businesses but also to
help educate consumers on the safety of legal
recreational cannabis

CBD and Performance and Analytics
(PANDA)

Long

3

Develop Cannabis Tourism

Listening Session Work in partnership with San Diego’s tourism
and Survey
marketing authority to develop and deploy
Responses
marketing/advertising

CBD and economic development staff
working with the Tourism Marketing
Authority

Long

4

Collect Industry Data

CBD Staff
Collect quarterly data to determine monitor equity
Recommendation applicant program. Provide annual report to City
Council

CBD staff
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6.1 Short Term (1 to 6 months)
1. Establish a Cannabis SEED Task Force
Implementing a cannabis equity strategy requires commitment,
coordination, and a dedicated staff. Designating staff to take
responsibility for and ownership of the City’s cannabis equity
engagement, coordinate equity tactics across agencies and
stakeholders, and engage in long-term equity preservation is critical.
The City’s Cannabis Business Division in conjunction with the Office
of Race and Equity have taken on this role and will continue to
manage this process to ensure its success. As part of this
commitment, it is recommended that the City Council create a
Cannabis SEED task force with seven members appointed by the
Mayor to discuss and create the cannabis equity applicant eligibility
factors. The task force should convene their first meeting in January
2023 and be open to the public.

It is recommended
that the City Council
create a Cannabis
SEED task force with
seven members
appointed by the
Mayor to create the
cannabis equity
applicant eligibility
factors.

This assessment recommends that the criteria for a cannabis equity
program should be focused on specific populations, namely, those
that have been disproportionately impacted by cannabis prohibition
during the war on drugs, and criteria should be supported by data.
Criteria for eligibility should include the following:
•

Prioritize those who have been incarcerated for cannabis and
people with illicit drug convictions.

•

Prioritize those directly impacted by the war on drugs.

•

Prioritize those whose immediate family member(s) were
incarcerated for drug-related charges.

•

Prioritize those who were placed in foster care system due to
families being impacted by the war on drugs.

•

Prioritize children born with drugs in their system.

•

Prioritize black and brown people.

•

Prioritize women/put aside a percent for women (respondents
suggested 40%).

•

Prioritize impoverished communities, defined as an area with
less than 80% of the median income for at least 5 years between
1980 and 2016.

•

Prioritize those who live in a “low-income” area (already defined
by the City).

•

Prioritize those areas that are already overpoliced. Criteria should
be used to determine where to send extra police.

•

Prioritize those attending school in that area and those who lost
their home/whose income was affected/who lost government
benefits due to a cannabis-related charge.

•

Prioritize applications where there are five or more liquor stores
within 1 mile.
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•

Prioritize those who can prove they are a direct descendent of a
slave.

•

Prioritize people who have lost housing through eviction,
foreclosure, or subsidy cancellation.

•

Prioritize those located in the Promise Zone or CALEnviroScreen
with a score of 80% or higher.

Many of these proposed criteria were frequently discussed in the
Cannabis listening sessions with community members.
Ultimately, this SEED Task Force could be transitioned to a Cannabis
SEED Commission that regulates permitting, City/County criminal
expungement initiatives, outreach, and education, as well as financial
assistance. As part of the long-term cannabis equity program
development strategy, it is recommended that the City of San Diego
create a Cannabis SEED Commission that is overseen by an executive
director and a board of five commissioners appointed by the Mayor.
Similar to Los Angeles’ Cannabis Commission, the City of San Diego’s
Commission could monitor and review the State’s effort to promulgate
cannabis-related laws and regulations and make recommendations to
the Mayor and City Council for the adoption of City laws and
regulations pertaining to cannabis-related activity in the City.

Creating the
definition of the
terms 'owner' and
'applicant' is critical
for the equity
program to reach the
population it seeks to
serve.

2. Develop Meaningful Definitions of Equity “Owner”
and “Applicant” and Establish SEED Program Eligibility
Criteria
Rather than define equity applicant and ownership criteria in this
assessment report, the City Council, through the establishment of
the Cannabis SEED Task Force, should prioritize creating the
definition of the term “owner” and “applicant.” This is critical for
the equity program to achieve its intended purpose and reach the
population it seeks to serve. The intent to have additional community
input and dialogue will help avoid the possibility of false equity
applicants. The SEED Task Force will also establish the SEED
program eligibility criteria.

3. Create a Revolving Loan Fund and Financial
Assistance Program
By starting a
Cannabis Equity
Fund, the City can
provide financing
through no- and
low-interest loans to
help residents
achieve their goal of
owning a legal
cannabis business.

6-7

The City of San Diego should allocate an initial $5 million in seed
funding to create a revolving loan cannabis equity fund that is a
dedicated source of funding for cannabis equity businesses. For each
year thereafter, the City should allocate 10% of the City’s cannabis
tax funds that currently are deposited into the General Fund for
purposes of providing start-up capital, legal aide, educational
training programs, and other cannabis-related services.
By providing seed funding to create a new Cannabis Equity Fund, the
City can provide financing through no- and low-interest loans to
help residents achieve their goal of owning a legal cannabis business.
Such a fund can seek to leverage private investment and act as a
source of dedicated funding for cannabis equity. In addition to
competitive State-grant funding, the City could work through Civic
Communities who could offer tailored capital programs to non-
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profits, businesses, projects, and community facilities that may not
have access to traditional financing. Civic Communities is a nonprofit entity whose objective is to provide financing to projects or
businesses in low-income neighborhoods, projects that support lowincome residents, and projects that provide affordable housing
and/or community facilities. Other financial support could include
credit repair, financial planning needs, fee waivers, and assistance
securing alternative financing. Furthermore, continued State grant
funding support will be critical for providing funding support to
cannabis equity businesses.

4. Develop a Cannabis Delivery Amnesty Program
The SEED Program
recommends
excluding all drug
offenses from
background checks.

The Cannabis SEED program should create an amnesty program by
which legacy delivery operators are given the opportunity to create a
legal delivery business for their products.

5. Restrict Background Checks
City-imposed criminal background requirements must be mindful of
the criminal justice system’s disproportionate enforcement against
historically marginalized populations. Accordingly, the SEED
Program recommends excluding all drug offenses from background
checks and including only recent convictions of specified fraud and
violent offenses. Further, City background checks need apply only to
cannabis applicants as opposed to employees of cannabis operations,
and applicants with recent convictions should still have the option to
petition for reconsideration if they can demonstrate evidence of
rehabilitation, which the SEED Task Force should specifically define.

6.2 Medium Term (6 to 18 months)
1. Adopt Phased Licensing
As was evidenced during the initial rollout of cannabis permits in
2018, it was clear that “when and how” the City begins receiving
applications for cannabis permits plays an important role in either
reducing or exacerbating disparities between well-resourced
cannabis operators and operators of historically marginalized
populations. An examination of the City’s existing CUPs
demonstrates that well-funded and well-positioned operators
sought and obtained permits ahead of historically marginalized
operators who fell further behind due to lack of capital and real estate
or never even made it to the permitting process due to the lack of
knowledge and experience with the City permit process.

The City should
provide 36 new
cannabis outlet
permits for SEED
equity applicants.

To address the lack of an equity program when AUMA laws were
adopted by the City of San Diego in 2017, the City should consider
providing 36 new cannabis outlet permits for SEED equity applicants.
In addition to this, the City should provide SEED equity applicants
the ability to utilize the State separation requirements instead of the
City’s more stringent separation regulations and also rescind the
regulation that requires a future cannabis operator to have a location
secured prior to applying for a cannabis CUP. This will significantly
reduce the amount of upfront capital required to open a cannabis
business, enabling applicants to more effectively utilize their
6-8
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resources to find a location and begin operation. This will also ensure
that historically marginalized operators are successful when
competing against well-resourced operators for one of the limited
cannabis outlet permits. Additionally, this requirement will ensure
that the benefits of operating a cannabis outlet go directly to
historically marginalized populations, rather than relying on a
general program applicant to pass along said benefits.
As a result, the SEED program should issue permit applications in
two phases: (1) a restricted initial phase in which all new permits are
issued to equity applicants and (2) an unrestricted second phase that
commences after the SEED Program has been funded and
implemented, at which point equity applicants will have access to the
business assistance needed to compete with more privileged
operators. In the second phase, general applicants will be allowed to
apply if they meet certain criteria that help to support interested
equity applicants through mentorship and ownership programs.
As part of the second phase, the SEED program would encourage
partnerships between well-resourced and under-resourced cannabis
operators. The SEED Program should help to incentivize the
provision of free rent or real estate to SEED equity applicants, either
on City-owned land or working with private property owners. This
will both help equity applicants overcome the barriers of a lack of
access to capital and real estate and help provide general applicants
with the certainty of obtaining their own permit in the near future.
To ensure these partnerships are meaningful and result in successful
equity businesses, requirements should include a minimum of 3
years free rent or real estate, access to at least 1,000 square feet for
business operations, providing of security measures, and stipulation
that the general applicant partner must reapply for a permit should
the SEED equity applicant cease operating its business. These
measures will provide the equity business with time to become
profitable and self-supporting, sufficient space to operate its
business, and a motivated partner to help the business be successful.

2. Allow Conditional Approval with No Real Estate
Requirements

Permits for city sites
could allow for a
maximum 5-year
tenancy period for
equity applicants to
grow their
businesses.
6-9

Since access to capital is one of the identified equity barriers that
prevents historically marginalized populations from owning or
leasing real estate appropriate for cannabis business operations,
requiring a cannabis operator to own or lease such a property before
applying for a City permit promises only further disparity.
Accordingly, the SEED Program recommends allowing operators to
apply for a permit and even be conditionally approved before they
need to invest any resources on leasing or purchasing a space. This
conditional approval may also provide operators with the legitimacy
needed to attract capital needed for real estate leasing or purchasing.

3. Identify Real Estate Opportunities
The SEED Program could provide real estate support to entrepreneurs
through an existing industry partner or an incubator program. An
incubator could provide eligible businesses real estate and other
business support services. Similarly, an existing cannabis business
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could provide real estate to disadvantaged entrepreneurs in return for
certain incentives. Furthermore, the City’s Department of Real Estate
and Airport Management should analyze City-owned and -leased sites
to determine where available land and buildings are located to lease to
cannabis entrepreneurs for land suitable for cannabis production,
manufacturing and retail sales, and provide low- cost leases to SEED
applicants. Permits could allow for a maximum 5-year tenancy period
for equity applicants to grow their businesses benefitting new equity
applicants from the low-cost sites.

4. Create Business Support Services
In addition to direct financial assistance and real estate support, the
City would provide business mentorship and technical assistance.
This could include consulting services on financial management,
business accounting, hydroponics, manufacturing, and obtaining
licenses. Connections to legal services would also assist such
applicants with beginning a cannabis business by providing the legal
support to create the business entity and apply for the business tax
certificates as well as local and state permits. The City of San Diego
should also consider annual job and education fairs like Los
Angeles’s GROW cannabis career fair.

The city should
allocate a portion of
cannabis taxes to
support a testing and
manufacturing
facility.

Furthermore, the City should cover the costs through allocating a
portion of cannabis taxes to support a testing and manufacturing
facility. One of the largest legacy market products are home-cooked
edible products. A straightforward mechanism to provide a low
barrier of entry into the cannabis market would be to offer no-cost
manufacturing and testing facilities for residents engaged in creating
edibles and other cannabis-infused products. This would take
coordination with the County of San Diego and Department of
Cannabis Control to create such a facility(ies). However, this vital
coordination could create a significant pathway to legalization into
the cannabis marketplace for small and minority-owned businesses.
In addition, all cannabis operators should provide a living wage,
provide employment benefits, and promote equitable employment
opportunities for those communities harmed by the war on drugs.
These opportunities should include allowing employees to organize,
hiring formerly incarcerated individuals, and hiring in targeted
neighborhoods.

5. Expand Local Delivery Services
Delivery services currently are having a deleterious impact on
cannabis tax collection in the City of San Diego. State law allows
deliveries via “ice cream trucks” and “pizza deliveries” from outside
of the City into the City limits. It has been determined that many of
the delivery services are part of the legacy market or, if licensed, do
not pay their requisite share of City taxes. Many also offer 30-minute
delivery to locations. If a delivery company is based in Los Angeles, it
is difficult to understand how they may be able to deliver within 30
minutes without having another satellite warehouse in San Diego. To
give an example of this, the online article TechCrunch provided this
description: “Meadow’s new Dynamic Delivery helped Cannable cut
delivery times from hours to 20 minutes. How? The delivery vehicle is
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stocked with pot available for purchase, and customers can order,
through an app, directly from the car in their neighborhood. Think of
it like an ice cream truck with a modern online ordering system.”
“Now we’re able to put inventory in a car trunk,” David Tuel of
Cannable told TechCrunch. He is the Director of Strategy & Technology
at Cannable, a cannabis outlet store-front and cannabis delivery
service in Parlier, California. “We can have inventory stored in the
vehicles, rather than stored in one conglomerate e-commerce
location,” he said. “When customers order, they are ordering based on
the vehicle that is in their location, rather than ordering from the
primary menu at our home base—and they can still order from our
main menu, too.”
City staff analyzed the State of California’s cannabis business
database, which included over 12,200 cannabis-related businesses.
From that database, staff refined the data search to delivery
businesses throughout California and determined there were
potentially 1,170 delivery-related businesses. From that refined
search, staff researched each of the 1,170 businesses to determine if
they delivered products within the City of San Diego’s jurisdiction. It
was determined that a total of 72 businesses from within and outside
the City provide legal delivery services. The total of delivery services
from outside of the City totaled 24 delivery services, or 33% of the
market. The City of San Diego has started putting these licensed outof-City delivery service platforms on notice. However, it may take
legal action to bring them into compliance.

The City should
consider offering
grants to purchase
electric vehicles for
small and minority
business operators.

To provide City residents a greater share of the cannabis delivery
market, the City should consider offering grants to purchase electric
vehicles for small and minority business operators to deliver as well
as provide secured parking and EV charging facilities. Furthermore,
since the State of California allows for deliveries from anywhere in
the State, the City of San Diego should not require delivery services to
be part of an existing cannabis outlet. Rather, delivery services would
utilize the no-cost manufacturing and testing facilities to store and
dispense cannabis for delivery vehicles. This is another low-cost way
to allow interested individuals access to the cannabis market.

6. Create Legal Business Identification
The Cannabis SEED Program should consider creating a program like
the City of Los Angeles’s recently created cannabis emblem program.
To protect cannabis consumers from untested and unregulated
product from unlicensed businesses, the City should consider
implementing an emblem program that issues placards to licensed
cannabis businesses. It is important that the City incentivize the
legalization of cannabis businesses that are subject to testing and
allowing consumers to know where they can obtain tested products.

7. Reduce/Waive Permit and Business Operation Fees
As part of this program development, it will be important to consider
waiving or reducing licensing, permitting, and inspection fees to
reduce the financial barriers for eligible equity applicants. The cost of
this could be absorbed through obtaining State grant funding as well
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as apportioning a certain percentage of annual cannabis funding to a
cannabis equity program.

8. Create A Mentorship Program
Multiple operating cannabis businesses have expressed interest in
creating mentorship programs for residents interested in learning
the “Seed to Sale” pathway to operating a successful cannabis
business. The equity program should host quarterly networking
forums to create connections between existing operators and people
interested in the cannabis businesses. Furthermore, a program
should be developed to pair experienced cannabis business operators
with equity applicants to teach them how to effectively run a
cannabis business.

6.3 Long Term (18 months +)
1. Prepare Cannabis Consumption Lounge Permitting
Process
Cannabis consumption lounges were legalized by the State of
California in 2019 with the approval of AB 1465. Since the passage of
AB 1465, two examples of where cannabis lounges have been
approved include the City of West Hollywood as well as the City of
National City. Consumption lounges, also called cannabis
consumption lounges and marijuana lounges, are spaces where
patrons can purchase cannabis and cannabis products to smoke,
vape, and/or consume (edibles) safely, on-site and in a social
environment. These lounges currently operate outside of the City of
San Diego in combination with a storefront (Type 10) retailer license
though the regulations are nuanced as to how they can be co-located.
While California’s marijuana laws prohibit the consumption of
alcohol and marijuana on the same property, like bars that serve
alcoholic beverages, all patrons of a cannabis lounge must be at least
21 years of age. An equity program should consider implementing
this State law in San Diego as part of the program development.

It would be prudent
and practical to allow
bars and restaurants
to sell cannabis in
their establishments.

In relation to allowing cannabis at properties that sell alcohol, in
speaking with several local bar owners, many patrons bring their own
products to bars and other local eating establishments. Since, for
instance, bars are one of the most regulated industries in the State of
California, it would be prudent and practical to allow bars and
restaurants to sell cannabis in their establishments. It is clear that
attempting to prohibit customers from using products whether legal
or illicit in a bar setting puts the business owner at a disadvantage and
ultimate risk since they are not aware of what a customer may have
consumed prior to entering the establishment. If bar or restaurant
owners could offer the product, they would have much more control
and less risk than they do now.

2. Support Social Media Outreach
While social media platforms like Instagram and Facebook are
actively removing cannabis-related content, a new platform has
been developed by Cookies and Weedmaps and to help promote the
sale of cannabis products to customers over the age of 21. The City
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should evaluate supporting such online social media platforms not
only to support equity businesses but also to help educate consumers
on the safety of legal recreational cannabis. Since a large majority of
consumers products are derived from online sales and delivered
directly to homes, it would be prudent to understand how the online
marketplace can help uplift communities that have been negatively
affected by the war on drugs. This may even help drive closing the
technology gap in many communities of concern by developing
programs to provide or partner with companies to provide free
and/or reduced in-home internet services.

3. Develop Cannabis Tourism
Cannabis should be
considered as a
potential new
industry that could
drive additional
tourism to San Diego.

Equity applicants
would not be
charged rent and
the City would
cover operating
fees and waive
business tax license
costs.

San Diego is a known tourism location based on its scenic beauty and
attractions. Many visitors come to San Diego to enjoy the outdoors as
well as all the nightlife and venues. Cannabis should be considered as
a potential new industry that could drive additional tourism to San
Diego, like the craft brewery market that San Diego has become
synonymous with. According to Forbes, canna-tourism is a $17
billion industry and is growing: “It’s still unclear how big the
nascent cannabis tourism industry will eventually become, or what
its potential economic impact on the $1.2 trillion U.S. tourism
economy will be, but early data is promising. A pre-pandemic 2020
national study by market research firm MMGY Travel
Intelligence found that nearly one in five (18%) American leisure
travelers is interested in cannabis-related experiences on vacation.
That number jumps to 62% when the survey sample is narrowed to
cannabis-consuming adults over age 21 with an annual household
income over $50,000. Legal cannabis lifts other businesses, too. Out
of $25 billion in legal cannabis sales for 2021, Forbes estimates that
as much as $4.5 billion was driven by tourists, who pour an
additional $12.6 billion into restaurants, hotels, attractions, and
other shops—as well as into State and municipality tax coffers.
That’s because for every dollar spent at a cannabis retailer, there’s a
multiplier effect, with an additional $2.80 injected into the local
economy, says Beau Whitney, founder and chief economist
at Whitney Economics, a leader in cannabis and hemp business
consulting.” So, a primary question arises: How do equity applicants
get a piece of this nascent industry? A new SEED program needs to
consider the opportunities to provide for canna-tourism in San
Diego.

4. Collect Industry Data
The City should require data collection from all cannabis permit
holders to understand the impact of the industry. This tracking data
will be requested from general and equity applicants on a regular
basis to measure the success of its equity program and be reported to
both the SEED Task force on a regular basis as well as be included in
an annual report to the City Council.

6.4 Conclusion
This Cannabis Equity Report summarizes key findings of the City’s
Equity Analysis, as well as feedback provided at the City’s nine cannabis
6-13
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equity listening sessions, survey results, and best practices from other
California jurisdictions. This Equity Report also implements and
supports the State of California’s effort to advance economic justice for
populations and communities harmed by cannabis prohibition. In
support of the State’s Go-Biz grant guidelines, the City of San Diego’s
Equity Report will help further the purpose and intent of the AUMA by
fostering equitable access to licensure and business ownership in the
regulated cannabis industry, ensuring that the persons most harmed
and economically disadvantaged by cannabis criminalization are
offered assistance, and priority licensing, to enter the multibilliondollar cannabis industry as entrepreneurs.
The key preliminary recommendations provided herein are intended to
serve as a framework with a menu of options by which to move forward
with the development and implementation of a cannabis equity
program, to focus on inclusion and support of individuals and
communities negatively impacted by cannabis criminalization. The
recommendations of this report should be further refined and
prioritized through the actions identified in this chapter and by a
appointed SEED Task Force. Further work will require robust public
engagement, reporting, and monitoring, to ensure successful
implementation for intended equity applicants.
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Sources
Chapter 2, Equity Analysis
Sources:
•

California Department of Cannabis Control (DCC) – www.cannabis.ca.gov

•

California Legislative Information –
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB1465#:~:text=T
his%20bill%20would%20create%20a,age%20or%20older%2C%20as%20provided

•

City of San Diego – www.sandiego.gov

•

Eaze – www.eaze.com

•

Forbes – www.forbes.com

•

Getting it Right From the Start - https://gettingitrightfromthestart.org

•

Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics at the University of California https://s.giannini.ucop.edu/uploads/giannini_public/70/d1/70d16c7a-3e45-4769-8e6cf78e2c6f3135/v23n3_1.pdf

•

MJBizDaily – https://mjbizdaily.com/women-minorities-cannabis-industry/

•

Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) – https://oehha.ca.gov

•

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) – www.sandag.org

•

San Diego Geographic Information Source (SanGIS) – www.sangis.org

•

State of California Housing and Community Development (HCD) – www.hcd.ca.gov

•

U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey – https://data.census.gov

Limiting Conditions:
1.

The analysis contained in this document is based, in part, on data from secondary sources such
as state and local government, planning agencies, real estate brokers, and other third parties.
While KMA believes that these sources are reliable, we cannot guarantee their accuracy.

2. The analysis assumes that neither the local nor national economy will experience a major
recession. If an unforeseen change occurs in the economy, the conclusions contained herein
may no longer be valid.
3. The findings are based on economic rather than political considerations. Therefore, they
should be construed neither as a representation nor opinion that government approvals for
development can be secured.
4. Market feasibility is not equivalent to financial feasibility; other factors apart from the level of
demand for a land use are of crucial importance in determining feasibility. These factors
include the cost of acquiring sites, relocation burdens, traffic impacts, remediation of toxics (if
any), and mitigation measures required through the approval process.
5. Development opportunities are assumed to be achievable during the specified time frame. A
change in development schedule requires that the conclusions contained herein be reviewed
for validity.
6. The analysis, opinions, recommendations, and conclusions of this document are KMA’s
informed judgment based on market and economic conditions as of the date of this report. Due
1
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to the volatility of market conditions and complex dynamics influencing the economic
conditions of the building and development industry, conclusions and recommended actions
contained herein should not be relied upon as sole input for final business decisions regarding
current and future development and planning.
7. KMA is not advising or recommending any action be taken by the City with respect to any
prospective, new, or existing municipal financial products or issuance of municipal securities
(including with respect to the structure, timing, terms, and other similar matters concerning
such financial products or issues).
8. KMA is not acting as a Municipal Advisor to the City and does not assume any fiduciary duty
hereunder, including, without limitation, a fiduciary duty to the City pursuant to Section 15B of
the Exchange Act with respect to the services provided hereunder and any information and
material contained in KMA’s work product.
9. The City shall discuss any such information and material contained in KMA’s work product
with any and all internal and/or external advisors and experts, including its own Municipal
Advisors, that it deems appropriate before acting on the information and material.
Chapter 4, Best Practices
Sources:
•

https://www.cityofsacramento.org/-/media/Corporate/Files/CMO/Cannabis/SCCS-FinalReport-03-08-22.pdf?la=en

Chapter 6, Preliminary Recommendations
Sources:
•

Yakowicz, Will. “Cannabis Tourism Is Now A $17 Billion Industry—And It’s Just Taking Off.”
Forbes Magazine, 28 May 2022,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyakowicz/2022/05/29/cannabis-tourism-is-now-a-17billion-industry-and-its-just-taking-off/?sh=5e828b562056. Accessed 28 June 2022.
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The City of San Diego Cannabis Website

Appendix B
Listening Session Flyers

City of San Diego Cannabis
Equity Listening Sessions
Make Your Voice Heard!
The City
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ofSan
SanDiego’s
Diego’sCannabis
Department
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and Equity
and Cannabis
Division
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Division
is partnering
with the Business
Department
of Race
and
Equity
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listening
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affected by
by
in-person
listening
sessions
citywide
to hear
from
residents
and
communities
disproportionately
the
War
on
Drugs
on
how
to
reduce
barriers
to
entry
into
the
regulated
cannabis
market
equitably.
the War on Drugs on how to equitably reduce barriers to entry into the regulated cannabis market.
Focusing on
organizations
and
other
impacted
individuals
in communities
of concern,
Focusing
onresidents,
residents,communities,
communities,
organizations
and
other
impacted
individuals
in communities
of
community
surveys
and
listening
session
information
will
be
used
to
help
develop
recommendations
and
policies
concern, input from the listening sessions and community surveys will help develop a more inclusionary
for a Cannabis Equity Applicant Program to address disparities in the cannabis industry.
Cannabis Equity Applicant Program.
Date
Date

Time
Time

Location
Location

Council
Council
District
District

April
30, 2022
2022
May 23,

6 p.m.
5:30
p.m.- 8- 7p.m.
p.m.

Sherman
Heights
Community
Zoom
Virtual
Meeting Center
2258 Island Ave., San Diego, CA 92102

All
8

May 23, 2022
May 25, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Sherman Heights Community Center
North Park Recreation Center
2258 Island Ave., San Diego, CA 92102
4044 Idaho Street, San Diego CA 92104

8
3

May 25, 2022
May 26, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
4:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.

North Park Recreation Center
Malcolm X Library
4044 Idaho Street, San Diego CA 92104
5148 Market Street, San Diego CA 92114

3
4

May 26, 2022
June 2, 2022

4:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Malcolm X Library
Mountain View Community Center
5148 Market Street, San Diego CA 92114
641 South Boundary St., San Diego, CA 92113

4
9

June 2, 2022
June 4, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
10 a.m. - Noon

Mountain
Center
Martin
LutherView
KingCommunity
Jr. Recreation
Center
641 South Boundary St., San Diego, CA 92113
6401 Skyline Dr., San Diego, CA 92114

9
4

June 4, 2022
June 6, 2022

10 a.m. - Noon
6:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.

Martin Luther King Jr. Recreation Center
San Ysidro Branch Library
6401 Beyer
Skyline
Dr., San
4235
Blvd.,
San Diego,
Diego, CA
CA 92114
92173

4
8

June 6, 2022
June 8, 2022

6:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

San Ysidro Branch Library
Bayside Community Center
4235 Beyer Blvd., San Diego, CA 92173
2202 Comstock Street, San Diego CA 92111

8
7

June 8, 2022
June 15, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Bayside Community Center
ZoomStreet,
VirtualSan
Meeting
2202 Comstock
Diego CA 92111

7
All

June 16, 2022
June 16, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

City Heights/Weingart Library and Performance Annex
City Heights/Weingart Library and Performance Annex
3795 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92105
3795 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92105

9
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If
If you
you need
need interpretation
interpretation and
and translation
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in a
a language
language besides
other than
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and
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please
contact
Lara
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Deputy
English and Spanish, please contact Lara Gates, Deputy Director
Director of
of the
the
Cannabis
Cannabis Business
Business Division,
Division, at
at 619-446-5107
619-446-5107 or
or at
at dsdcannabis@sandiego.gov.
dsdcannabis@sandiego.gov.
For
For more
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information and
and to
to RSVP
RSVP for
for a
a listening
listening session,
session, please
please visit
visit sandiego.gov/listening-sessions.
sandiego.gov/listening-sessions.

Sesiones de Escucha Sobre la
City
of San
Cannabis
Equidad
delDiego
Cannabis
en la
Equity
Listening
Ciudad
de San Sessions
Diego

Make
¡HazYour
que Voice
oír tuHeard!
voz!
La División de Negocios de Cannabis de la Ciudad de San Diego se está asociando con el Departamento de
Raza y Equidad para organizar ocho sesiones de escucha en vivo en toda la ciudad para escuchar a los
The City of San Diego’s Department of Race and Equity and Cannabis Business Division will host eight
residentes y las comunidades desproporcionadamente afectadas por la Guerra contra las Drogas sobre cómo
in-person
citywide
hear from
residentsregulado
and communities
disproportionately
affected by
reducir
laslistening
barrerassessions
de entrada
en el to
mercado
de cannabis
de manera
equitativa.
the War on Drugs on how to equitably reduce barriers to entry into the regulated cannabis market.
Centrándose en los residentes, las comunidades, las organizaciones y otras personas afectadas en las
Focusing on residents, communities, organizations and other impacted individuals in communities of
comunidades de interés, las encuestas de la comunidad y la información de las sesiones de escucha se
concern, input
from the
listening sessions
and community
surveys
willun
help
developde
a more
inclusionary
utilizarán
para ayudar
a desarrollar
recomendaciones
y políticas
para
Programa
Equidad
del Cannabis
Cannabis
Equity
Program.
para
abordar
las Applicant
disparidades
en la industria del cannabis.
Fecha
Fecha

Hora
Hora

Abril 30, 2022
Mayo 23, 2022

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Mayo 23, 2022
Mayo 25, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Mayo 25, 2022
Mayo 26, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
4:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Mayo 26, 2022
Junio 2, 2022

4:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Junio 2, 2022
Junio 4, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
10 a.m. - Noon

Junio 4, 2022
Junio 6, 2022

10 a.m. - Noon
6:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.

Junio 6, 2022
Junio 8, 2022

6:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Junio 8, 2022
Junio 15, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Junio 16, 2022
Junio 16, 2022

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Lugar
Lugar

Distritodel
del
Distrito
Cabildo
Cabildo

Virtual
Meeting Center
ShermanZoom
Heights
Community
2258 Island Ave., San Diego, CA 92102
Sherman Heights Community Center
2258
Island
Ave.,
San Diego,
CA 92102
North
Park
Recreation
Center
4044 Idaho Street, San Diego CA 92104
North Park Recreation Center
4044 Idaho
Street, San
Diego CA 92104
Malcolm
X Library
5148 Market Street, San Diego CA 92114
Malcolm X Library
5148
MarketView
Street,
San DiegoCenter
CA 92114
Mountain
Community
641 South Boundary St., San Diego, CA 92113
Mountain View Community Center
641
SouthLuther
Boundary
San Diego,Center
CA 92113
Martin
King St.,
Jr. Recreation
6401 Skyline Dr., San Diego, CA 92114
Martin Luther King Jr. Recreation Center
6401 San
Skyline
Dr.,Branch
San Diego,
CA 92114
Ysidro
Library
4235 Beyer Blvd., San Diego, CA 92173
San Ysidro Branch Library
4235Bayside
Beyer Blvd.,
San Diego,
CA 92173
Community
Center
2202 Comstock Street, San Diego CA 92111
Bayside Community Center
2202 Comstock Street, San Diego CA 92111
Reunión virtual Zoom
City Heights/Weingart Library and Performance Annex
3795 FairmountLibrary
Ave., San
Diego,
CA 92105Annex
City Heights/Weingart
and
Performance
3795 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92105

All
8
8
3
3
4
4
9
9
4
7
8
8
7
7
Todos
9
9

Si necesita servicios de interpretación y traducción en otro idioma que no sea el
If you need interpretation and translation services in a language besides
inglés o el español, póngase en contacto con Lara Gates, Subdirectora de la División
English and Spanish, please contact Lara Gates, Deputy Director of the
de Negocios de Cannabis, en el 619-446-5107 o en dsdcannabis@sandiego.gov.

Cannabis Business Division, at 619-446-5107 or at dsdcannabis@sandiego.gov.

Para más información y para confirmar su asistencia a una sesión de escucha, visite sandiego.gov/listening-sessions.

For more information and to RSVP for a listening session, please visit sandiego.gov/listening-sessions.

Appendix C
Listening Session Presentation

City of San Diego
Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Session PowerPoint

Introductions & Welcoming Remarks
• Lara Gates, Cannabis Business Division
• Kim Desmond, Department of Race and Equity
Ice Breaker
Cannabis Equity Assessment

Agenda

•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Equity?
Background on Proposition 64
Purpose of Equity Assessment
Proposed Cannabis Equity Program
Cannabis Equity Survey
Cannabis Listening Sessions
• Guidance

Schedule and Next Steps

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5

Ice Breaker: Table Activity

What do you enjoy most about living,
working or going to school in City of San Diego?

What is Equity?

Equity

Equity occurs when we eliminate institutional racism and
systemic disparities, providing everyone with equitable
access to opportunity and resources to thrive, no matter
where they live or how they identify.

Racial/Ethnic Disparities
Communities disproportionately
impacted by criminalization,
combined with the war on drugs
and historic economic exploitation is
based on a system of institutional
and systemic racism

Equality

Equality means treating everyone or community
neighborhood equal through providing the same
opportunity, resource, or services without differentiating
how unequal systems position people differently based on
structural exclusion and institutional racism.

2016 Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA)

Proposition
64

• Intent is to reduce barriers to entry into the
legal, regulated market.
• Historic criminalization fell
disproportionately on African American/Black
and Latinx/Hispanic people, even though
people of all races used and sold cannabis at
nearly identical rates.
• Individuals convicted of cannabis offense and
their families suffer long-term consequences
of prohibition and criminalization.
• Difficulties entering newly created adult-use
cannabis industry:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Lack of access to capital
Business space
Technical support
Regulatory compliance assistance

Purpose of Equity Assessment
Focus on inclusion and support of individuals and communities
negatively impacted by cannabis criminalization.
Inform creation of San Diego’s first equity program:
• Quantitative analysis of local historical rates of arrests or convictions for cannabis law
violations.
• Identification of impacts that cannabis-related policies have had on communities.
• Qualitative information on residents negatively impacted by War on Drugs:
• Equity Assessment Survey
• Community Listening Sessions
• 1:1 Conversations

• Assistance may include, but is not limited to:
• Small Business Support Services:

Proposed
Cannabis
Equity
Program

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Business development and technical assistance
Professional and mentorship services
Paying state regulatory and licensing fees
Securing business locations prior to or during
application process.
• Securing capital investments or direct access to capital
• Tiered fees or fee waivers for cannabis-related permits
and licenses
• Regulatory compliance.

Recruitment, education and training
Legal Assistance
Educating cannabis consumers and communities
Tax incentives for existing operators to hire equity
applicants

Cannabis
Equity
Survey

Anonymous survey to gather feedback on:
• Eligibility
• Existing Barriers to entry
• Definition, goals and impacts of equity
• Community Impacts
• Demographics

Cannabis Listening Sessions
Robust community participation:
• 8 listening sessions in 5 Council
Districts hosted with community
partners and council offices
• Qualitative data collected will be
used to inform the equity
assessment
Gather feedback from community
groups and residents whose
communities have been
disproportionately affected by the War
on Drugs
Understand what goal of equity should
be, and how it should be applied.

Listening Session Guidance: Explain Station Rotation Directions
Our community members already have within them the experience, knowledge, and wisdom to inform the most difficult disparities and
challenges impacting their personal lives. Our goal is to use this wisdom to inform the development of recommendations to a Cannabis Equity
Applicant Program.

Review the table handout
with key questions

Reflect
Take a moment to capture
your experience on the
provided handout

Share
Provide a highlight of your
experience, knowledge and
key thoughts

Partner with the
identified note taker at
each table

Collect
The note taker will capture
your feedback to inform
our data collection

Report out
The moderators will
capture key themes to
share with the group

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5

Confidentiality
The information shared at each session
will not be connected to your personal
name or other identifying information.
We will use the feedback to
inform recommendations

Listening Session Guidance

Listening Session: Table Dialogue
*Table Note Taker

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5

Current
State

Your
Experience!

Future
State

Listening Session Guidance

Moderator Directions: Questions

*Note taker

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5

Listening Session Guidance
*Note taker

Table 1

Moderator Directions: Questions

Table 2
Table 3

#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry
impact you, your family and community?

2.

What ideas do you want to share?

Current
State

Your
Experience!

Key Themes

Future
State

Table 4
Table 5

Next Question!

Listening Session Guidance

Moderator Directions: Questions

*Note taker

Table 2
Table 3

#

Question

1.

Who has been impacted?

Response

Key Themes

What ideas do you want to share?

Current
State

Table 4
Table 5

I.e., individuals with criminal records,
their families, their communities.
2.

Table 1

Your
Experience!

Future
State

Next Question!

Listening Session Guidance

Moderator Directions: Questions

*Notetaker

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4

#

Question

Response

1.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

2.

What ideas do you want to share?

Current
State

Your
Experience!

Key Themes

Future
State

Table 5

Next Question!

Listening Session Guidance

Moderator Directions: Questions

*Note taker

Table 1
Table 2
Table 3
Table 4

#

Polling Question

1.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though the future Cannabis Equity Program? (rank
the list)
 Conviction history associated with nonviolent cannabis-related or other nonviolent
drug offenses.
 Individuals with an immediate family member with conviction history associated with
cannabis-related or other drug offenses.
 Lost housing in the City of San Diego after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure or
subsidy cancellation.
 Target applicants who earned less than 80% of the median income in the City of San
Diego (Currently, the median income for a family of four in San Diego is $104,100).
 Attended school in the San Diego Unified School District.

Table 5

Schedule & Next Steps
7/11/2022
Draft Equity Assessment
Report Released for Public
Review

9/22/2022
City Council Review and
Request for Approval

8/25/2022
Planning Commission Item

9/7/2022
Economic Development and
Intergovernmental Relations
City Council Committee

10/25/2022
Report Submission to State
to Meet Grant Deadline

2023: Implementation of
Recommendations:
Education and Training
Consultant Request for
Proposals, New Grant
Submissions to Fund Equity
Programs

Thank You and
Closing Comments

Appendix D
Listening Session Poll Results
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Appendix E
Online Survey Results
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Appendix F
Listening Session Notes

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions
Date: 5/23/2022 5/23/2022
Notetaker Name
# at your table
5
# Spanish Speaking:
1

#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact Respondant 1: Impact of being able to
you, your family and community?
purchase cnanbis legally is positive.
Transition from shame and guilt to much
more positive role and being able to talk
abotu how it’s helpful. Has seen the
transition from shame to positive.
Personal benefit medically from
cannabis. Hopefully trafficking will stop.
Respondent 2: Impacts me. I live in
National City. We’re barely having the
opportuinity to open dispensaries. we
don’t have a lot of options. In insutrial
zone. Not very friendly. Only allowed to
open 6, 3 lounges and three
dispensaries. Couldn’t even find a
building to rent to you. Slim pickings.
Like San Diego’s resources online.
Respondent 3: Prop 215 benefited
communities, transition to prop 64.
Now it’s a big dog game. Who has the
money? Investments. Can’t say much
negative about industry. Licensing costs

Key Themes
Legalized cannabis benefits those who
currently use it, and even those who
have prior legal trouble with cannabis.
It’s out the open,

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

money, though, security is a major issue.
Industry has positive impact on
community. Used to be if you were in
cannabis, you were nobody. Now the
impact is positive.
Respondent 4: Need to train people,
need to help them. SOmetimes drugs
are so bad that people die. We need to
make sure exactly what people are
buying.
5. Either way people are going to buy.
With legalization, there’s less tension. I
see the ccurrent industry as an
opportunity

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

Everybody’s been impacted. We all have
family members that have been sent
away.
Whole communities. Raids, they don’t
care if you’re old, young, they handcuff.
our families have been incarcerated.
A lot of the homeless, that’s the reason
why they’re homeless.

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

Even people that have legal cannabis,
they’re up against the cap. It costs a lot
of money to even start it.
People that were in the trade already
have a past.
R1: I was three or foure years old when
my father went to prison for 5 years.
Unsure if possession. Got out on good
behavior. They offered programs and he
did great, but all his brothers sold and
have records.
R4: My family too.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

R1: Money. I’ve been trying to figure our
how do I open a business. Hard to
navigate the process. People don’t call
back.
R2: Knowledge. Read that you could
only qualify if you lived in the bay area
for burner u. One of the spots in

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

National City is for National City
residents.
R3: Within the money, security.
Robbery, theft, but big money
R5: how do I get a small business loan?
leverage equity process to help people
get started.
r5: lack of knowledgeable staff.
R2:
What ideas do you want to share?

Negative Impact - jail and prison
Burner. Program to help minorities get
into the cannabis industry. Cookies U.
Scholarships.
Send police to patrol. Might help people
that can’t afford security.

Who should be able to obtain licenses through the
future cannabis equity program?

Only one you need is #2, one respondant
says.

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
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Discourage rich people or corporations
from obtaining licenses.

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions
Date: May 23, 2022
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

Table 2

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● Had a major impact (family
members who’ve went to jail) ,
was pulled over and was not
arrested but having to pay the
amount of fines was too much
● Can go to jail for it but can’t
participate (does not qualify to
open a shop)
● Held back in regards to the war
on drugs (generational wealth)
● 7 year hold on a life due to going
to jail because of cannabis
● Victim of going to prison for
going to jail for cannabis (has
happened 3-4 times)
● Searched in a way that felt like
assault because of cannabis
● Hendered on not just the person
and the family
● Medically it is taking away
people’s lives when it is so
expensive and not legal
● On a city level it is a way to make
an income and make it taxed but

Key Themes
● Feelings of the government
taking away from minorities
● Feelings that the cannabis
industry is making the
disadvantaged more
disadvantaged
● They want the time they spent in
jail for cannabis back
● They want the taxes for cannabis
to be put back into the
communities that were affected
by the war on drugs
● Medically it feels like it needs to
be insured for the people who
may not be able to use it
● Wants the city to give minorities
a more equitable approach when
it comes to opening and keeping
open cannabis businesses

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
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●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

it can help communities that
were villainized for it
They owned a dispensary and
was raided by the federal
government, but other
dispensaries around the corner
who were owned by people who
were white were not treated the
same
POC discouraged from wanting to
know what it takes to be apart of
the industry but it’s different for
white people
“They are entrepreneurs but we
are criminals”
Cannabis puts a pre-judgement
Need to re-learn how to
communicate with the
government and minorities
Equity applicants become pawns
“investors” “generational wealth”
- minorities need to get more of
this
Going to jail to keep using to just
get out of jail just to keep using
needs to loosen up the reigns
and then we will see how much
money we can generate to better
the City of San Diego (needs to
build on all community parks and
all parks not just one)
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○ “look at what washington
did”
○ more street lights , etc
will decrease crime and
these taxes can help build
these
2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

● The disadvantaged
● The minorities (primarily black
and hispanic males)
● 12 and up for recreational use
and involvement
○ but on a medical
standpoint all ages
● People who've spent prison time
because of cannabis
● Those who were abusing opioids
but jail time for everyone else
and every other drug
● Those apart of the crack era
(drug programs)
● Government
● Anyone discussing the “gateway
drug”
● Parents - having to see your child
go through something like this
● Children - having to see your
parent go through something like
this
● The minority community
(changes the individual)

● Minorities (POC men, anyone
considered disadvantaged)
● Families
● All ages
● Anyone who have spent prison
time
● The government
● Certain people who villainize
cannabis
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● People who villainize cannabis
(creates bias for individuals of
people who don’t use it)
● The terminology affects the
community
3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Money
Couldn’t have a criminal records
Rules & regulations
Location
Opportunities
Zoning
Banks won’t have accounts &
loans
No payroll (ADP and bank of
america)
Unable for employees to file
taxes
Merchants
Education
Licensing & access to capital
Understanding paperwork
Accessibility
Legalization (not legalized across
the country)
○ Federal funding can’t be
lended to those in state
because its not legalized

● Money (funding, payroll, banks.
federal v.s. state grants/loans)
● Zoning (rules & regulations,
location, opportunities)
● Accessibility (merchants,
education, capital, legalizations)
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federally (only state but
not enough state money)

What ideas do you want to share?

●

gave a written idea with

help)
● Licensing
○ Cannabis tax should go to
help repair the
communities ravished by
war on drugs
○ Education on what
cannabis is and how to be
apart of the industry
(youth, capital, etc)
○ Low to zero interest loans
○ No limit on social equity
licenses
○ Limit numbers of non
equity licenses (3 social
equity applicants to 1 non
equity applicants)
○ Micro-licensing
○ Grant support for
cannabis operation
○ Social equity license
holders in each district
and allowed to sell to
another

● Synthesized on the other side,
brought in a paper on
ideas she curated with the San
Diego Black Cannabis Group, San
Diego Black Chamber of
Commerce Cannabis Sub
Committee, Paving Great
Futures, and the California
Minority Alliance
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○ City should review and
give final approval of the
sale through the social
equity commission
○ Prohibit slotting fees (5-7
years) (20%)
○ Save shelf space for
minority businesses at
other dispensaries
○ Lighten restrictions on
communities affected on
war of drugs
○ Give more medical access
and money
○ Need zoning checked
(churches, etc)
○ Open more zoning for
only social equity
applicants
○ 0 taxes for social equity
applicants for 5-6 years
○ Leased vacant buildings of
the government for social
equity cannabis industries
(for a dollar a month)
○ funding should go to
cannabis groups
● Qualifications
○ Incarcerated for cannabis
or people who have been
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affected by war on drugs
(school to prison pipeline)
○ Lived in an impoverished
community (1980-2016)
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

6
0

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response

Key Themes

1. Discouraging; others profit on
Criminalization has mad access
what was criminalized before.
impossible
People impacted not seeking any
Financial barrier to entry; astronomical
of the benefits.
costs.
2. Education and knowledge on
how to enter the space and lack Education {You don’t know what you
of funding
don’t know}; need to know the
3. Members are incarcerated and requirements to be set up for success.
can’t enter the market.
4. A possession of marijuana charge Color of skin is affecting getting funding
was not allowed to apply for job and access to investors is not there; even
muslim/religious stererotypes.
or adopt child, had to give my
son to my mother, criminalization
make it hard on parents. Unable
to adopt nephew as well. Taking
kids into foster care is not faire.
5. Community is shut out, we need
to open the doors through
education in all aspects and make
sure that it provides equal access.
Contract awarded to other
organization community
organizatoins. Need change to
award contracts.
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6. Consider consumer and owner
access is hard to enter; prices are
astronomical; Wi-charge and
can’t get license cant get same
access ; distance to get product is
far.
7. Getting into legal market are
impossible, high taxes, spaces to
allow to use it is challenging to
find; renters don’t allow/wants;
astronomical barriers to entry;
8. Uncle, friends, myself have been
criminalized marijuana; lucrative
businesses is only being taken
care of by

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

1. Almost all black friends; not
white friends; more leniant
2. Family members and myself.
3. Black and brown communities;
National City; South east San
Diego, Skyline Hills; Lincoln
Heights
4. During Highschool; Differance in
operations; Lindavista
community impacted.
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5. Overpolicing of community’s
ofconcern and southeast san
Diego.
6. Minority and women-owned
businesses in South of I-8 have
not had the opportunity to bid
for contracts even with disparity
studies.
7. Children were sent to foster care
because parent and extended
family had we-charge. Placement
is charging
8. Funding opportunities and
invests in communities in south
east sandiego; lack of business
incubation.
9. Over-policing and prosecution
10. First time offenders are impacted
more severely, due to gang
enhancement. As soon as
conviction and on probation, can
be prosecuted for marijuana
posseesion or failed test.
11. Hard for convicted people to rent
an apartment and are not eligible
for housing assistance; most are
just weed charges; non-violant.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

1. Money; capital and start-up;
Money and Zoning
Having someone to rent you a
Criminal history not allowing access into
building that falls in zoning that
legal market
doesn’t charge you an arm and
leg; We need a cap on the rent.
2. We need a reduction on the fees
from the fees; waived for a time
and let them get in the fee.
3. People from outside are running
the dispensaries; they are mostly
from Los Angeles.
4. Only four per district.
5. Restructure zoning to allow for
businesses to be near churches;
churches in our communities are
more closer to each other,
virtually on each block; Day
cares, hospitals,
6. Give priority to people who have
been directly impacted by
criminalization
7. Waive criminal history to allow
for entry into the market
weather employment or
businessowner ship.
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8. Lower credit history in
communities not allowing access
to loans.

What ideas do you want to share?

● Previous convictions,
want time back for time
served
● Financial income and
residency would
determine amount of
licensing fees.
● Allow for fees to be paid
on a longer time bases;
Zero percent financing on
licensing fees
● 1% loans to get records a
; brick and mortar leeses
at reduced rates.
● Get properties for lease
brick and mortar for $1
per year. Save some for
community
● Have Economic
Development provide
business classes and how
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●
●

●

●

to develop business plan;
certificate;
Need expungement
clinics; six week clinic.
Point based licesnse,
where 50% weight goes to
community of concern
owned business.
Award grant funds and
help citizens get award;
must attend class to get
award.
Businesses shouldn’t be
allowed to be baught out
by larger corporations;
allow licenses to be voted
on by community
planning groups.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

3
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#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● There are four pot shops within a
mile of a basketball court, within
a building in Carmel Valley. My
grandchildren play there; it’s an
offense; “Cookies” is located
nearby.
● Merchandise (shirts) being used
by children to school. Parents
aren’t aware.
● Lack of education to parents and
kids about booming industry,
advertising towards children.
● Family has been incarcerated and
they aren’t able to participate.
● Brother arrersted for drugrelated charges.
● Children have been born with
cannabis in their system
● Children placed into Foster care
because parents went to jail.
● Community is singled out that
this industry is out of reach
because of the lack of education;
priced out of the market; need

Key Themes
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capital to fund entry into
program and education to learn
how to develop a business plan.
● Family member is making more
money in the illeggal market.
Family member still has the
contacts with relationships built
in the 1980s and 1990s.
● Community does not know the
appeals process, so they can’t
appeal the future location of
shop before it is placed in that
location.
● Liquor licenses are located
throughout and closer to the
community, but cannabis shops
aren’t and they dont cause as
much harm. Liquor stores do
more damage to the community
than cannabis shops.

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

● Granparents driving to pick up
grandkids in locations near
cannabis shops that are placed to
close to recreational areas in
Carmel Valley; District 1.
● Neighbood has been impacted by
the additional parking created by
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customers visiting these shops;
they loiter and use up
neighborhood parking; An
incomplete traffic study was not
completed; need to complete a
thorough evaluation of how
parking by customers impacts
nearby neighborhoods.
● Oversaturation of Police
Department in Council Districts 4,
8, and 9 enhancing pretext stops.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

● Money, funding
● Cannabis conviction; lack of legal
aid to expunge record.
● Lack of information on what is
allowed if you have a record.
● Licensing fees should be allowed
to be used to educate and help
fund access into the legal market.
● Low to zero interest loans to help
est
● Lack of education, lack of
property, city has excess lands
that should be given to
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community of concern for use in
the market as restitution.
● Treatment needed for users to
kick the habit;
● Lack of education on retail,
distribution, licensing, delivery
and micro-licensing.

What ideas do you want to share?

● Provide access to members of
community disproportionately
impacted by law enforcement,
those that are 80% of the median
of the community income of the
county, those convicted or who
have a family member who was
convicted of a cannabis related
offense or placed in foster care
because parents jailed due to
cannabis related charges.
● Current operators should allocate
a certain percentage of shelving
space to social equity brands.
● Funding from CA Prop 64, a
percentage should be taken from
Cannabis business and used for
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advertising in social equity brand
publications.
● Low to zero interest entrance
loansg/rants to fully set up and
establish cannabis operations.
This should not hold up the
qualified individual that is already
self funded.
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# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact 1. Doesn’t affect at all. No dispensaries Alcohol affects more lives, but we are
you, your family and community?
or anything because previous council
more generous to alcohol laws.
member didn’t want it, even though
they’re an advocate now. Tony Young.
Committees whitburn mentioned didn’t
listen to anyone. don’t liek the
directioon of the city. I woudl liek to see
more black owned in my community
since thats who live there, black and
brown ownership of cannabis
busiensses. If we are to do business in
our neighborhoods than we need to do
business with our kind of people. they
need to be involved in every aspect of
the industry, from manufacturing to
distribution. Maybe we can offer
education, t4each them hwo to
cultitvaet, maufactgure, distriobute.
help them in teh retail end of it,
2. Dispensaries in my community, I am in
an adjacent industry and I am impacted
by the regulations. Trickey
,monopozxdl’;gsihwrpgj’l;m. stigma has

Key Themes
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affected the community in negative
ways. even legal, we can’t accept the
medical aspect.
3. Only dispensary I know of is in mission
valley. not impacted. Currently have to
drive to obtain cannabis. Zoning makes
it hard to oep
4. Specify impacted. Negative or
positive. If you can’t buy one. positive is
access. liquor stores. when we talk, we
shoujdl bring trhat up. liquor affects
more lives.

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

1. Personally felony record for drugs….
how does the city feel about that as far
as criminal records. Who actually wrote
that law, The city has been up and down
with their ideals and the way they have
manuvered. the olders are no longer
qwwith us, the people that wrote the
municipal code. They’re gone. What are
we oing to do now? in the 80s the only
arrested people in black communities.
They didn’t have drug sweeps in white
communties.
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3. People who have been criminaslikzed.
4. Other municipalities don’t prevent
felons. Taxes connected to perception
of legalization.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

1. Funding. waive fees for equity
applicants. City can make money
elsewhere. Sholdn’t rob poepl
with high initial fees. Let the City
own those building and GIVE
them to people. That’s what we
want. I’ve seen this, especially in
LA. They’ll zone an area and
white guys will buy the buildings,
and by the time you want to
come in, the fees are ridiculous.
The white guys have the insight
on where those buildings are.
They get told where to buy
because they’re in teh know. in
LA, 30 people bought up all the
eligible buildings and ran up
rents. There’s not anyone using
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city buildings, give them to
people.
4. Especially for the social equity
program. Waive fees. Zoning is a
barrier. Any crime can happen
anywhere.
2. Having to acquire a property,
realt estate. there shoudl be
some type of reserve or property
owned by the City to give to
people. They have a program in
chicago where you can buy the
City’s land for a dollar. I love that
City should have a fund for
cannabis operators. .

3. They’ve done that here, but the
City gives them tax breaks if they
do a certain percentage of
affordable housing. We should
offer the same incentives to
cannabis. It’s touch to get the
financial s together. If you dont’
ahve the money, then you have
to take on a partner.
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What ideas do you want to share?

Who should be able to obtain licenses .
I am hearing a lot of emphasis on having
grown up here. Why would
disadvantaged people from another City
not be welcome here.
It’s about who has the power….. taking
the changes through the process goes
through too many people, they dilute.
Atg the end of the day, even if this
sparks an idea, peopl ehave to feel like
they’re benefiting from it to do it.

Evanston is using taxes to pay restitution
to the residents. Resistitution needs to
be a big part of the equity conversation.
We’re never going to be balancedweithout direct payments.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

4

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● family members have gone to jail
● now they are letting people make
money off it
● get funding that could build
communities instead of destroy it.
● annoyed that he has to drive far to
get access to cannabis.
● not in my neighborhood
● We need a lot more in our city.
● Rules are more strict.
● small part owner in cannabis shop
● arrested for cannabis, is white and
had different experience, and did not
impact his life/future
● lack of education
● high rates
● hard to trust
● unregulated chemicals not coming
from the community, coming from
outside sources
● only for certain individuals
● time in jail
● time is different than a record

Key Themes
● Accessibility issues
● Incarceration
● Regulations
● injustice
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● no justice

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Kids
everybody is impacted
people with medical issues
people who are not educated on laws
who need it for medicine
poor
small businesses

● medically compromised

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

lack of knowledge on banking
permits
federal/state divides
space possible
zoning
feds
getting investors
expensive
cant charge it to major creditors
permitting process

● zoning
● expenses
● education
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● laws/attorneys
● Where to keep money?
● how to provide Different sectors with
permits
● non profit be able to be applicant

What ideas do you want to share?

●
●
●
●
●

Non profits should be considered in
the process
application process
taxes on cannabis should go to help
the neighborhoods not the general
fund
loans and grants to start a cannabis
business
for every licience there should be 4
for social equity applicants ( in every
aspect)

●

prioritizing those most
impacted
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Notetaker Name:
# At your table: 5
# Spanish Speaking: No

Table 1

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and your community?

Response
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A victim of the cannabis industry
(prison time)
The whole community (children,
parents, families, etc.)
A product of the war on drugs
(profiled in their communities –
BIPOC)
No dispensaries in a lot of
minority communities
BIPOC was not asking permission
if cannabis was a good or bad
thing to use; it was asking that
others would see it as a regular
item to use (so people would not
spend jail time)
Not allowing people to spend
time with family who have been
arrested for it
Incarceration stops people from
getting licenses, and that heavily
affects minority communities
The people who were affected by
it were not allowed to be a part
of the larger industry

Key Themes
•
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•
•

•

2.

Who has been impacted?

•

i.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families and their communities.
•

•
•
•

Feelings that the government
only cares when money is
involved
Feelings that the SD city law is
outdated, saying that convicted
people can’t participate in the
cannabis industry
Experience makes the community
fired up to now have this
conversation
People who have run these
businesses have not been able to
run them in the way that is
“right”
Anyone with a federal or general
record due to cannabis is
affected (Feelings that the BIPOC
communities are arrested and
convicted for crimes more)
The war on drugs and guidelines
that they were convicted under
are now becoming unethical
U.S. President is the only person
who can release them from those
crimes
Even if their conviction was 30
years ago, it still stops them from
participating in the cannabis
industry

•
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•

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

•
•
•
•

•
•

What ideas do you want to share?

•

•
•
•

SD City government and laws
have impacted the convicted and
creates the feeling that they are
outdated
Barriers with banks (criminal
record, capital, payroll)
City government (laws, and give
up the property if not money,
free licenses)
Unable to come up with the
money for a license alone
Unable to understand the
application process (needing
education on the cannabis
industry in general)
Zoning (why are there liquor
stores on every street)
Not enough community (local) &
government bonds to create the
cannabis industry more equitable
Incarcerated for cannabis,
immediate family member
affected by the war on drugs,
born with drugs in the system,
involved from 1980-2016
Funding and training potential
applicants before licensing
Community based organizations
Youth education

•

•
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital and Social equity from the
government
Limit nonequity licenses (1 to
every three applicants)
Cultivation, manufacturing and
micro-licenses are all equity
based
Grant support
More zoning – Free Zones
(regarding churches – the
obstacles that overlap within
each other)
0 taxes for equity applicants for
5-7 years
Lease city-owned property for
equity owners for 1 dollar a
month
Social equity license holders can
sell licenses (social equity
commission gives approval)
Require free shelf space at
existing cannabis facilities for
social equity manufacturers
Lighten restrictions on
communities affected by the war
on drugs
Ask right now is four social equity
licenses per district (but wants
more and slowly to become
unlimited)
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•
•
•

Allow money to be accepted
without questions
Process and answers provided to
potential cannabis owners
Zoning modifications are
required in district 4 to expand
the market
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

4
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# Question

Response

1. How does the current cannabis
industry impact you, your family and
community?

* Young men are still selling weed out of Disproportionate impact.
their backpacks in the community,
Everyone at the table knew someone
because they can’t sell elsewhere.
personally who had been impacted.
*Some of these men were impacted bc
they were born to women / mothers
addicted to crack.
*There is a heavy presence of law
enforcement in the area, looking to arrest
people here. The impact of those arrests
is negative for people to access childcare
*Don’t have transportation or capital to
have safe access to cannabis.
*When they do have transportation, they
have to travel to other communities and
then the product is expensive.
*Have friends and family members who
were arrested/ accused of having

Key Themes

Impact goes beyond individuals to family
members, community.
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cannabis and now have it on their records
making it difficult to access housing.
People were taken out of their home and
experienced trauma.

2. Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records,
their families, their communities.

Siblings, children, fathers, extended
family to take care of children when
parents are gone
Black men have been impacted the most
and their families.
Children have been impacted by absence
of parents, may have emotional/ trauma
induced impacts visible in classrooms.

3. What do you feel are the largest barriers Having the money to start a business.
to operating a cannabis business?
Challenges associated with getting bank
loans. Difficult to have access to
investors.
Lack of trust to go into business with
others.
Access to property, ability to lease or buy
a building.
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Education to learn how to open / manage
a business. Incubation services.

What ideas do you want to share?

Offering a tiered tax system to allow for
the equity operators to pay fewer taxes.
Offering subsidies in terms of startup
grants, cheap building leases ($1/mo)
Increasing the number of outlets allowed,
and targeting equity program for these.
Make sure tax dollars generated are
invested back into the community.
Allow consumption lounges with equity
program. Also allow delivery services.
Ensure people who qualify for equity
program have first priority to open
businesses.

Who should be able to obtain licenses
through the future program?

People with illegal drug convictions
Individuals and immediate family
members of people with convictions
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People who have lost housing through
eviction, foreclosure or subsidy
cancellation.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● We have easy access to needed
medications
● Locked out of participating in
business (Growing in Encanto, in
Southeast San Diego, Spring
Valley, etc.)
● Locked up for doing it before,
(Legacy market; Now locked out of
opportunities to enter into legal
market. Financial impediments to
enter into the market.
● Just like any business, we are
locked out because of money,
licenses, resources, education,
zoning; We need follow through
on access to market;
● Community is currently saturated
in these weed shops; not in La
Jolla and Clairmont; No previous
follow-thorough to ensure clear
pathways to achieve social equity.
● Need knowledge on what is being
rolled out; get this information

Key Themes
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fairly available to all at the same
time.
● Moving forward, need system to
ensure the industry is
representing the community. A
percentage of owners and
workers need to come from the
community. The percentage has
to represent and be equal to the
community. We need system to
ensure percentage is achieved
with consequences and that it is
regulated.
● Licenses should equal the
percentages of 2 to 1/ 3 to 1
similar to percentages of
community being stopped.
●

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

● Paying lease/capital access to get
into the market.
● Zoning/land use allocations are
limited.
● Owners of qualified zoned
properties are only focusing on
giving properties and access to
them to friends
● Unfair access and distribution of
knowledge; Steps to getting in are
not known. Understanding zoning
in an equitable time manner;
insiders know this years before
community is known.
● We want dollar leases on Cityowned surplus properties to be
able to participate in industry.
● Want micro licenses for multiple
businesses to be able to operate
in one location.
● Licenses within community need
to actually represent community.
If X percent live in the community,
x percent need to awarded to
these populations.
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●

What ideas do you want to share?

● If you live in Southeast San Diego
(in District 4) between 1980 and
2016, lived within this
area/location for 10 years, you
were convited from a drug/weed
offense, or graduated from a
highschoold in this area, you
should have priority access into
the area.
● We need more licenses per
district. 10x more social equity
licenses that are currently issued.
● Change zoning to reduce distance
from churches by 75%.
● Out of City delivery companies
must hire community members
from the district.
● Install a community based
committee to review applications
alongside the Planning Group.
●
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Date: 5/26/2022
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

9
0

#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact Negative impact to patients. It’s not
you, your family and community?
readily availabnle. Industry in general
doesn’t engage community. ImIpacts
community because patients can’t get
district 4 access. Odesn’t impact us
because they don’t include us, don’pt
benefit from it. Not necessarily the
industry
Medical concern: i have a schizophrenic
daughter. she preferes not to take pills.
She prefers cannabis and CBD. It’s hard
because the she can’t get a job. There
has to be some kind of leeway for
patients that need it. She’s benefitting
from it. My mom was sick and doctors
asked if they drank a lot because the
medicine hurt her kidneys and liver.
To add, it’s a federal issue. COmpanies
fear they’re going to run afoul of fed.
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They legalize it, but we still get in trouble
for it.
Business side ,separation requiem,ents
affect people of color. Churches
everywhere, not enough commercial
space. But it’s also the community’s
responsibility to police that.
A lot of biug churches are now saying
bring it in, let’s go. One pastor wanted
to know how he coil dget a license.

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

Kids. People are using drugs, kids are
seeing it, they’re growing up around it.
BUt it’s not being explained right, there’s
no education process in place.
Kids learn much more form what adults
do than any education.
They’re hard on marijuana but alcohol is
killing everyone.
Grandma grew MJ for her family, she
counseled him not to get form others, to
wait.
Sheriff candidate that is 420 friendly.
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We have more prisons than any other
country, it’s an industry.
We knew the war on drugs was wrong
when it was happening to us. It’s just
taken too long to change because people
are invested in the system.
People that get out of prison can’t get a
job, they turn to selling drugs, and go
back. But people need a job for
probation.
That’s the improatnce of havin
businesses like this in that community.
Those people can come back to the
community.
I ha two cannabis felonies, the only place
i could get a job was the restaurant
industry.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

Money/funding.
Industry is saturated right now. Going to
be tough unles social equity people band
together to sell their shit.
2010 dispensaries were everywhere. On
every corner. Problem might not be
saturation. It’s something.
Is small business going to come in or is it
going to be big? people being used as
front. WE talk equity, but then we never
see the results of it. There’s talk, but
then people with money and power take
equity people and put them out in front.
Great point. Predatory lending, this fake
stuff that happened in Oakland.
National City, just came out with a
program, but they din’t do it right. They
didn’t call it social equity. 50% owner.
HDL, third party company involved in
taking applications.
If you’re march and ash, or one of the
big companies, equity people can be
used as a front.
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Harvest/Gateway failed in this
community. They came to me for a plan,
we worked up

What ideas do you want to share?

Who should eb able to obtain licenses
through the ccanmnabis equity program.

Incarcerated by cannabis. impacted
families. Children born with drugs in
theri ..see e
I’m not sure we want them in
predominantly impacted communities.
We’ve always had weed in this city.
We’ve been smoking weed and selling
weed here. Having a legalized shop
that’s tested, safe, and people feel
comfortable going to.
All these neighborhoods in san diego.
INfrastructure and city investment are
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different in different areas. I’m for
priorities.
This is one industry that is bringing in
financing that can help us. I’m all about
my dead homies. I’m starting there, but
I keep hearing sexy streets, parks. Yeah,
thanks, but I can’t go there. Make it
beautiful, but my homies still can’t go
there. Prioritize the list.
Potholes are important, and
infrastructure is important.
Infrastructure affects the future in
different ways. Kids t3oday don’t have
to deal with the boundaries that we did.
There is a certain set of people that
would benefit from .
The money should go to the community.
The social equity people can be in charge
of the money fo the community.
It should be the community’s money.
You can’t jsut give people money, you
have to train them.
National city looked good on paper.
We used to talk abotu reparations…. but
ther eis no reparations for the tragedy
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that happened to us. I get it, i’ts a piece,
thank you finally.
National City prevented sell off. Building
equity in to permits.
in LA, asked why can’t I sell
it? Other side of the coin.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

4
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact Legal cannabis is more expensive with
you, your family and community?
taxes. Cannabis purchased legally in CA taxes paid - then arrested in New Mexico
for it. Inconsistent enforcement. 7g 90 to
100 stopped $400.
In CA I wasn't able to get a concealed
carry license because of that. 7-years it
will be on his record.
Education to learn to sell legally - How to
apply for permits and license?
taxes - gov greed - tax industry to help
folks who are impacted - Cannabis
comes from the earth and why is it
illegal? People are making tons of money
off of cannabis and local guys are being
thrown in jail.
Why is it a crime?

Key Themes
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2.

Who has been impacted?

Citations on record.

I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

Money and location
City land to b and b business
entrepreneurs [another table]
Open a shop. Licensing and $
Ex. of one successful, community-based
cannabis outlet - room for the kids to
hang out - smoke zone - CO? Lounges dogs - multiple types of businesses.
Separation of uses - get a team. Stories,
[more black and latin folks in this
business] I want to legalize the business
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so my kids don’t have to work. Legal
business.

What ideas do you want to share?

Permit - grow on own land in our own
community - distribute it to dispensaries
in our community - some is cut with
other chemicals - Red Hoodie - 6 plants
are not enough to sell and compete vs
big industry. [micro enterprise] [protect
micro businesses]
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

2
N/A

#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis
industry impact you, your family and
community?

Everything in this is from R1
THC Pleasure line product 8 years ago, tried to expand when
legalized (grow, extraction/etc- tried to do a seed to sale
operation as price/L of THC was too high)
Criminalization of it in the community
Figuring out how to do it legally and as a small
business/marketing- goal is to get a license
––
Barrier to entry- all 4, capital, access to space to distribute
(zoned for weed, landlords increasing rent or wanting a
percentage of sales), licensings hard to obtain, once obtained
being sure your following regulations
People done business with have been impacted
Before legalized, didn’t have a grower took access however they
could- oil from Mexico, partnered with Senator’s Son of Mexico
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who had the only license to sell CBD in the country- he had
trade tariffs to transport fruit/vegetables
Tried to partner to get around tariffs, thought the cost would be
better- he ended up pulling out of operation (dad was running
for president)
Before that- suffered criminalization because they didn’t have
access- got around it my offering Medical marijuana
recommendations (through doctors)
Doctor passed away while they were still offering,
criminalization from writing prescriptions/identity theft
Investor friend who was interested in “parking funds” for tax
reasons, introduced the senator (ties to lobbyists to work on
trade tariffs), had background in import/export of fertilizersenator son pulled out, tried to grow business, was the middle
man who could got cut out
One attempt after another to do legal business, market is
oversaturated- still in the same situation, looking for a location
zoned for marijuana
Landlords always want a percentage
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Tried to get product everywhere- exorbitant prices (CA, CO,
Indian Reservation didn’t have enough power/water,
)
Partnered with doctors- percentage for medical marijuana
prescriptions, but that isn’t needed anymore (only for 18-21)
Knocked down every time they try to do it legally
Sent by a group as the best option on how to “follow along”attempt to see if they can have a place in the industry, creating
a good team
Ethnicity- far ranging in age/racial diversity, male dominated
2.

Who has been impacted?

R2 Grandma started using and has no pain

I.e., individuals with criminal records,
their families, their communities.

People who didn’t have access now have access, it works as
medication
More education since it’s been legalized, less demonized
Cousins who went to foster care because parents had drug
charges
Children being born with drugs in their system
Friends and her have been growing
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R1 Good- less use of opioids since holistic benefits, family
members, friends
Negative- criminalization- doctor (older white male) took the hit
so younger (black) partner didn’t have criminal record, thought
it would be less severe
He lost his license, agreed to never do business in that area
again
Would like to see cannabis banking developed, website that is
the authority on marijuana
Ideas- government funded program for people who have been
trying to have a place in the industry
So many big businesses who have taken advantage of all of the
opportunity, but not for people without the same resources
3.

What do you feel are the largest
barriers to operating a cannabis
business?

R1 Location, Money, Security- friend shot for not being quiet
enough about it, Banking, people have stored grows in form
which has led to people been shot
Educational component needed- always another rule/more red
tape, would think there was access and then there wasn’t

Money, Red Tape- always
another step, never sure if
doing it correctly
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Every person who needs to sign off asks for/requires way too
much money (feels like bribery)- always making it complicated
R2- laws are always complicated, you think you have something
and then they just make more laws
R1 “all the ducks in a row and then there is just more, never
ending”
fear of getting shut down even once you do have something
open - never know if you are doing it right
“always something”
What ideas do you want to share?

R2 Ideas on Licensing:
Utilize taxes that are currently going into general fund- train
potential applicants before licensing
Taxes should go to repair community that was targeted by war
on drugs (community orgs based on SD Black Cannabis
Group/other BIPOC lead advisory group)- job training, BIPOC
business incubation, crime prevention, youth education. Capital
for social equity for applicants
Low to 0 interest loans/grants to fully set up operation
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No limit on social equity licenses/limit # of non equity licenses
(2:1 criteria)- for cultivation, manufacturing, distribution, retail,
delivery, micro licenses
Grant support to fund operations
Expanded zoning only for social equity applicants to attempt to
catch up with current operations
Zero taxes for equity operators 5-7 years/ lease city owned
property $1/month/ social equity license holder can sell license
(create approved social equity commission)
What do you want to see:
R2 Living in an impoverished community for at least 5 years
(1980-2016)
All licensing’s in areas impacted by the failed war on drugs
should be issued by a social equity board
Income lower than 80% of median of the county the applicant
resides in
R1 Living in/went to high school in San Diego (live in the
community they would be licensed in/have a dispensary in)should be part of the community
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Low income
R1 Only seen men in the business- prioritize women/put aside a
percent for women (R2 suggests 40%)
R2 Some jobs fail you for cannabis in your system- shouldn’t
happen any more
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Date: Jun 2, 2022
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
●

●
●

●

●

●

communities for several
generations have been locked
out due to education, capital, and
brick and mortar.
The top reason people feel
unsafe or impacted by secondhand smoke is marijuana.
4th graders are beginning to
smoke pot, recovery centers are
filled with teenagers that started
using marijuana and graduated to
stronger drugs.
Community is heavily impacted
by the proposition passed
without proper assessment of
how it impacted brown
communities.
Smokers are not smoking
cigarettes in the community
anymore; they are smoking
marijuana.
Smoking community members
don't know where they can get
help, they can’t get help from

Key Themes
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police, who state that they can’t
help because it is legal. When
tenants from Apartment complex
get sick from second hand smoke
from neighbors, they don’t have
access to be able to get help from
authorities.
● Misdemeanors and felonies not
expunged from records in a
timely fashion
● Expungement process is lengthy
and blocks access to current
opportunities because of criminal
record.

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

● The City is not tracking the race
of the permitted or permitted
cannabis outlets, MPFs, so how
can a proper equity assessment..
Minorities are being
inadvertently impacted with no
access to it.
● Large conglomerate businesses
are buying smaller local owners.
Local owners (smaller) can’t
compete with larger firms
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● Impoverished communities of
concerns without
training/education do not know
the access they can have to funds
available to them. They also
don't have training to know the
difference between cultivation,
manufacturing, retail or delivery.
The City is not providing the
training to allow these
communities to be able become
owners into these types of
businesses.

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

● location and money
● City is not giving access to City
Owned excess land to black and
brown owners after they finish
the training for at least six weeks.
● Each council district only has a
max of 4 Cannabis Outlets, and is
restricted to industrial zones.
● Need to change the distances
between protected zones on the
ordinance and allow operations
in zones besides the
commercial/industrial approved
locations.
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● Education, capital, and no zero
interest loans or grants given
● The Government does not seem
genuine in its support or
equitable inclusion in the
regulated market.
● No access to banking as federal
laws prohibit deposits; it’s a cash
business.

What ideas do you want to share?

● Waive all taxes for equity
operators for five years
● City owned excess lands should
be made available to equity
owners with 1 dollar a year
leases, similar to nonprofits.
● Fund a six-week required training
for potential applicants prior to
establishing the outlet.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

6

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

● We don't know if relatives were
impacted; but they may have.
● Buying legal cannabis, we still
feel like we could be criminalized.
● Friends and family that had
farms, lost money when they
tried to get into the legal market;
Feds burned crops and farms.

2.

Who has been impacted?

● Childrens were taken away from
parents because of small/minor
cannabis offenses that no longer
are in the books; laws don’t exist
any more.
● Parents who got out of jail can’t
get their records expunged; not
enough expungement clinics.
● People without access to a good
lawyer or who have a lack of
capital.

I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

Response

Key Themes
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● Foster care is disproportionate in
underserved communities.
● Residents of Southeast San Diego
between 1980 and 2016, as far
east as Spring Valley or as far
west of Oceanview and south of
I-8; These communities in
Southeast San Diego were
criminalized and wer
disproportionately impacted by
police enforcement.
● Children can’t stay with family
members because most family
members have records that
disqualify them for taking in the
children; disproportionate of how
many members are going into
foster care in areas of concern.
● Low income individuals
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

● Capital
● It’s difficult to get licensing for
those in the industry but not
licensed.
● Need to provide a way for these
individuals to get a priority with
licenses.
● Bureaucracy and government are
issuing permit and programs, and
were building the ship as they
were selling;
● Access to information was not
enough
● Inconsistent information and
directions from state and local
regulatory agencies.
● Lack of education on business
operations, including
manufacturing, cultivation,
processing, delivery testing and
cannabis laws, regulations;
● lack of access to grants; no zero
interest loans; no access to city
owned land for businesses.
● Zoning is too restrictive; the
1,000 foot barrier from churches
in southeast san diego limit
severely where legal cannabis
mpf or outlets can be placed.
● Multistate and outstate
operators with lots of capital are
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saturating the market, delivery
companies are from out of town.

Who should be able to obtain licenses through the
future Cannavis Equity Program?

● People disproportionately
affected by the Work on drugs;
● People in Southeast San Diego or
areas that were over-policed
should have access
● Getting City-owned excess land
available to operators and
producers;
● Priority access should be given to
Southeast San Diego residents
between 1980 and 2016 in
previous Districts 7 ,8 and 4
during that time.
● People with cannabis charges
should be given priority for
ownership, licensing and
employment.
● Need to provide mandatory six
week training on how to properly
operate and run business to
ensure success of the business
● Protection needs to be in place to
limit outside ownership; Social
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equity applicants should be the
primary owner.
● Consumption lounges should be
allowed at outlets and mpfs; or
allowed to be licensed.
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Date: 6/4/2022
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact Has a major impact. When it comes to
you, your family and community?
people like us, I can honestly say it’s
bothersome that I can’t participate.
Rules and regulations don’t allow me to
participate in an industry that I am shut
out from. It’s weird how people can still
be punished for something that’s legal.

it keeps us out of an avenue to be a
successful businessman. because we
messed up in the past, it keeps me out. I
don’t know of anyone that’s perfectly
clean. It’s a shame that we have to go
through all this just to get a bit of bread.
y - Price of entry. 2 million dollars? a lot
of us are still fighting the war from back
then to get what we need right now.
Zoning doesn’t even allow me to
participate in my own community. We
have to go into another community.

Key Themes
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Taxes go to other communities vs. our
own.
Even in our own community, the funding
is for the community you are in, not your
po3wn community.
I come to these because it’s hard for me
to even believe what’s going on.
Now police aren’t looking for weed,
they’re looking for “metal” (guns). we’re
still battling it to this day, even though
this is going on.
Dispensaries used to protect their
patrons via waivers. the cops could have
gone in there.
2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

PRice of entry. getting a liquor license is
one thing,

People with criminal records have been
affected. their families through
incarceration. Children are affected.
When you take people out of the
community, there is no money there…
and then families have to move. Now
they’re downsizing.
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Medical patients get affected as well. I
know people that have left CA to get
medical care.
Cannabis helps kids and elderly with
ailments. MY MOTHER just started
smoking weed for arthritis. THer’es
been a stigma, but it’s a healing agent.
We need to get rid of that stigma. Terms
for cannabis are connected to negativity.
In this neighborhood I’ve been hemmed
up so many times.
Why is alcohol legal when something
that comes from the earth is not.
I have never seen someone on cannabis
kill, rob and steal for it.
You can’t overdose on cannabis, all you
do is laugh and want a snack.
We need elders on board. They’re
concerned with crime, but if we can talk
to them about it, we can convince them.
We don’t want to scare elders, we just
want to say that it’s our time to make
money, it’s our time now, times have
changed. People tend to go with what
their teachings were growing up.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

Money and the spaces. application
process. say you do have the business,
banks turn down money. But they won't
turn down Pablo Escobar's money.
Zoning is a barrier too. doesn’t allow us
to go into our own communities.
Churches, schools, daycares
Why do we have liquor stores
everywhere but not cannabis stores?
[Lack of] Easy access is a barrier…. we
have to have safe access.
I know how it goes around here in this
city.
Hours of operation so that people in the
community can feel safe. Most crimes at
dispensaries take place in the early
morning.
Changing elders’ minds. elders are the
ones with money. We need your ears
without your lips. Listen and process.
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What ideas do you want to share?

who should obtain license through
equity program.
what shoudl rules and regulations be?
we want it to be steered to those have
been pmacted with the highest passion.
We don’t want walmart weed stores.
we want local weed stores. local
community members. money going
back in to the community.
Application process greared toward
those who have been impacted. Have to
have gone to jail for cannabis, or family
has. if you lived in certain areas,
especially those that were hit liek skylin,
lincoln, etc.
how do we get ahead, how do we even
compete?
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Shelf space dedicated to us. For every
one store, four equity applicants.
City buildings that they don’t use, rent to
us for a dollar. One hand helping the
other. without the city’s backing it ain’t
ever gonna happen.
Taxes should go back to community.
Low to zero ingterest loans or grants.
ANY drug related convictions. They
know we smoke, that’s their way in.
Expungements should be automatic.
Consumption lounges. Should be per
district. If we can have hookah lounges,
we should have concumptions
Zero taxes for social equity applicants for
the first 5 to 7 years.
We need a group to come together and
speak to the elders and let them know it
isn’t what they think it is. We filled them
for years. now it’s time for them to
follow us.
We want the streets and infrastructure
to be repaired. Tax money can stay in
communities. Give kids somewhere
positive to go. We need ten cneters, etc.
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Cannabis taxes could fund things to help
our youth. Lets do things that make our
city different from the rest. I see the city
doing little things for our black and
brown communities.
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

Table 1 , 4 people

#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● Affects his family because it's his
business. (it's his everything ,
makes about 1 mil a year off of it)
● Community, no money going into
the community through cannabis
● As a business owner it is good
because it is an emerging
business that needs his help (has
provided clientele)
● feels locked out, not directly in
the business because he cannot
open a cannabis business but can
work alongside as a marketing
business
● Federal issue having gray areas
● Having legal access to cannabis as
a medicine has had a good
impact but still feels very illegal
● Had a cousin who ended up going
to prison because of cannabis for
five years and left their kid alone
● Affected in the way that they
can't be involved in the cannabis

Key Themes
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●

●

●
●
●
●

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

industry if you are incarcerated
for cannabis
This impacted the community
and himself because there's a
dispensary everywhere but there
isn’t no black owned dispensaries
The harassment and the time
taken away from their life feels
like a smack in their face when
people are now able to make
legal money off of it
Families were unable to make
generational wealth because of
the way PD affected the POC
Affected in needing people to go
out and vote in order to create
the change in local politics
Affected by how the entire
process is inequitable
“If I find weed then I might find
cocaine” Weed being a gateway
drug has affected the compant

● Black and latino individuals in the
front lines
● Males
● Anyone affected by the failed
war on drugs
● “Prison population”
● Media & Big companies
● District 4

●
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● The impoverished & communities
in general
● Black people & the white people
they didn't like & the latino
community
● Black people targeted federally
(latino the carriers and black
people the sellers)
3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

What ideas do you want to share?

● The application process
● The money
● The entire process is not
equitable
● The language (being too hard to
understand or other businesses
using street language as
marketing now)
● The city and federal government
● CUP + Licensing + Property
● Investors
● Industry got a five year head start
● Marketing dollars
● Contracting companies that know
what their doing to help equity
applicants
● Gain a competitive edge

●

●
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● Has to include the established
businesses to work with equity
applicants
● Get entities that are foreign to SD
to either leave or help as
advisors, growers, and shelf
space for equity applicants
● Race conscious program
● Not using cowords or having POC
w/government being the curators
of the words
● “Reverse redlining”
● The disportionately affected
communities (POC)
● Blacks and latinos are supposed
to be getting the licenses who are
residents of zip codes who were
affected by the failed war on
drugs (D4) (1980-2016) Needing
to be a resident for 5 years
● For every one regular applicant
for licenses there needs to be 4
for social equity licenses
● Government property given to
people and zones
● Zoning (voting, and no zoning on
social equity licenses) (no
schools)
● They don't need to be like a
liquor store
● Curate tax incentive
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● Shelf space for every dispensary
● Money going back to the
community and the social equity
applicantn
● Social equity applicants don’t get
any taxes for the first 5-7 years
● Needing grants and loans
(cultivation, production)
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact R2 Area live in now not the area
you, your family and community?
affected/grew up in
R1 Overpoliced areas because of illegal
sales, increased profiling (war on
drugs+stigma), employment- ability to
use and be employed in certain industries
Being able to use (medical)apprehension because consequences
Ability to be in industry, making money
Children- charges that have not been
expunged- effects ability to take of their
children (foster care/adoption)
R2 Employment- since still federally
illegal, jobs can still test
Look at charges that you have, don’t want
to hire you

Key Themes
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R1 Access to government
housing/subsidized housing
R2 Renting with charge, ineligible for
assistance programs
R1 Cost of living- both people have to be
on lease, employment, credit is effected
Where the dispensaries are located- not
easily accessible, have to travel or
delivery service (cost of use is higher)
R2 Taxes are too high- just go to “local
guy” because taxes are so high and
inflates cost
R1 Ideas- Tiers or wave taxes for new
businesses for some period of time
Offer commercially zoned store fronts in
communities
Taxes from cannabis used to address
issues in communities effected by war on
drugs/ use money to train applicants/
waiving application fees
Business incubation (start up capital,
mentorship, referrals)
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R2 Figure out who is eligible, access to a
course/education
2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

R1 Young Black Men most impacted
Aunts/uncles/cousins- kids who can’t be
placed with grandparents/etc because of
previous charges
R2 Immediate/extended family
R1 The kids- RI grew up in foster care,
taken from the home
R2 Saw the impacts, impacts started even
before he had a record
R1 Unable to gain employment, credit
history, have to find other ways to find
money, medicare/healthcare
R1/R2 Expungement- would allow people
to get the government help/rental
applications
R1 Microlicenses- people who have been
impacted have still been selling, have the
business acumen but not the corporate
knowledge/paperwork, knowing the
regulations
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R1/R2- can’t have a bank account
(federal), safety concerns- its a cash
business
R1 City offer grants, lease city owned
property, consumption lounge (R2
“cannabis cafe”)
R2 Cultivation- space on shelfs for other
owners/participants for their product
3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

R1 Capital and access
R2 Knowledge and understanding
R1 Education, integrity of business- bad
contracts- not enough money for good
lawyer, people get taking advantage of
Need equitable/reputable companies,
establish guidelines for partnerships
Access to professionals who can set
people up for success
R1 Expunge criminal records
R2 Grants, access to property/land for
operation- seen vacant city buildings
collecting dust
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What ideas do you want to share?

R3 Capital and requirements to open a
business are “astronomical”
ie. In Chula Vista- had to own a liquor
store
R2 In LA- commercial liceneses
R1 People outside of area used business
addresses to avoid address requirements
R2 Want city buildings/other
requirements for land lords because
other land lords will hike the price once
they know it is a cannabis business
Criteria:
R1 Black and brown people priortized
R3 If incarcerated for cannabis
R1 Impoverished community at least 5
years between 1980-2016, less than 80%
of median income in area
Directly impacted- family incarcerated,
foster care because of family
incareration, born into the system
R3 Make sure family is included- if family
incarcerated, you should be included
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R1 Income- live in “low income” area
(already defined by city)
(R3- those areas are already overpoliced)
R1- criteria used on where to send extra
police should be used
attend school in that area, lost
home/income effected/lost government
benefits due to cannabis charge
If 5 liquor stores in 1 mile in your from,
you should be prioritized
R1 Should update zoning in regards to
licensed childcare facilities
R2 Churches also limit where dispensaries
can go- need to update zoning
R3 If you can prove you are a direct
descendent of a slave
R1 Redefine advertising/ability to
advertise (put those businesses under
cannabis business), or put funds towards
advertising, 1:1 with licenses that are
currently exist
R3/R2 Can’t have a business if you use all
capital on getting a license
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Date: Jun 8, 2022
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

5
0

#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact This question is very direct, not open.
you, your family and community?
It doesn’t impact me, it doesn’t involve
black people. We don’t benefit from it,
have jobs in it, etc. We give the money
though
It’s been from I have to go to the shady
dispensaries (flash your id for the
cameras) to now, the places are a lot
cleaner. Both negative and positive
impacts. It’s been good for my mental
health.
They are not lcoated in our communities
patients don’t have access. none in LV.
None in SE. The only option is a delivery
services, if that. ZOning is a barriers.
We have stricter sensitive uses than the
state in san diego. makes it even jarder.

Key Themes
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My nana lived dowen the street. She was
a patient, she smoked. Family smoke
dfor arthritis. These people don’e have
access to medicine. No access. No jobs.
They just take our money.
It’s open season for DUIs, pulling people
over and saying they smell weed.
It gave them a reason to pull us over
more. DUI can be used now that it’s
legal.
My first cannabis offense was at the park
down the street for a joint.
I preach about moms. My mom was
cannabis social equity from way back.
the Cannabis Queen. When I was a
homeless kid she took care of me.
Everybody’s mixed around here, it’s all
special. The military put different
people next to each other on purpose,
so people would have to grow with each
other and learn. This is the most diverse
community (LV) in all of san diego.
USD being right down the street, their
taxes make it look like this neighborhood
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doens’t need anything. This is BARELY
north of the 8. People moved to SE.
It impacts us by widening the poverty
gap. Perpetuates the generational
poverty gap. AA people can’t get into
the industry, they are not participating in
this industry, as investors, etc. We are
not building wealth as owners. only
purchasing as consumers. Also impacts
us in educational front, we’re not being
educated to learn about the benefits,
holistaicd “pimping poverty”
2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

Capital is a barrier. I have two felonies I
got caught with two pounds of weed at
21. Now it’s legal and it’s hard as hell for
me to get in. I’ve been in this industry
since I was 12 years old, and I can’t get in
the industry.
Lottery system as barrier.
People who don’t have the capital to
start up. Equity programs can create
predatory landlords (hve to hide their
equity status).
City owned property leased to equity
applicants for a dollar a month.
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Do not want a coop system. We want a
certain proportion of licenses for equity
applicants. Sharing isn’t gogin to work
for us.
I think this is a dumb question. Either
this is a priority or it isn’t. All these
session are just words. We have the
data.
We STILL have peopple fucking locked up
and we have people making
motherfucking money at our expense.
This question is an insult. We know who
has been impacted. Ask the DA. Ask for
our records.
In california we have prop 209, we can’t
have race-specific criteria, or we get
sued. there is legal scrutiny.
You know how redlining didn’t say no
black people, but it mean no black
people? people been using those code
words forever. Prop 209 is the same
thing. Let’s turn that around.
Data science can take the race out of it.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

Access to capital We don’t have the
resources to join the industry.
These dispensaries, are they coming in
to our communities, and not putting in,
helping our schools.
We buy weed, the taxes go into the
general fund, the money can go back to
the police that weren’t helping us in the
first place.
Us taking our resources that we are
getting and investing back in to our
communities.
To take our money to fix shit that the
city should have
Every time we jhave these session they
fill with black people. We can’t say that,
though. But if there is a way, we need to
prioritize AA/black applicants. Period.
What I would hate to see is that we
show up to all these session and then
have the armenians get all the licenses.
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What ideas do you want to share?

Who should be able to obtain licenses
through the future cannabis equity
program?
Black people prioritized for teh first
round, then everybody else. Then
everybody else second.
Incarcerated for cannabis.
Parents impacted by war on drugs.
Impoverished community resident from
1980-2016. Immediate family members
incarcerated for drugs. foster care due
to WOD. children born with drugs in
their system.
Parents/grandparents zipcode.
Attended school in the SDUSD.
Reverse redlining. Exact zip codes that
were redlined, they get it first.
Depending on what boxes are checked,
you should get more preference the
more boxes are checked.
First should be african americans.
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We want it to be modeled on an RFP
point system.
AA should be at least ten points on top,
the next impacted groups should be like
five points.
When we look at our school data, it
shows the impact is here.
Family members impacted.
Licenses set aside for people who live in
the community. They didn’t mention
race.
Anybody who is doing the assessment
must be from a social equity
background. you don’t understand the
background if you don’t come from it.
The same criteria that the applicants are
judged on, the people designing the
application should be judged on. What
qualifications do you have to create a
social equity plan.
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Date: June 15, Citywide Virtual Listening Session
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
Room 1

#

Question

Response

1.

Ice Breaker: What do you enjoy most about
living, working or going to school in City of San
Diego? What ideas do you want to share?

•
•

Weather! x 2
Beautiful Landscape and countryside

2.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community? What ideas do
you want to share?

•

Community members’ friends have been using it more often and has
enjoyed its presence in San Diego
Facilitator of the County Cannabis Stakeholder group / Cannabis social
equity nonprofit – the biggest impact she has faced in regard to
regulation of cannabis has been
There are many people that have been harmed by Cannabis, but do not
use Cannabis – therefore licenses would be unhelpful in this situation
Cannabis accountant: the current regulation has a lot of roadblocks for a
variety of community members

•
•
•

3.

Who has been impacted? i.e., individuals with
criminal records, their families, their
communities. What ideas do you want to
share?

•
•
•

4.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business? What ideas do
you want to share?

•
•

One attendees’ community was clearly negatively impacted by the
arrest of many people of color in the past
In regard to effecting communities: there is a huge issue with cannabis
being sold in the unlicensed market – therefore, communities are not
receiving the tax dollars that they should be getting.
Permitting for cannabis costs a lot of money and could deter people
from opening businesses
Many individuals need to be given appropriate training and assistance
to get a cannabis licenses
There are many people that dream of getting a cannabis license,
however have trouble along the way
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though
the future Cannabis Equity Program?
(Goal: rank the list / get feedback on most
important and other criteria to consider.)
•

Conviction history associated with
nonviolent cannabis-related or other
nonviolent drug offenses.

•
•
•
•

We need to make sure that this program works with people 100% of the
way, as opposed to just provide training and send them out to open a
business
In addition to assistance with investors, the city should also provide
space for social equity applicants to begin their businesses
Cannabis Accountant: everything is barrier. Once you get past one
barrier, there is usually another. Especially with obtaining a property
and licensing – can take up to years.
You spend lots of money to get a license and then it takes a very long
time.
Obtaining banking and going through taxes is also very difficult
Implementing SOPs is also a challenge
Accountants / Bookkeepers try to make it easier and they are also
wearing many hats and working with the legal team to make sure.
It is very difficult that you have to obtain a property before getting a
license
Issues with zoning and separation requirements (why: there is nothing
to support it – there are still some sectors in the community that do
not want cannabis to be legalized but in reality the unlicensed
cannabis businesses are the ones that will provide to underage
community members)
Social equity applicants must have be shown to be a part of the groups
that have been disproportionally affected by the war on cannabis
By creating a mixed group with individuals who are not harmed, it can
be expected that those who are not harmed will be awarded the funds
A and B are the most supported. C, D, and E should be coupled with A
and B in order to be effective
Cannabis Equity Program has to provide support to everyone, but not
just limited to a cannabis license
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Individuals with an immediate family
member with conviction history
associated with cannabis-related or
other drug offenses.
• Lost housing in the City of San Diego
after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure
or subsidy cancellation.
• Target applicants who earned less than
80% of the median income in the City of
San Diego (Currently, the median income
for a family of four in San Diego is
$104,100).
• Attended school in the San Diego Unified
School District.
What ideas do you want to share?
•

6.

•
•
•
•
•

Including tax returns or ensuring that they don’t make too much – also
can show residency
Prop 209 always seems to be a concern for people
Race may be able to added to it
Native Americans have also been negatively affected by the war on
Drugs and recommends the City to look into that more
Geographic areas should also ben looked at more highly
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Date: June 15, Citywide Virtual Listening Session
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
#2 (Partnered with

#

Question

1.

Ice Breaker: What do you enjoy most about
living, working or going to school in City of San
Diego? What ideas do you want to share?
How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community? What ideas do
you want to share?

2.

Response
•

N/A

•

P1 says in the beginning it impacted him negatively – served 6 years in
federal prison for cannabis related crime (it was legally operated
according to the state but was raided by feds). This also impacted his
family – he missed time with his kids and wife, he was a provider for the
family and that was removed, he was an active participant/leader in the
community as a sports coach. He wrote the social equity program for
city of Los Angeles – wanted to make sure his negative experience didn’t
happen to others moving forward from 2017. He now participates as
owner and operator in the legal market, so now it impacts him
positively.
P2 says the current cannabis industry does not impact her community
enough – access to capital, etc. is not present enough in her community.
Her and many people she knows had cannabis related charges in the
past and was impacted negatively in the past. She cannot participate in
the cannabis industry locally because of this charge. The cannabis
medicines and other products have increased in price making them less
affordable for her. She identified zoning and acquiring a loan/start up
money as a barrier to opening shops in her neighborhood.
P3 also has a cannabis charge – 2 felonies, 3 years in prison for 3 pounds
of weed that is now legal in the market. The current industry impacts his
community negatively because there are no dispensaries in his
community due to highly regulated zoning in his community. His family
has many cannabis patients that could not access these dispensaries

•

•

*Save chat at end
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(Linda Vista in SE San Diego). His community also does not have a stake
in the industry – they are not owners, managers, or employed by the
industry but they are customers. The taxes taken from the industry goes
to the general fund which funds city items that he sees as negatively
impacting the community (he provided the example of the police).
3.

Who has been impacted? i.e., individuals with
criminal records, their families, their
communities. What ideas do you want to
share?

•
•

•

4.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business? What ideas do
you want to share?

*Save chat at end

•

P3 says black people have been most impacted (over-criminalized for
cannabis), also Latinx communities.
P2 says in the past, Black, lower income individuals have been most
impacted by the war on drugs. Still impacting these people today – can’t
get jobs because of these charges. Now it is positively impacting people
who have money – they are able to capitalize on this new market, but
they did not have to be negatively impacted the way others have been.
P1 says black folks have been most negatively impacted by the war on
drugs. Low-income individuals as well. Impacts include not being able to
get public housing, or financial aid for a student loan, elimination from
public programs once you have that record. This holds back individual
from moving forward or trying to become entrepreneurs or getting a
high-paying position in a company because of felony convictions. The
felony conviction eliminates other qualifications when applying for jobs
such as having a college education, involvement in his community as
examples.
P1 says largest barrier is access to capital. Understanding how to
run/operate cannabis business and understanding operating in this new
market is also a big barrier (metrics, compliance issues, operate within
the regulations which constantly change, etc.) – he is an owner and
operator for the past 25 years, so understands what the setbacks are
firsthand. Learning how to read contracts, understanding what a
predatory investor/lender looks like, predatory landlords who hike rents
for cannabis industry are all barriers. There are many other entities
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•
•

5.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though
the future Cannabis Equity Program?
(Goal: rank the list / get feedback on most
important and other criteria to consider.)
•

•

Conviction history associated with
nonviolent cannabis-related or other
nonviolent drug offenses.

Individuals with an immediate family
member with conviction history
associated with cannabis-related or
other drug offenses.

*Save chat at end

•

•

•

aside from the government that the business needs to interact with
such as insurance companies, security companies, etc. that is unique to
this industry.
P2 says access to capital – loans, investors is the largest barrier.
P3 highly emphasizes what P1 listed – the only item he will add specific
to San Diego is the strict zoning laws (1000’ separation between
schools/churches and cannabis shops within San Diego vs. 600’ within
California) that don’t allow his community to operate within his
community – would like to see these zoning laws loosened. Patients
can’t access cannabis shops outside of their communities if they don’t
have access to transportation. Politicians are standing in the way of the
community (planning groups that don’t represent the community are
making decisions that push politicians one way).
P1 says those that have been most impacted in the war on drugs
(individuals and/or communities) should be first in line to receive
licensure. He did something similar when structuring the equity
program in LA. Those that have been most targeted by law
enforcement, red lining, those communities that have had been most
under resourced. Black communities.
P2 says Anyone who has been convicted/served time for purchase or
sale of cannabis. Anyone who has a mother/father/parent who was
incarcerated. Anyone who lost housing or other government assistance
for a cannabis charge.
P3 Anyone who was directly impacted by cannabis prohibition –
whether federal or state prosecution, misdemeanor, etc. Between 1980
– 2016 in these communities including anyone who was receiving
government assistance. Black people #1 to get the license. Anyone who
had an immediate family member that was prosecuted for cannabis
related offenses.
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Lost housing in the City of San Diego
after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure
or subsidy cancellation.
• Target applicants who earned less than
80% of the median income in the City of
San Diego (Currently, the median income
for a family of four in San Diego is
$104,100).
• Attended school in the San Diego Unified
School District.
What ideas do you want to share?
•

6.

•

P4 says individual with immediate family with the conviction of any
cannabis related drug abuse has been impacted (P4 joined late to the
discussion group)

•

P3 says the following should be implemented: unlimited social equity
licensing, zero to low interest grant funding/loans for startup the
business, city-owned property should be leased to community for $1 a
month, zero taxes for 3 years on businesses, cannabis consumption
lounges opened to equity applicants first.
P2 says loans with loan forgiveness should be offered as part of this
program, lower taxes for sales in this program
P1 says zoning loosened, churches should not be in the ordinance,
mimic the state regulations. Taxes should be very low and tier up –
allow business to get their footing and then ramp up after 2-3 years
(example 1-2% and ramp up to current levels). Any money gained from
this equity program should go back into the community and fund
programs for youth.
P4 says In my opinion I think we really need capital really agree with P2

•
•

•

*Save chat at end
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Notetaker Name:
Group 3
# at your table
3

#

Question

1.

Ice Breaker: What do you enjoy most about
living, working or going to school in City of San
Diego? What ideas do you want to share?
How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community? What ideas do
you want to share?

2.

Response

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Who has been impacted? i.e., individuals with
criminal records, their families, their
communities. What ideas do you want to
share?

•
•
•

Grandfather’s generation – if caught in possession, would need to look
for a new place; father’s generation had it safely stored in a box
Grandfather, through aging, suffered from arthritis at the knee (was an
ex-football player, runner)
One of the most effective remedies for arthritis knee pain; it changed
the way he thought about cannabis
Learned then, others (family and friends) were also using cannabis
therapeutically
Has healed and changed the family’s way of thinking about cannabis
Legalization has made it more expensive
Quality of products has gone up
There is more packaging than product
Family member have been arrested for possession
No one looking like the family in the industry, but the family is
benefitting the least from cannabis legalization
Everybody in the community, brother, father, myself have been
incarcerated for cannabis possession
Fathers had been separated from the family due to cannabis possession;
mothers had to clean up emotionally and physically
Mother had to sacrifice her emotional and physical well-being to
support kids
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business? What ideas do
you want to share?

•
•
•
•

Have seen the devastation of arrests
Police treated you unwell or as an undesirable, with prior convictions
Has affected entire circle of friends
Fathers were black – targeted through cannabis possession
Offended by the question; this is not new information
Insulting, to have to justify marginalization
Black population is most affected by the war on drugs
These questions, Keep getting slapped around by responding to these
questions
Wants to believe in the system, but the distrust is real
Have degrees, worked as a teacher and principal
It’s traumatic to show up in these spaces;
Need the opportunity to change the trajectory of wealth in the
community; instead, the community is locked up
Education is one of the least thanked profession
San Diego has historically been a bad neighborhood at addressing racial
inequity
Nathan Fletcher, Board member, shared 4:1 discrepancy of arrests
between black and white men; this is worse in the City
City is not doing enough to address these harms
City has been a bad neighbor to black residents; they need to do better
That is why the City,
is here in this role, to serve a change agent
War on Drugs 2.0 is still heavy with rhetoric, based on half truths
Fear mongering
Limits the amount of cannabis business and equitable outcome from the
cannabis business
Concerned citizens coming to City are not peer reviewed data, but
influence policy
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Special use setbacks – 1,000 feet are a barrier to entry; in neighborhood
where I grew up, this does not allow for any cannabis business
• Cannabis business in a community have been shown to prevent the
overdose of opiates
• There is culture of trauma
• Cannabis equity can be a healing opportunity, an equity component
• Rhetoric rooted in racist ideas are detriment to cannabis businesses
• City is giving equity license; however, there is no real estate in some
community to provide these spaces
What is needed?
• Capital – money; education on the industry (market, pathways,
entry/access points); resources to mobilize information (relationships)
• Technical assistance is necessary and so is capital
• Need to do a better job of analyzing the trauma from the war of drugs
• Healing needs to happen
• Need for a trauma-informed approach to develop an equity program
• What does it meant to outreach to the community, such as through
counseling
• Transition from flight mode to help heal communities, provide livable
wages
• Not only ones need trauma training
• Training need to happen to deal with the trauma
• City can provide resources to heal the community as they learn
•

5.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though
the future Cannabis Equity Program?
(Goal: rank the list / get feedback on most
important and other criteria to consider.)

•
•
•
•

Bite the bullet, need social equity ordinances that target Black, Mexican,
Indigenous who have been marginalized
Races that have suffered from the war on drugs
If not from impacted community, should not gain an equity license
San Diego should be race specific in evaluation of equity licenses
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Conviction history associated with
nonviolent cannabis-related or other
nonviolent drug offenses.
• Individuals with an immediate family
member with conviction history
associated with cannabis-related or
other drug offenses.
• Lost housing in the City of San Diego
after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure
or subsidy cancellation.
• Target applicants who earned less than
80% of the median income in the City of
San Diego (Currently, the median income
for a family of four in San Diego is
$104,100).
• Attended school in the San Diego Unified
School District.
What ideas do you want to share?
•

6.

Finishing thoughts from the group

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No chat messages.

It’s time for City Council to be a little uncomfortable
Comfortable is racial disparity
This is a time to be a little uncomfortable
If we do what other municipalities have done, we’ve failed
Take the experience. Remove things that are uneffectual. Radical but
effective needs to be evaluated.
Be ambitious, courageous!
Use the community as ammunition to kill the monster that is racism
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Date: June 15, Citywide Virtual Listening Session
Notetaker Name:
# at your table
Room 4

#

Question

1.

Ice Breaker: What do you enjoy most about
living, working or going to school in City of San
Diego? What ideas do you want to share?
How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community? What ideas do
you want to share?

2.

Response
•

Record response here

•

I haven’t attended one of these sessions yet; I have been advocating for
medical cannabis patients since 2009. Was here when city and county
attempted to permit. Just local permits. In their zeal to keep cannabis
away ….they aced the black and brown population out. I’m in golden
Hill. Before Prop 64, we had a collective. It changed the face of 25th and
Broadway. It was a vacant building; a collective moved in. everyone
started taking better care of the sidewalk. Someone came alone and
shut them down. They were raided. They were not a blight. And then
when we were permitted those collectives were put in the outer city;
makes it harder for people with low income, in inner cities, people who
take buses don’t have time to get their medication; that’s not even
talking about people who want to enter the industry; I’m talking about
just the people who want to access it as medicine; county board of sups
all said yes to more draconian laws, with their ordinance they are
heading to a double ban; using land use law to limit the amount of
people who can open. Will limit access to industry and permit process.
Even trying to find a location to open up either an outlet or production,
it’s hard; its very very hard; San Diego has a bigger area to choose from
than National City (I reside in National City); that’s why I’m over here in
San Diego; you guys have a lot of options out there, people who are
renting, they won’t lease to us; I haven’t come across one of them.
For me, being a black woman, and being in the black market industry, I
was excited when we finally got the opportunity to become legal, but it

•

•
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•

•

3.

Who has been impacted? i.e., individuals with
criminal records, their families, their
communities. What ideas do you want to
share?

•

saddened me because, the application process, it didn’t allow me to
participate… $100K… funding was a problem. Background was a
problem…. You go to jail for weed….it’s kind of like a contradiction; this
is something that can open up doors for generational wealth; I can’t
participate because these results are set up for me to fail. Zoning;
churches, schools, they are on every block; doesn’t allow us to open up
storefronts; if we could open up we could bring money back to the
community; laws are too harsh, it’s a contradiction; I’m grateful for
what’s going on. This is what we need, so thank you.
The zoning is a big part, especially in, I think it’s D4 and 9, with housing
and everything; that’s a challenge; that’s a very, very challenging; if
zooming was structured differently then yeah, I could see me opening
up a few in that area; it’s hard, it’s very hard.
I want to echo what the other people said…the big thing for us, for the
community, is to lower the barrier for entry, especially people who have
suffered under the War On Drugs, in the past, want to make sure that
barriers are lowered, it seems extremely unfair, something that is
considered criminal before, some of the licenses went straight to
outside businesses, large corporations, and none of those licenses were
reserved for communities of color, people who were affected the most;
we want to make sure that licenses are set aside and access is given to
people who need it most; any tax revenue made from cannabis should
be reinvested in those communities who were hurt the most; another
idea: provide some months of free leasing or buildings that people can
use to run their business.
Like I said, I’ve been advocating for medical cannabis patients since
2009; most of what we did was help patients in criminal court (patients
would routinely got hauled into court; have to prove that they weren’t
selling cannabis outside the medical model; punishment was the
process; consistently black and brown folks were treated much worse;
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•

•

•

4.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business? What ideas do
you want to share?

•

•

they weren’t offered the same plea deals; it was a completely unfair
process watching it -- anecdotally
People who have been impacted are black and brown people; people
who have gone to jail, I know personally I have family members who
went to jail; both parents went so there was a child who was left. The
time they were given; a lot of disappropriated areas were impacted as
well.
I’ve got some stats provided to me; between 2017 and 2019, 29 percent
of all arrest are black San Diegans. 44 percent of white residents
represented 34 percent of the arrests; in juvenile: nearly half of arrests
were Latino (when Latinos only represent 5 to 6 percent of the
population)
Some of these are experiencing gang enhancements, if someone is
serving a harsher sentence because of some arbitrary gang
enhancement; we don’t even have statistics on thiss
Largest barrier is criminal records; capital and funding; merchants don’t
participate because they will lose their business; zoning is a barrier as
well; application process – most definitely a barrier; the actual cost of
application (even fee to apply) is a barrier; also your criminal
background; if you have a criminal record, even for cannabis, you’re not
allowed to apply
The zoning as
said, and the person before, is the single largest
barrier; its’ a land-base use system; you have to identify a property first,
going to have to pay rent on a building you aren’t even using yet; this is
not viable for most people; process should be revamped; if it’s based on
land use, only people who are going to be able to gain are land owners;
we have to figure out how to make this more equitable; in
neighborhoods where there’s a church; really strict PDC (??) process;
either by right process or process one.
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5.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though
the future Cannabis Equity Program?
(Goal: rank the list / get feedback on most
important and other criteria to consider.)
•
•

•
•

•

Conviction history associated with
nonviolent cannabis-related or other
nonviolent drug offenses.
Individuals with an immediate family
member with conviction history
associated with cannabis-related or
other drug offenses.
Lost housing in the City of San Diego
after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure
or subsidy cancellation.
Target applicants who earned less than
80% of the median income in the City of
San Diego (Currently, the median income
for a family of four in San Diego is
$104,100).
Attended school in the San Diego Unified
School District.

•

I’m still learning on this topic myself; from what I understand the
requirements on the building and office space that’s required to open
up a cannabis shop, it’s a start-up cost, not just anyone could afford;
lower that cost and use that tax revenue to promote to people who
have been harmed in the past

•

Kind of the obvious; if we don’t open up licenses, permits, then there
won’t be any more businesses; if we can’t find anything next to a church
or school; it’s like putting the cart before the horse; black and brown
folks should get two licenses to every one land owner; we have to
recognize it’s not going to do us any good if we don’t open up the land
use restrictions
When it comes to obtaining a license, there should be an option F which
states where you live in a disproportionately affected areas, from 1980,
that’s the people who are really affected (the war on drugs) to 2016, if
you live in those areas during that time, you should be allotted access to
obtaining a license.
Need to open the doors for county, not just city ….. Most fit certain
criteria; to me it should be for people who were incarcerated for
cannabis; people affected by the war on drugs; family members, people
placed in foster care

•

•
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6.

What ideas do you want to share?

•

•

•

•

When it comes to this social equity program, when it comes to licenses,
we need to be able to utilize cannabis taxes that are going to general
fund; funding should go to training; revenue should go to communities
ravaged by the war on drugs; there should be CBOs that focus on job
training, youth education, crime prevention and business incubation;
also need capital for social equity applicants; zero interest rates
Giving the DA, police dept too much of a voice in this process is counter
productive, we should minimize the input that they have on this
process; too often we look to police for cannabis and how to regulate, I
don’t think that those entities should have any input on this issue going
forward; would like to add to this list: compensation for folks who were
arbitrarily put on the state’s gang list without their knowledge (making
their application look better because they’ve been victimized by the
gang unit)
No limit on social equity; should get 4 licenses; fully equipped building
support; zero taxes for social equity applicants or operators for 5 to 7
years; city has vacant buildings that they do nothing with; should be
allotted two consumption allowances per council district; social equity
license holders should be able to sell their license; because we’re trying
to play catch up, for every store that is running, there should be
something that allows them to hold social equity space on their shelves;
let us catch up to you; make sure that the equity licenses are set aside;
Current non-social equity operators could have some kind of incentive
to carry social equity brands on their shelves
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Date: June 16, Citywide Listening Session
Notetaker Name:
# at your table – 4 ppl Table 1

#

Question

1.

Ice Breaker: What do you enjoy most about
living, working or going to school in City of San
Diego? What ideas do you want to share?
How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community? What ideas do
you want to share?

2.

Response
•

Record response here

•

I have a medical marijuana background, I use it as a medicine, impacts
me every day, need it throughout the day, impacts me emotionally,
physically, mentally; my family, the same, that impact echoes; whether
or not they want to, they feel that too. Community was laden with
marijuana problems, the City and County refused to acknowledge it, if
they had passed laws and regulations then, we wouldn’t be here now.
Caused a lot of people to go to jail.
I live in Golden Hill (inner city area) used to have safe access before;
other commercial areas, started planting flowers, sweeping and keeping
their areas clean. That collective was an asset to the neighborhood. Now
I have to get in my car to get cannabis medicine. When Prop 64 passed,
legacy collectives were shut down; it’s time we start treating legacy
operators as an asset to the community; stop using them as punching
bags; they served a purpose, that was important to me and my family;
everyone else who lives in richer areas can drive by on their way to
work, they can get cannabis easily. Created a deficit for black and brown
people. This legal market is not for the poor and disenfranchised
community; it has left us (me) completely out.
Because I’m a medical patient; and I need safe access; even with the
education that we try to do by being active in the groups that represent
cannabis, we still have a problem with a lot of the old ways going on; as
she said, I’ve watched this industry for a long time, they were cut out

•

•
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•

•
3.

Who has been impacted? i.e., individuals with
criminal records, their families, their
communities. What ideas do you want to
share?

•

•
•

and left out; I think they should go back to legacy people that started it,
and rectify it.
The cannabis industry doesn’t impact me personally; they don’t include
me or involve me, but it impacts my community. We are major
consumers but not operators; the patients in the community don’t have
safe access; my great grandmother used it for Alzheimer’s, uncle for
arthritis and aunt for breast cancer; they preferred it; if all three were
alive, they would not have a dispensary; current cannabis industry
doesn’t impact me, we have no option, we buy it but aren’t involved in
the operation, the industry.

I was most impacted when cannabis became legal, because that’s when
they started shutting down all the shops that were easy to get to; cops
started getting more punitive, toward growers, a lot more raids
happened; harder for black and brown people and poor people like me.
My family came from drugs users, my whole entire family; I have
criminal history in my family background; several family members in and
out of prison (other drugs); but legalization has had more of an impact
on me
It’s the only thing that they put so many restrictions on, and not other
things; why do you have to restrict so much?
I would make the argument that specifically here in San Diego, people
who were trying to do the most good, were impacted the worse, people
trying to ease pains, everyone is going to prison, they had guns pointed
at us, we were treated the worst; these were people in normal
situations would have no criminality in their lives; just trying to give
weed to people who need it; not robbers or thieves; not doing anything
potentially harmful to anyone; it turned into their families all getting the
ramifications; so now I go to jail, the fees to get me out, family is upset,
they arrested in front of the kids, emotionally irreparable; this
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4.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business? What ideas do
you want to share?

•

•

community is so rattled and tattered, there isn’t any community; you
can’t find anyone from the community, we don’t feel safe; we used to
get together, without fear of an agent infiltrating your group (from 2003
to 2012); and then you go to the concept of what kind of community do
you get left with when you’ve been raided hundreds of time. These
activists have left town
The incentives for cops to criminalize it is because of cash; in a drug
crime, there is no victim, so all revenue goes to law enforcement;
The way the DA in SD would handle it: he would hook people; make
people testify against friends; and one way or the other you were going
to jail anyway
It’s not the cannabis industry; I’m glad they are legal operations, now
the criminalization has impacted me (went to prison for 3 years); I was
the breadwinner, my mother went under, my brother died; best friend
did 15 years for cannabis (he was late on his restitution and went back).
If you say has cannabis industry or was it the prohibition; it’s the law
that’s the problem, not cannabis
In theory, cannabis was legalized in 1996, if SD had set up regulations
then, none of us would be here now. They created people and put them
into situations of illegality
Access to capital for me, for people that I represent, we don’t have the
money to engage in the industry (up to $2 million to get a business
started) because of being marginalized; people who are set up to play
are in a different economic status; with these felonies we got locked up
for it and now we are locked out.
I have watched the city of SD go from: we’re not going to allow any of
you to play to if you have money, come on in. but for us, medical
marijuana we got lost in the dust. Other thing is the taxation issue; if we
tax too much you’re only promoting the black market industry; people
will go to the free market; who’s gonna win? Of course the black market
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shop is going to win; I argue that the taxes have to be tiered; starts very
low and goes up very slowly; reason is very simple: you’re taxing the
black market into existence
Most people that need the medicine don’t know they don’t care
whether it’s legal or black market, you take whatever is cheapest;
Let’s help the black-market people, that can’t afford to operate, let’s
bring them in
If you want to go legal, tax at 5 percent for four years
You can’t throw me in the game right now with people who have had a
5-year head start; you have to give me that chance to catch up
Even as activities we have to stop calling it black market and call it the
legacy market
These are people who can’t play the billionaire boys club
How this is going to be made equitable, are you guys going to put things
into a hat, and see what comes out
Pay to play isn’t equitable at all; we have to come up with a method
where everything is fair
Equity isn’t always fair; someone who has been left out, we need to
bring that person up to a level playing field; it’s not going to happen by
“fairness.”
The City and County probably should ask existing dispensaries, give
equity people some space (maybe on their shelves)
Tax incentive that will create shelf space for equity products; just like
they would if they were hiring
There’s a barrier within the community, like D4, extra zoning restrictions
(close to church or school); that’s making it harder in inner city when we
have a church on every corner; makes it harder to find places that you
can open up a retail shop; somewhere people can get their medicine
We were there when they created these laws; they looked at every
option they could, and chose the longest worst option they could (the ID
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5.

Who should be able to obtain licenses though
the future Cannabis Equity Program?
(Goal: rank the list / get feedback on most
important and other criteria to consider.)
•
•

•
•

•

Conviction history associated with
nonviolent cannabis-related or other
nonviolent drug offenses.
Individuals with an immediate family
member with conviction history
associated with cannabis-related or
other drug offenses.
Lost housing in the City of San Diego
after 1995 through eviction, foreclosure
or subsidy cancellation.
Target applicants who earned less than
80% of the median income in the City of
San Diego (Currently, the median income
for a family of four in San Diego is
$104,100).
Attended school in the San Diego Unified
School District.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

card in SD was the most expensive in the state); those regulations
should be reviewed and revamped
Conditional use permit issue: instead of buy right, we are at process 3
(same as dry cleaners, people who deal with hazardous waste)
School district option (should be remove from this list)
Equity should be all people who were impacted on failed war on drugs;
prioritize black people first; and then continue from there; statistically
we were the most impacted; give that prioritization, those who have
cannabis related charges, whether they are state or federal, they should
be prioritized; many different people live in these communities, but
weren’t impacted by the war on drugs (not zip code); if you came from
foster care (1980 to 1995) given some sort of government subsidy, all of
these that are boxes that should be checked off; if you received a gang
enhancement for any cannabis related events
If you were put on California gang list without your knowledge
You’ll find that statistically, native Americans are the worst impacted
(we’re small number wise but hit so heavy). That is a community, we
have the biggest population of native Americans but yet we are the
most under represented; if you have tribal membership;
In regard to licensing we should look at the history of SD, and see who
applied for licenses in the pact, and give those a better chance (another
review); SD has a list of people who applied int eh past
If they don’t open up more licenses, no one black or brown is going to
be able to get a license
Need to increase number of licenses per district
Churches are used for 5 hours a week; can we just operate during hours
that church is not in session
Same with schools: how about we have collectives open after 5 p.m.
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We would like to see social legacy establishments get licenses first –
they already know the business;
If your immediate family member who was impacted by the War on
Drugs
Is there a way to re-establish cooperatives and collectives? You could
probably establish a nonprofit
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:

7
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact MY GROUP TODAY REPRESENTS A
you, your family and community?
LARGER COMMUNITY GROUP WHO
COULD NOT ATTEND BECAUSE OF
WORK, CHILDCARE AND OTHER
COMMITMENTS.
GROUP RESPONSE 1-7: We’ve seen an
increase in youth using marijuana. They
are young and wanting to experiment.
Since it’s now legal, they seem more
open to it. It’s another worry we have
about our kids and having the confidence
that they will do the right thing. They get
it at school, from friends. Either way it’s
a drug and it impacts everyone. Business
fronts should be reserved for legitimate
businesses like restaurants and such.
Now that it’s legal, it’s worse, since it’s
legal, people smoke it everywhere and
degrades the family experience. We
don’t want to go to parks and expose
family to the smells of marijuana. Instead
of complaining, families just hide and
don’t go out. We shouldn't have to hide,

Key Themes
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especially after COVID. Marijuana in
parks is scary to families. I don’t like
things to be divided, I appreciate the
opportunity to give opinions, but I also
understand the inequity in racial
disproportion of arrests. City wants to
diversify, but we need more safe and
secure places for families as well.
Cannabis is negative, maybe for our age,
but we’d rather not have any cannabis
available or visible in our neighborhoods.
That’s not something we want for our
youth. Making them unsafe. We are
scarred by years of seeing what
marijuana has done to families and
communities. We also have issues with
gummies and youth not being able to
distinguish them from candy. Remove
ads that show them and make them
seem harmless. Neighbors cross the
street to smoke and I have to close doors
and windows, so it affects our quality of
life. Second hand smoke can cause
positive tests for sports or medical labs
or tests.
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2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

No, not that we are aware of. One 11-yrold had an experience where he had
marijuana planted on him and he went
to programs to rehabilitate, but instead
started using. Now he sees him out
homeless because of an error. He used
to be my son’s friend and I feel bad. It
could have been my son. I love my
neighborhood, but we struggle. Why
make matters worse. Why here, why not
La JOlla, or somewhere else. If it was a
Dr. Rx, then fine, but not in
neighborhood stores. We’re trying to get
better. It’s not recreational, it’s making
quality of life worse. It’s just quality of
life, to alcoholism, mental health and
other issues. Technically, we have all
been impacted. Kids don’t study and
don’t finish school, which impacts
families and the community.
Don’t allow advertising that reaches out
to kids, with flavored gummies or
advertising that lures kids. Also not close
to schools or churches,
Limit licenses and permits that make
them available everywhere. Limit access.
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3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

Instead of cannabis businesses, restrict
them period. We don’t want them in our
neighborhoods. We need business and
recreation for our kids. Nothing to bring
us down/. Something to bring us down.
Medical facilities, nice parks and
recreation without homeless people
hanging around. So we aren’t afraid to sit
on the grass for fear of drugs and disease
from homeless camps. Give our kids
opportunities for arts, music. Give us
some dignity. It’s it’s own form of
discrimination, when we see our
neighboorhoods being targeted for these
types of businesses. And ask our youth
what they think. They should have a
voice too. It’s their community and their
future. Provide vocational workshops to
guide them in better directions. Not lure
them into cannabis industry
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What ideas do you want to share?

NO ONE SHOULD BE ALLOWED. No more
licenses or permits should be allowed.
Provide resources for residents who
have been impacted to open legitimate
businesses that benefit the community.
I lost my house, because of custodial
issues and family issues and affected me
losing everything because family
members taking into custody and having
to take responsibility and not having the
resources to take care of grandkids. So I
don’t need to see this happening to
anyone else. My grandkids to this day
are affected by how marijuana affected
them in their lives. How can we move
forward when we are making drugs
available to them legally.
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# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

Response

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact R1 Neg. influence on youth- easily
you, your family and community?
attainable
R2 Interesting because in high school
knew a lot of people who used when
illegal, but legality hasnt changed that
much
R1 Adults who contribute to youth
obtaining it. Since legal, everyone thinks
okay to smoke anywhere
R2 People smoke anywhere, even when
reported it still continues- in public, etc.
Low income youth- disadvantaged
having so much cannabis available
Hoover- literal smoke shop in front of
the school, students go inside, not
enough regulations
R2 Idea- given that this is a response to
the war on drugs, should be focused on

Key Themes
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getting rid of criminal records instead of
encouraging them to open more
cannabis businesses
R1 More funding for
enforcement/funding accurate to
community needs- put police in areas
where they are needed (recommend
D8/D9)
R2 Spanish non-emergency line takes
45+ minutes
R1 Any event, you see someone smoking
R2 Okay with people smoking, but over
21 and in responsible places- want more
studies on the effects of marijuana
R2 Community has noticed that areas
like La Jolla dont have smoke
shops/marijuana stores (did research- no
stores)- put more stores in other areas,
not just City Heights/etc.
2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

R2 Criminal records- especially non
violent- should have records expunged,
offer more resources- dont focus on
helping them open new cannabis
businesses
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R1 Expunge records, go into the system
and check, go through
R2 Unfair sentences. Need funding to go
through records. Understands that
cannabis business is lucrative, but should
but towards things that benefit the
entire community not just a select few in
terms of profit
R2 School ratings- look at La Jolla vs.
schools in other areas- put the funding
towards the youth/education instead of
new businesses
R1 Equality vs Equity (ex. La Jolla High vs
Hoover)
R2 Even the playgrounds- City Heights
park isnt accessible after dark, no
funding for those projects- put money
towards that instead
R2 Family- City Heights impacted- not
enough resources for children who use
drugs/alcohol
More important things than expanding
the marijuana business
R1 More funding for social work
programs- those are the ones helping
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the community- help them right where it
starts
R2 Those are the programs that have not
had the chance to grow because of
racism/families in jail/war on drugs
R1 Families dont know who to reach out
to, language barriers- unable to get the
help they need
3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

R2 Knows what the barriers are, but
more barriers for things that are more
important
Not what City of San Diego should focus
on
Money shouldn’t go to help covering
fees, go towards other programs
Most of City Heights doesn’t want more
cannabis businesses, wants more
resources for their childrens/funding for
social programs
Coming as community members, but
also representing people from
community who couldn’t come- want
new playstructures, faster non
emergency lines, not concerned with
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making more equitable want to focus on
community programs
R1 LatinX community maybe more
conservative than others, but no one
they know is a fan
What ideas do you want to share?

R1 1995 was first date for laws going
into effect for cannabis
R2 Obtain liscenses- conviction/family
conviction
Concern is in City Heights if 2 marijauana
stores because limited by zoning, if
accepting more people into program
zoning might have to change, would
prefer zoning not change, keep far away
from schools
Owner of 2/3 marijuana stores also does
not want distance limitations changed
because he doesn’t want his children
around the stores/by schools
If that means can’t add more stores, so
be it
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Remove current stores and replace with
equity applicants is preferable to adding
more
Org does twice a year cannabis
assesment- make sure following the
rules/regs, etc.
R1 Would target applicants less than
40,000 for family of four, would choose
low income applicants
R2 If adding more stores, community
should be consulted on location/the
number of stores- community should
have a say
R1 Community is the first ones who have
to be involved- they are the ones being
impacted
R2 Rep wanted to decrease from 1000 to
600, community members were not
consulted and didn’t want it- advocated
against
Community needs room to talk/highlight
what they want
**R1 More spanish tables at next meeting- ex. City Heights/Barrio Logan should have more spanish speaking tables
R2 Feels lack of spanish speaking tables limits amount of time community has to talk
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Notetaker Name:
# at your table
# Spanish Speaking:
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#

Question

1.

How does the current cannabis industry impact
you, your family and community?

Response
● Work in the industry;; pays bilis
● Brought more conversation with
the family; we can talk about it
now that it is legal
● Now that they are legal, people
go into the legal Dispensaries
● Don’t recreational; pro medical;
don’t like young people using it
like it is a cigarette
● Non Profit organization, father
joes villages forced people to
take a course for 18 months;
● Professionals were laid, living on
the street now are forced to take
drugs
● Refuggee family views cannabis
industry as drug; even if it is
legal, don’t connect with it;
Family has lived for 30 years and
still view it as part of the war on
drugs; family lived in City Heights
and now lives in the Southeast

Key Themes
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● Cannabis is medicine; endorses
that THC has to come with CBD
for the cannabis to work
● There are alot of lies, where
cannabis is classified as level one,
just like alcoholism and opoids;
impacts community and people
in general as a natural health
product/ natural medicine. It can
be used in its natural state
● I work in the industry; got laid off
when the moratouim in the
County for Medicinal cannabis
were going to be shut down;
these were the five outlets in
unincorporated San Diego.

2.

Who has been impacted?
I.e., individuals with criminal records, their
families, their communities.

● I have three neighbors that are
dealing with convictions in the
70s for Cannabis. All are people
with color, if I would have been
in the same place, I’m white, I
would have just received a call
● I want to make sure people in
County have equitable access
● Broadening the scope, people of
color, women, and people in
general have been impacted by
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●
●

●
●

●
●

the stigma on cannabis;
something that is really better
than alcohol, or cigarrettees
If Cannabis is going to work, you
have to take it regularly, and
there is a stigma.
Individuals looking for alternative
methods of treatment for
physical and mental disorders, a
postitive impact
Young people are being impacted
negatively, surrounded by
cannabis.
Lots of professionals lost their
jobs and living on the street, and
all they had was weed to cope
with problems mental and
physical.
Mother declared that she used
cannabis and lost baby.
Federal illegal vs. local legal;
perception is that it is still illegal;
perception that cannabis is a
gateway drugs is toxic, and not
true/

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

3.

What do you feel are the largest barriers to
operating a cannabis business?

● Biggest barrier is the cost.
● Access to capital; duration of the
process.
● You have to secure the location
first before obtaining a CUP; the
investment to be in the
application process is restrictive;
you have to lease or buy a
property for upto three years just
to be able apply. The
investment, cost of process and
length of process (taking three
years to approve is too long).
● Equity applicants have more
challenges to entering the
market.
● Knowledge and education about
that cannabis is a medicine is
missing; even if you have money
and open the shop, you still need
the knowledge to be successful in
selling the products.
● The term marijuana is negative;
the real name is cannabis; Using
marijuana and pot, is negative
connotation that is reinforced
but is used widespread by the
local media.
● We can grow it, but we can’t get
license, tag, or sell it. We need
large amounts of cannabis for

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

one test, and to get it tested (per
test) is $675. Homegrowers can’t
pay for the costly test to be able
to place the product in the legal
market. “Whitelableling.”
● Legacy market is cheaper but not
tested;

What ideas do you want to share?

● Make it easier for charitable
organizations to be involved to
help the community; Give
subsidies to non-profit agencies
to share medicine/cannabis
medicine with the community
● You should be able share
cannabis medicine to needy
individuals for free.
● Ensure diverse owenrsship
● Make cannabis medicine cheaper
to make it more accessible for
medical patients
● Recreational cannibas should be
charged highly and reduce
medicinal cannabis cost
● Lots of people support medical
use over adult users;

2022 City of San Diego: Cannabis Equity Assessment
Listening Sessions Questions

● Make licenses more accessible by
making equity training sessions in
the community to learn about
the regulatory process and what
is needed to run the business.
● Equity owners need help to
ensure
● Avoid predatory partnership
agreements, so MSOs do not buy
out Equity Owners.
● Require that funders to allow the
equity owners to buy them out.
● Social Equity partner must be
required to be active in the
business, so they are not used as
name holder.
● Prohibit MSOs from participating
in the local market; only equity
ownership needs to be allowed.

Appendix G
2019 Council District 3 and 4 Cannabis
Equity Assessment

Cannabis Equity Study
Mid-City Community Advocacy Network
August 2019
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to assess the impact of the criminalization of cannabis within the City of
San Diego. To do so Mid-City CAN analyzed data obtained through a Freedom of Information Act
Request (FOIA) from the San Diego Association of Government’s (SANDAG) cannabis-related arrest
records from 2012 to 2017. While requested, data prior to 2012 was deemed unavailable by SANDAG
and not provided. As such this report may be limited in its ability to fully depict the disproportionate
impact among people of color due to cannabis criminalization. Mid-City CAN is continuing to pursue
data prior to 2012 and hypothesizes that data relevant to the period known as “The War on Drugs” will
reveal more severe disparities than those found in this analysis. Data sets limited to 2012-2017 may
underestimate the impact of cannabis criminalization due to the cultural and policy shifts that began to
influence policing during this period. Nevertheless, this report concludes that cannabis criminalization
during 2012-2017 disproportionately impacted communities of color.

Methods
Cannabis arrest rates are used as an indicator for the impact of cannabis criminalization. Mid-City CAN
used SANDAG cannabis-related arrest record data to calculate arrest rates by zip code, age, and racial
and ethnic groups. Cannabis arrest rates are the quotient of the number of arrests and number of
individuals in an at-risk population.
In this analysis, the at-risk population is defined by age, geography and/or race/ethnicity based on the
characteristics of cannabis related arrests for which a rate is calculated. For example, for black juvenile
arrests in the 92105-zip code, the at-risk population would include black individuals in 92105 between
the ages of 10 and 17 years.
For annual arrest rate the American Community Survey population estimates for that year are used for
at risk population. For aggregate 2012 to 2017 arrest rates American Community Survey population
estimates for 2015 are used for at risk population.
Total, juvenile, and adult at-risk population are defined as population between 10 and 69 years old, 10
and 17 years old, and 18 and 69 years old, respectively. These age group definitions are based on
California and U.S. Department of Justice calculates arrest rate formulas. At risk population numbers are
based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey population estimates.
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ANALYSIS
Cannabis Arrests
Between 2012 and 2017 there were 5,097 arrests with cannabis related charges. The arrests during this
relatively recent period might represent a smaller proportion of the cannabis related arrests made in
San Diego than during earlier periods of the war on drugs.
Within this period, the highest arrest rate occurred in 2013. The arrest rate in 2013 was 12 per 10,000 in
at the risk population (10-69 years old). There was a sharp decline after this period. Mid-City CAN is
currently seeking more historical data to better assess the criminalization of cannabis on communities
within the city of San Diego.

Cannabis Arrest Rate San Diego, CA by Year (2012-2017)
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Among San Diego residents, people of color were disproportionately impacted by the criminalization of
cannabis. While 3 per 1,000 white San Diegans were arrested on cannabis related charges, 15 black San
Diegans were arrested per 1,000; 10 Pacific Islanders were arrested per 1,000; 6 Latinos were arrested
per 1,000.
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Cannabis Related Arrest Rate San Diego, CA by Race/Ethnicity (2012-2017)
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The arrest rates of people of color for cannabis-related charges are multiple times greater than that of
white San Diegans. Black people were arrested at a rate 6 times greater than their white counterparts;
Pacific Islanders were arrested at a rate 4 times higher than their white people; Latinos were arrested at
a rate twice the rate of their white counterparts. Communities of color were disproportionately
criminalized for cannabis related charges.
The impact of the criminalization of cannabis was also higher in certain areas of San Diego, CA.
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Cannabis Arrest Rate in San Diego, CA (2012-17)
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Areas of high (i.e., above the city-wide arrest rate) cannabis related arrest rate exist throughout the city,
especially in central and slightly southeastern San Diegan neighborhoods. Many of the central
neighborhoods with high cannabis arrest rates in and near downtown are areas of high police presence.
Individuals arrested in these areas most likely do not reside there. Other high arrest areas include zip
codes in Logan Heights, Barrio Logan and Mid-City. The northernmost outlying neighborhood with a high
cannabis arrest rate is Sorrento Valley.

Felony level charges carry the threat of more severe punishment; resulting in greater negative impact on
the lives of those accused and convicted. From 2012 to 2017, there were 1,831 arrests for felony level
cannabis related charges.
People of color are also disproportionately arrested for felony level cannabis related charges in San
Diego. Black people were arrested at rate 6 times the rate of their white counterparts; Pacific Islanders
were arrested at rate 4 times higher than whites; Latinos were arrested at a rate twice the rate of their
white counterparts. Communities of color were disproportionately criminalized for felony-level cannabis
related charges.
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Felony Cannabis Related Arrest Rate San Diego, CA by Race/Ethnicity (20122017)
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Adult Cannabis Arrests
In addition to certain racial/ethnic groups and neighborhoods within San Diego being disproportionately
impacted by the criminalization of cannabis, youth had higher arrest rates for cannabis-related charges
during this period. While 3 adults in San Diego were arrested per 1,000 in the at risk population (18-69
years old), 18 youth were arrested per 1,000 in the at risk population (10-17 years old).

Cannabis Arrest Rate (Arrests per At Risk
Population)

Cannabis Arrest Rates in San Diego, CA (2012-17) by Age Group
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From 2012 to 2017, 2,923 adults were arrested in San Diego. The year with the highest adult arrest rate
was 2013. In 2013, the arrest rate was 9 per 10,000 lower than the total cannabis-related arrest rate
(i.e., 12 per 10,000 in at risk population).
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Adult Cannabis Related Arrest Rate (Arrests per At Risk Population (18-69 years old)) San Diego, CA by
Year (2012-2017)
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Among adults, people of color are also arrested at higher rates than white people. There were 12
cannabis-related arrests of black people per 1,000 in the at risk population, a rate six times the white
arrest rate (2 per 1,000 in the at risk population). The second most frequently arrested San Diegans were
Pacific Islanders whose cannabis-related arrest rate was 7 per 1,000 in the at risk population. Pacific
Islanders were arrested at a rate 4 times the arrest rate for white adults. Latino adults are arrested for
cannabis-related charges at a rate twice that of white adults’ rate. These racial disparities are even
greater for felony arrest rates. For example, black adults are arrested for felony-level cannabis-related
charges at a rate that is about 7 times the white arrest rate compared to about 6 times the white rate
for all cannabis-related charges. Adults of color are arrested for cannabis-related charges at higher rates
than their white counterparts.
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Adult Arrest & Felony Arrest Rates San Diego, CA by Race (2012-2017)
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Adults were arrested for cannabis related charges most frequently within central and southeastern San
Diego.
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Adult Cannabis Arrest Rate San Diego, CA (2012-2017)
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For all cannabis related arrests, adult cannabis arrests occurred at a high frequency (i.e., above the city’s
adult cannabis arrest rate of 2 per 1,000 in at risk population) in Logan Heights, Barrio Logan and MidCity, Sorrento Valley and high policed areas in and near downtown.

The geographic distribution of adult felony cannabis arrest rates and high rate areas (i.e., above the
city’s adult felony cannabis arrest rate, 2 arrests per at 1,000 in the at risk population (18-69 years old))
is similar to the distribution for adult cannabis arrest rates and the rate of all cannabis arrests.
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Adult Felony Cannabis Arrest Rate by Zip Code
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Youth Cannabis Arrests
Youth of color are arrested at higher rates than white youth. There were 68 cannabis-related arrests of
black people per 1,000 in the at risk population, a rate four times the white arrest rate (17 per 1,000 in
the at risk population (10-17 years old). The second most frequently arrested San Diegans were Pacific
Islanders youth whose cannabis-related arrest rate was 42 per 1,000 in the at risk population. Young
pacific Islanders were arrested at a rate double the arrest rate for white adults. Latino youth 41 per 1,00
in the at risk population are arrested for cannabis-related charges at a rate over twice the rate of white
adults’ rate.

Juvenile Arrest Rate (Arrests per At Risk Population (10-17 yrs. old)) San Diego, CA (2012-2017)
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Felony arrest rates for youth of color are also higher than their white counterparts. For example, black
youth are arrested for felony-level cannabis-related charges at a rate that is about 3. Pacific Islanders
and Latino youth are arrested for cannabis-related felony charges at a rate 2 times the rate for their
white counterparts. Arrests for felony charges can lead to more severe negative impacts on accused
youth. Youth of color are arrested for cannabis-related charges at higher rates than their white
counterparts.
Juvenile Felony Arrest Rate (Arrests per At Risk Population (10-17 yrs. old)) San Diego, CA (2012-2017)
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Juvenile cannabis arrests in San Diego occurred more frequently in central and southeastern areas.
There are some differences in the geographical distribution of adult and juvenile cannabis arrests:
Among city zip codes University City’s (92122), Clairemont’s (92117), Paradise Hills’ (92139) juvenile
cannabis arrest rates were higher than their adult cannabis arrest rates; Midway’s (92110) juvenile
cannabis arrest rate was lower than its adult cannabis arrest rate.
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Zip Codes

Juvenile Cannabis Arrest Rates by Zip Code in San Diego, CA (2012-17)
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Areas with high juvenile cannabis arrest rates (i.e., above the city’s juvenile arrest rate of 0.01796
arrests per at risk population (10-17 years old)). Juvenile cannabis arrests occurred at a high frequency
in Logan Heights (92113), Barrio Logan (92113), University City (92122), Clairemont (92117), Eastern
Mid-City (9215), near Grantville (92120) and Sorrento Valley (92121). Juvenile cannabis arrest rates
were also above the city rate in high policed areas of downtown (92101), Point Loma (92106) and Ocean
Beach (92107). Youth arrested in these areas are less likely to live in these areas as these areas attract
more non-residents and the racial profile of these areas are incongruous with the racial profile of
juvenile cannabis arrests.
Compared to all juvenile cannabis arrests felony-level juvenile cannabis arrests occurred less in northern
zip codes and more frequently in south and southeastern zip codes
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Juvenile Felony Cannabis Arrest Rates by Zip Codes
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Compared to all juvenile cannabis arrests, felony-level juvenile cannabis arrests occurred comparatively
more frequently in southern and southeastern region. It should be noted that areas with high juvenile
felony arrest rates are different from areas with high juvenile arrest rates. Mid-City: City Heights (92105)
and Paradise Hills (92139) are both areas of high (i.e., above city juvenile felony cannabis arrest rate of
0.001253 arrests per at risk population (10-17 years old)) juvenile felony cannabis arrest rates, but that
did not have above average juvenile cannabis arrest rates. Areas with above average juvenile felony
cannabis arrest rates have been particularly impacted by the criminalization of cannabis.

CONCLUSION
In San Diego, the criminalization of cannabis impacted some communities more than others. Youth
(under 18 years old) and people of color (especially Black, Pacific Islander and Latino San Diegans) were
arrested at disproportionately higher rates for cannabis related charges. Areas in central and
southeastern San Diego have been particularly impacted by the criminalization of cannabis. To address
these past societal harms, the City of San Diego should utilize local cannabis tax revenues to advance
equity and comply with State Prop. 64 requirements, by incorporating equity measures into licensing,
business opportunities and practices, and investing in youth development for impacted communities.
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Appendix H
Stakeholder Recommendations List

Social Equity Application and Plan Request
Application
● Qualifications must fit at least one of the following criterias
○ Incarcerated for cannabis
○ Directly impacted by the war on drugs
■ Immediate family member incarcerated for drug related charges
■ Placed in foster care system due to families impacted on war on drug
■ Child born with drugs in their system
○ Live in an impoverished community at least 5 years between the year 1980- 2016
Licensing
○ Utilyze cannabis taxes that are currently going into the general fund
■ Funding to train potential applicants prior to licensing
■

All cannabis taxes should go to help repair the communities ravished by
the failed war on drugs not the general fund
● Community based organizations vetted by the San Diego Black
Cannabis Group or other BIPOC lead advisory group
○ Focused on job training
○ Business incubation
○ Crime prevention
○ Youth Education
● BIPOC business incubation
● Capital for social equity applicants

○

Low to 0 interest loans or grants to fully setup and establish cannabis operation
■ This should not hold up the qualified individual that is already self funded.

○

No limit on social equity licenses in any category / limit the number of non equity
licenses. The bottom line threshold should be a 2 to one criteria (for every current
license there will be at least 2 social equity licenses.
■ Cultivation
■ Manufacturing
■ Distribution
■ Retail
■ Delivery
■ Micro licenses

○

Grant support to fund cannabis operation
■ Licensing, licensing fees, fully equiped building start up

○

Allow for expanded zoning (commercial, mixed used, downtown specific zones)
only for social equity applicants so they can attempt to catch up with current
operators

○

Zero taxes for social equity operators for 5-7 years

○

Lease city owned property for social equity operators at $1 per month (Non
negotiable)

○

2 consumption lounge licenses per each council district for social equity
applicants.

○

Social equity license holder can sell license when they want
■ Absolutely no forced sales
■ City should review and give final approval of the sale of approved social
equity commission

●

Prohibit slotting fees for products created by social equity operators in City of San Diego
cannabis outlets for 5-7 years
○ And/or require free shelving space for San Diego social equity owners products
○ By-Right permitting (adminstrative / over the counter / non CUP) for social equity
applicants

●

We must lighten restrictions in communities impacted by the failed war on drugs to allow
BIPOC patients to have safe access to their much needed medicine
○ Zoning

●

All licensing issued in communities impacted by the failed war on drugs be issued to
Social Equity applicants

Additional Needs
1. Currently existing operators should allocate a certain percentage of shelving space to
social equity brands.
2. Funding received from CA State cannabis prop 64
a. A percentage of taxes taken from cannabis industry businesses should be
utilized for advertisement in local minority & social equity brand publications.

Extra priority shall be given to applications that demonstrate that an applicant:
●
●

Is a member of a community disproportionately impacted by the enforcement of
cannabis prohibition;
Has an income lower than eighty percent of the median income of the county in
which the applicant resides; and Was convicted of a cannabis-related offense
prior to the effective date of this chapter, or had a parent, guardian, child, spouse,
or dependent, or was a dependent of an individual who, prior to the effective date
of this chapter, was convicted of a cannabis-related offense.
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